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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Water scarcity in Libya is an impor tant factor in determining 
the kinds of crops farmers can grow and the amounts of land utilized 
in each crop. The problem of water scarcity accelerates with the lack 
of s ufficient rainfall which recharges underground reservoirs . Allo-
cation of the available supply of water appears to be inefficient. 
Possible r easons for this inefficiency include: (1) customary far ming 
practices whereby water becomes either underused or overused, and 
(2) farmer ' s lac k of adequate information about water allocation and 
use. Improving the extension techniques and demonstrating t o farmers 
the proper ways of farming could help solve the above problems. Basic-
ally however, the problems are how to find adequate sources of water 
and how to allocate the available supply between uses and users in a 
manner that maximizes the value product of water . 
The general goal of this study is to develop a model for the 
allocation of the available s upply of water in the area of study and 
to determine how many hectares of each crop could be grown under this 
allocation . 
The Libyan Economy and Importance of Water 
Libya is an independent country located on the north-central coast 
of Africa. The Mediterranean borders Libya on the north , Tunisia and 
Algeria on the west, Sudan on the southeast, Niger and Chad on the 
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south, and Egypt on the east (Figure 1). The area of Libya is 679 , 360 
square miles and the population i s about 2.20 million with an annual 
growth rate of 3 .7 percent (26) . The capital of Libya is Tripoli 
with a population of 247 ,000 (26). 
Most of the cultivated land is located on the coastal area. How-
ever, there are new agricultural proj ec t s loca t ed in the eastern and 
southern ar eas . The main crops grown in the coastal area are barley, 
wheat, vege tables, and fruit trees including olives, figs, dates, grapes, 
almonds, and peaches. 
The coastal climate is generally mild with a minimum temper ature 
in winters of 5° C a nd a maximum of 41° C in summers (Mediterranean 
climate) (11). Rainfall i s not enough for intensive agriculture but 
generally i s enough for grain c r ops and some drought r esistant trees 
inc luding olive, palm, and fig. The rainfall is generally about 14 
inches per year on the coastal area, 1 2 inches per year on the western 
area , 18 inches per yea r on the Green Mountains in the eastern area, 
and decreasing t owards south (11). Although tinderground water is 
relatively scarce when compar ed with some other areas in the world, a ll 
farming in the coas t a l area and agricultural projects depends primarily 
on this source . 
The Libyan economy depend s heavily on water. The process o f oil 
pumping uses cons iderable water presently a nd will use more water in 
the future when most of the wells reach the seconda r y r ecover y stage 
when water or gas become necessary . With the reclamation of thousands 
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Figure 1. International borders of Libya 
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of hectares of land, demand for water will increa se rapidly . The 
increase in construction also demands large quantities of water. Indus-
try a nd manufacturing require huge amoun ts of water and with anticipated 
r apid industrial development, demand fo r water will increase sharply . 
Besides all the above water-consuming sectors , the population is 
incr easing 3 . 7 percent annually which means higher demands for water 
in homes . The government, through t he Ministry of Water and Dams, is 
spending considerable amounts of money in surveying the entir e country 
for the possibility of finding new sources of water . As a result, a 
large underground reservoir of water has been discovered in the eastern 
part of the country near t he border of Egypt . That reservoir is 
believed to be an ex t ension of a similar one which has been found in 
the western ar ea of Egypt with the help of an American company . Most 
of t he oil revenue is being used in developing the Libyan agriculture 
and i ndustry which are believed to be the two sound foundations for 
further development of t h e country in the post-petroleum period. 
Wat er is generall y suitable for agricultural use except in the 
coastal areas where the interference of the salty sea water with the 
wa t er table is increasing. Such areas are Janzour, the north par t of 
Zawia , and the north part o f Tajoura (10). The Ministry of Agriculture 
is engaged in (1) l imiting the amounts of crops farmers can grow in 
those a r eas and (2) prohibiting the growing of certain crops including 
tomatoes and potatoes . The ultimate purpose of this program is water 
conservation . 
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The uses of water can be divided into two main categories: 
(1) production uses and (2) consumption uses. Production uses include 
navigation, power, and manufacturing uses while consumption uses 
include domestic, agriculture , and petroleum. 
The Problem of Water Allocation 
Water allocation and conservation are essential criteria especially 
for areas experiencing water scarcity. The decisions of water allocation 
are very important but before making those decisions, three facts have 
to be understood. 
"First, are the objectives to be achieved. Second, are the means 
available for achieving the desired objectives. Third, are the conse-
quences of the several alternative means (practices or policies) in terms 
of achievement of the stated objectives" (23). 
There are two closely related levels of allocative decisions with-
in the process of decision making. The first level involves decisions 
among competitive uses. The second level involves decisions among 
competitive users. In the first level, decisions must be made 
concerning the amount of physical supply of water that is to be made 
available for particular uses . In the second level, decisions must be 
made on how the available water is to be allocated among competing uses . 
Use and user decisions are closely related and should be understood (23). 
The problem within agriculture 
There is little scientific water allocation in the area of study 
where some farmers probably use too much water for crops with low 
water requirements and some use too little water for crops with high 
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water requirements in relation to optimum allocation. The lack of 
information, farmers' education, and extension people are the main 
reasons behind the misallocation of available water in the area. One 
of the main purposes of the linear programming model used in this 
report is to demonstrate how water may be allocated among the competing 
crops grown in the area. 
The problem among sectors 
As mentioned earlier, a ll sectors of the economy are competing 
for water use. Most of the competition is among agriculture, industry, 
petroleum, construction, and home use . Those sectors of the economy 
can be treated like crops within agriculture,and different theories of 
water allocation can be successfully applied . The attention in this 
report is given to allocating water among competing crops without 
attempting to deal with the other economic sectors. Eventually, 
studies concerned with intersectional allocation must be undertaken 
to resolve water allocation problems between sectors. 
Objectives of Study 
The objectives of this study are: 
1. To develop a model for allocating water among different uses 
(crops) in the area of study. 
2 . To apply the model in the study area in demonstrating how 
many hectares of each crop should be grown under varying 
amounts of water s upplies . 
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3. To suggest further research on procedures with improved 
data for achieving objectives . 
The Method Used in Pursuing Objectives 
A linear progr anuning model is used to achieve the stated objec-
tives . This model includes information needed from the area of study 
qualified by the ser ious limitations which will be stated later. 
Thus, some of the data used are regarded as proxy data for purposes 
of testing application of the model. Improved data will be obtained in 
the future and will replace the proxy data with appropriate changes in 
the conclusions . 
Organization of Report 
This report is organized as follows: 
In Chapter I the introduction, the problem, the objectives of 
study, the procedures used in pursui ng objectives, and the organization 
of report are presented. 
I n Chapter II theory of water allocation among competing uses is 
explained. 
In Chapter III the study model is developed in relation to 
conditions in the area of study. 
In Chapter IV the results of t he model application and data analysis 
are presented. 
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In Chapter V the interpretation of results and recommendations are 
included. 
Finally, in Chapter VI the summary is presented. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORY OF WATER ALLOCATION AMONG COMPETING USES 
Two simple diagrams are used in presenting the analytical frame-
work for water allocation among several competing uses (crops) (Figures 
2 and 3). 
"The underly ing assumptions in this model are (1) a given supply of 
water, and (2) two alternative competing uses for the given supply" (23) . 
In order to present the idea only two competing crops are shown 
(alfalfa and tomato). Of course, many alternative c rops may be 
competing for the use of a given amount of water. 
The budgeting curve AE shows all possible allocations to two crops 
of a given supply of water . The total s upply of water could be placed 
in alfalfa . This extreme allocation of the given water s upply to 
alfalfa would be r e presented by point A. Another alternative allo-
ca tion would be point E, wherein use of the entire water supply would 
be allocated to tomato. Besides these extreme allocations of water, 
numerous possible combinations of uses could be selected. For example, 
point B represents 8 units of alfalfa and 2 units of tomato which could 
be produced; point D represents 2 units of alfalfa and 8 units of 
tomato; point C represents 5 units of alfalfa and 5 units of tomato; 
or any other of the numerous combinations along the curve AE . But the 
important thing is which one of these numerous alternative combinations 
is the optimum. 
The answer cannot be given unless we are able to place values 
on the products and factors . The selection of alternative uses should 
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Figure 2 . Hypothetical water allocation between two uses 
be based on a flexible choice criterion reflecting the changing desires 
of consumers. The choice criterion usually employed in specifying how 
resources should be used is the pricing mechanism. If the sacrifice 
ratio among products (resource uses) is equal to the product price ratio, 
taking in account the production costs, then profit is at a maximum; 
i.e ., the substitution ratio among production possibilities must be 
equal to the price ratio . 
Thjs principle is illustrated in the diagram below . Assume that 
from a fixed supply of one resource (such as water), or a fixed supply 
of bundle of resources (such as water, capital and land), the following 
combination of products can be produced: all of alfalfa and none of 
tomato; 90 of a l falfa and 10 of tomato; 70 of alfalfa and 20 of tomato; 
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etc. as illustrated in the figure below. The production possibility 
curve presents the substitutional relationship. For example, in a change 
from a combination of 100 alfalfa and no tomato, to 90 alfalfa and 10 
tomato, we sacrifice one unit from the former for each one unit gain 
in the latter. Under a third combination, wherein 70 alfalfa and 20 
tomato are produced, two units of alfalfa are lost for each one of 
tomato gained. Under a fourth combination, 40 alfalfa and 30 tomato 
are produced resulting in a gain of one unit of tomato for each three 
units of alfalfa sacrificed. Generally, increasing shifting water for 
one use entails increasing sacrifices in other uses to the degree water 
is scarce in relation to total demand. 
80 
60 I 
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Figure 3. Production decisions in relation to production possibilHies 
and relative product prices 
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Now suppose that the consuming society says that it likes both 
products alfalfa and tomato but that it places a per unit price on 
tomato which js 2.5 times the unit price of alfalfa (Figure 3). This 
price ratio, a price for t oma t o that is 2.5 times the price of alfalfa , 
is the choice criterion, the expression of relative importance by the 
consuming society that serves to indicate the op timum use of resources. 
The farmer growing the two crops can increase his prof its by expanding 
tomato production at the expense of alfalfa production as long as the 
substitution ratio of tomato for alfalfa (i.e., the amount of alfalfa 
sacrificed to gain one more unit of tomato) is less than the price ratio, 
expressed in terms of the quotient of price of t omato divided by price 
of alfalfa . 
Hence, since the substitution ratio, between the first two combina-
tions of crops, is only one, and is less than the price ratio of 2.5, 
the s econd combination is preferrable to the first (Figure 3). The 
third combination (70 alfalfa and 20 tomato) also is preferrable to 
the second since the substitution ratio of 2.0, in going between the 
second and third combinations, is still less than the price ratio of 
2 .5. However, the fourth combination is not prefer rable to the third, 
since the relative amount of alfalfa sacrificed to gain one more unit of 
tomato is more than proportional to the greater weight placed on 
tomato by consumers . 
Hence, a general principle has been indicated fo r attainment of 
our first major condition. It is necessary to determine the production 
possibilities in the use of water and determine the rate at which one 
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use must be sacrificed to a l low attainment of another use . Then, these 
produc tion poss ibi lities and substitution ratios must be related to 
the relative importance that cons umer s attach to the different uses. 
Water laws alone are no t capable of optimum alloca tion of water but 
with the above principle water can be allocated efficiently . 
The above idea can be applied to a ll crops (uses) within the 
agricultural sec tor. The most efficient crops in water use s hould be 
expanded and the inefficient ones should be reduced. For example , if 
crop A uses five units of water and yields ten units of output, and 
i f c rop B uses the same five units of wa ter and yields only six units 
of output, then crop A should be expanded in produc tion a nd crop B 
should be limited in production . Taking i nto account the prices of 
outputs , the costs of inputs, and the need for the product is very 
important when making a decision like the one above . 
Allocating water a mong different sectors of the economy i s 
crucial. It has been s hown before that all sectors of the economy 
consume water and the demands for it are increasing at a n increasing 
rate . These sectors of the economy can be treated t he same way as 
the c rops treated in the agricultural sector above. The same idea 
used to alloca t e water amo ng the cro ps can be used to allocate water 
among the sectors of the economy. The most efficient sectors in 
water use -- t aking into account the kind of policy, the pr i ces of the 
products, the cos t s of the factors, and t he need for the output should 
be enhanced a nd the deficient sectors in water use should be limited . 
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CHAPTER III 
STUDY PROCEDURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
Linear Progranuning as a Tool for Resource Allocation 
Use of linear programming 
Linear programming is one of the most frequently and successfully 
applied mathematical approaches by decision makers . The objective in 
using linear programming is to develop a model to aid decision makers 
in determining the optimal allocation of scarce resources among 
competing uses. Since resources used on farms have economic values 
and outputs of farms lead to profits and costs , the linear programming 
problem becomes that of allocating the scarce resources in a manner 
such that revenue is a maximum for particular levels of costs or costs 
are minimum for particular levels of products. Two factors give rise 
to the allocation problem. First, resources available to farmers 
have a cost and a r e limited in supply; therefore, farmers as decision 
makers must determine how limited resources will be used. Second, the 
allocation of the resources must be made in accordance with some over-
all objective . In the farming sector, this objective is normally the 
maximization of profit or the minimization of cost. 
Components of a linear progranuning model 
The three necessary components of a linear progrannning model are: 
(1) the objective function, (2) the alternative methods of meeting the 
requirements of the objective function, and (3) the restraints on the 
quantity of resources available. 
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The usual goal of any farmer is assumed to be profit maximization; 
however, additional goals of the farmer may be included in the linear 
programming model. For example, the farmer may eliminate hiring any 
labor, maintain a minimum amount of land in wheat, or take a certain 
number of days of vacation per month. 
If a farmer has only one method of producing a crop, such as 
barley, the problem of maximizing farm income is relatively simple; 
he should produce as much barley as possible up to the point where 
marginal cost equals marginal revenue taking the relevant constraints 
into account. However, if there are numerous ways, that is, different 
combinations of inputs called a process or an activity, to produce 
barley and numerous ways to produce other c rops and/or livestock, then 
the problem of determining optimal production becomes very difficult. 
Linear programming becomes a useful tool in determining optimal resource 
allocation under those conditions. 
A linear programming problem does not exist unless there are 
resources of limited quantity. Thus, if the farmer who irrigates does 
not have a limited quantity of water for irrigation, and/or limited 
land, and/or limited capital, and/or a limit on some other resources, 
then he has no problem amenable to linear programming application. If 
there are only a few resource restrictions, then either arithmetic or 
graphics may be used to solve for the optimal combinations of products 
to produce. However, on most farms there are numerous resource 
restrictions and processes; thus, linear programming is a useful 
analytical tool . 
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Assumptions of linear programming 
Heady a nd Candl er list the four major assumptions made in the 
application of linear programming as : 
1. Addit ivity and linearity . The activities must be additive 
i n the sense that when two or more are used; their total 
product must be the sum. of their individual products . 
2. Divisibility. It is assumed that factors can be used and 
commodities can be produced in quantities which are f r actional 
units . 
3 . Finiteness . It is assumed that there is a limit to the 
number of alternative activities and to the resource 
restrictions which need be considered . 
4 . Single value expectations. In general (the assumption is 
made) that resource supplies, input-output coefficients, and 
prices are known with certainty (13, p, 17) . 
These assumptions are not as restrictive as it may appear . It 
has been demonstrated (6) that the l i near programming model is a logical 
extension of linear economic theory which is itself a restatement of 
the conventional theory of competitive equilibrium . In fact, "linear 
programming is marginal analysis, appropriately tailored to a finite 
number of activities" (6, p . 133) . 
If the assumption of a homogenous production function is acceptable , 
it is difficult to argue with the linearity assumption employed in 
programming (19, p.84). However, because of r esource indivisibilities 
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variable proportions may have to be accepted in some cases. Fortunately, 
such a situation may be approximated by means of a series of linear 
segments (3) • 
The divisibility assumption is a necessary mathematical require-
ment in the simplex method and can be adapted to a particular empirical 
problem. Thus, if the solution specif ies that 74 , 000.31 hectares of 
barley be grown , we may reasonably ignore the decimal figure. For 
other programming problems where a f ractional answer is totally 
meaningless a nd unacceptable, a modification known as integer programming 
may be used (9) . Thus, the divisibility assumption is not as restric tive 
as it may first appear . 
The additivity assump tion may impose certain limi t ations. It does 
not permit, for example, a complementary relationship between any two 
activities but we can get around this probl em by dealing with products 
as joint products like the case of raising dairy cows for milk and 
ca l ves . 
The finiteness assumption also, while a necessary mathematical 
requirement, does no t impose restrictions in empirical investigations. 
It is true that water, for example, may be applied in increasingly 
small amounts on a farm. A farmer, however , is far from interested 
in considering this number of alternatives. We may, ther efor e , only 
include three or four discrete levels in an analysis . 
The assumption of single valued expectations while certainly 
unr ealistic for some farming situations may be partially overcome by 
~he use of parametric t echniques as in the case when a proposed availabl e 
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water s upply is allowed to vary (see applica t ion of the model, next 
chapter). This modifica t i on, however, does not explicitly consider 
the effects of, for example, weather variability or risk aversion . 
We have now found t hat in empirical analysis the assumptions 
of linear progrannning are not so restrictive as to l i mi t the useful-
ness of the technique . 
Development of the Programming Model 
A linear programming optimization model is developed to suit the 
area of study. This model consists of 76 rows (restraints) and 73 
columns (activities). Among the activities t here are a dairy cow 
raising activity and a feed buying activity (APPENDIX B). The model 
has a right hand side column whic h contains the total amounts of 
resources available fo r production. Tha t is, a column cons ists of as 
many rows as the number of rows in the matrix . Also, the model has 
an objective function which is called a "c " r ow a nd contains a ll the 
prices and variable costs of a unit of the ac t ivity . 
Multiple righ t hand side columns are used t o find the effect 
of different levels of resource availability. Also, multiple obj ective 
func t i on rows are used to see the effect of different prices and 
variable costs on the solution . The Aij coefficients, that is the 
i th row and the jth column will be plugged into the model. Although 
some of the Aij coefficients are not accur a t e the model can be used 
as a framework and when the accura t e coefficients become available 
they can easily replace the i naccur ate ones. The A .. coefficients 
l.J 
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which are not accurate are labor needed per hectare for picking green 
peppers, onions, potatoes, tomatoes, and watermelon, labor needed 
per year for mowing alfalfa, and tomatoes yield per hec tare . 
Description of the model 
A single period linear programming model based on the restraints 
and possible activities is designed. The program objective is to 
maximize income over all variable costs taking into account the 
restraints imposed . 
List of activities (columns of matrix by type and number) 
1. Crop producing and growing activities. These activities 
include seedbed preparation, planting, fertilizer spread, 
chemicals , spraying, and machinery used for seedbed preparation. 
(The unit of activity for every activity listed below is one 
hectare . ) 
POl Producing and growing barley. 
P02 Producing and growing corn. 
P03 Producing and growing wheat . 
P04 Producing and growing peanuts. 
POS Producing and growing tomatoes . 
P06 Producing and growing potatoes. 
P07 Producing and growing onions. 
P08 Producing and growing green peppers. 
P09 Producing and growing watermelon. 
PlO Producing and growing alfalfa. 
Pll Producing and growing millet for forage . 
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Pl2 Producing and growing faba-beans. 
Pl3 Producing and growing oats for forage . 
2 . Crop watering activities. (Included here are only the costs 
of watering) . 
Pl4 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
barley . 
PlS An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of corn. 
Pl6 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of wheat . 
Pl7 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
peanuts. 
Pl8 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
tomatoes. 
Pl9 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
potatoes. 
P20 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
P21 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
peppers. 
P22 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
watermelon. 
P23 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
alfalfa. 
P24 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of 
millet for forage. 
onions. 
green 
P25 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of faba-
beans . 
P26 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of oats 
for forage. 
3. 
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Crop harvesting activities . Included here are the costs of 
harvesting only . (The activity unit is one hectare). 
P27 An activity which has barley custom-combined and the hay 
put up by farmers. 
P28 An activity which has corn custom-combined and hauling . 
P29 An activity which has wheat custom-combined and the hay 
put up by farmers. 
P30 An activity which has peanuts manually picked. 
P31 An activity which has tomatoes manually picked . 
P32 An activity which has potatoes manually picked. 
P33 An activity which has onions manually picked. 
P34 An activity which has green peppers manually picked. 
P35 An activity which has watermelon manually picked. 
P36 An activity which has alfalfa mowed so times per year 
farmers . 
P37 An activity which contains millet custom harvested and 
baled . 
P38 An activity which includes faba-beans manually picked . 
P39 An activity which has oats custom-harvested and baled . 
by 
4. Buying and selling activities . 
P40 Barley selling. The activity unit is one metric ton 
(2240 lb). 
P41 Corn selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P42 Wheat selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P43 Peanuts selling. The acti vity unit is one long ton . 
P44 Tomato selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P45 Potato selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
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P46 Onion selling. The activity unit is one metric ton . 
P47 Green pepper sellin g. The ac tivity unit is one metric 
ton. 
P48 Watermelon sellin g . The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P49 Alfalfa selling . The activity unit is on e metric ton . 
PSO Millet selling . The activity unit is on e metric ton. 
PSl Faba-beans selling . The activity unit is one metric t on . 
P52 Oats selling. The activity unit is one metric ton . 
P53 Fertiliz~r b uying. The activity unit is on e pound . 
P54 Feed supplement buying . The unit of activi t y is on e 
metric ton. 
PSS Water buying in Jan. 1 - Feb. 28. The unit of activity 
is one cubic meter. 
P56 Water buyin g in Mar . 1 - Apr. 30 . The unit of activity 
is one cubic meter . 
P57 Water buying in May 1 - June 30. The unit of ac tivity 
is one cubic meter. 
P58 Water buying in July 1 - Aug. 30. The unit of activity 
is one cubic meter. 
P59 Water buying in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31. The unit of activity 
is on e cubic meter . 
P60 Water buying in Nov. 1 - Dec . 31. The unit of activity 
is on e cubic meter . 
5. Livestock production activities. 
P61 Dairy cow raising and selling . Sellin g the culled cow 
and the milk. The activity unit is one cow. 
6. Capital activities . 
P62 Capital borrowing. The activity unit is one dollar. 
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7. Labor hiring activities . (The activity unit is one hour . ) 
P63 Labor hir i ng in Jan . 1 - Feb. 28 . 
P64 Labor hiring in Mar. 1 - Mar . 15. 
P65 Labor hiring in Mar. 16 - Mar. 31. 
P66 Labor hiring in Apr . 1 - Apr. 30. 
P67 Labor hiring in May 1 - May 30. 
P68 Labor hiring in May 31 - Aug. 30. 
P69 Labor hir i n g in Sep t. 1 - Oct. 31. 
P70 Labor hiring in Nov . 1 - Nov . 30. 
P71 Labor hiring in Dec. 1 - Dec. 31. 
The reason for arranging the labor periods as shown above is because 
the crops are either grown or harves t ed in those periods . So this 
arrangement eases the process of ca l culating labor and other inputs 
required by the crops. 
8 . Machinery custom-hir ing ac tivities. 
P72 Custom-combine hiring . The activity unit is one hour. 
P73 Cus t om-tractor hiring . The activity unit is one hour. 
Lis t of restraints (rows of matrix) 
By type and numbe r. All r est raints are maximum restraints (equal 
to or less than the total amount of resource avail able in the B column 
of each restraint). 
1. Land restraints. 
ROl A restraint on land . The land is homogenous. The B 
column unit is hectare. 
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2. Labor restraints. These restraints are on the labor provided 
by the farmers in the area without hiring outside labor. The 
restraint unit is one hour. 
R02 A restraint on labor i n Jan. 1 - Feb . 28 . 
R03 A restraint on labor in Mar. 1 - Mar . 15. 
R04 A restraint on labor in Mar. 16 - Mar. 31. 
ROS A restraint on labor in Apr . 1 - Apr. 30 . 
R06 A restr ain t on labor in May 1 - May 30 . 
R07 A restraint on labor in May 31 - Aug. 30. 
ROB A restraint on labor in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31 . 
R09 A restraint on labor in Nov. 1 Nov. 30 . 
RlO A restraint on labor in Dec. 1 - Dec. 31 . 
3 . Capital restraints. 
Rll A restraint on head space of cows (capital accounting). 
The restraint unit is one head space . 
Rl2 A restraint on operating capital. The restraint unit is 
one dollar. 
4. Water requirement restraints. The restraint unit is one cubic 
meter. 
Rl3 A r estraint on water demanded by the crops in Jan . 1 -
Feb. 28. 
Rl4 A restr aint on water in Mar. 1 - Apr. 30 . 
RlS A restraint on water in May 1 - June 30 . 
Rl6 A restraint on water in July 1 - Aug . 30. 
R17 A restraint on water in Sept . 1 - Oct. 31 . 
Rl8 A restraint on water in Nov. 1 - Dec. 31 . 
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S. Fertilizer availability restraints. 
Rl9 A restraint on the fertilizer available for the crops . 
The restraint unit is one pound. 
6 . Machinery supply restraints . 
R20 A restraint on custom-combine hire. The restraint unit 
is hour . 
R21 A restraint of custom-tractor hire. The restraint unit 
is hour. 
7 . Grown c rops transfer rows . Every hectare grown has to be 
transferred through the crop transfer rows to be watered . 
(The restraint unit is one watered hectare.) 
R22 A grown barley transfer rows. 
R23 A grown corn transfer row. 
R24 A grown wheat transfer row. 
R25 A grown peanut transfer row. 
R26 A grown t omato transfer row . 
R27 A grown potato transfer row. 
R28 A grown onion transfer row. 
R29 A grown green pepper transfer row. 
R30 A grown watermelon transfer row. 
R31 A grown alfalfa transfer row. 
R32 A grown millet transfer row. 
R33 A grown Faba-beans transfer row. 
R34 A grown oats transfer r ow . 
8. Water maximum restraints. These quantities of water were 
chosen high enough a nd parametric analysis was used on them t o 
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find the effect of different levels of water on variables 
including income , production, labor, capital, etc . (The unit 
of restraint is one cubic meter.) 
R35 A restraint on water in Jan. 1 - Feb. 28. 
R36 A restraint on water i n Mar. 1 Apr. 30. 
R37 A restraint on water in May 1 - June 30 . 
R38 A restraint on water in July 1 - Aug. 30. 
R39 A restraint on water in Sept . 1 - Oct . 31. 
R40 A restraint on water in Nov . 1 - Dec. 31. 
9. Harvest transfer rows. Every watered hectare has to be trans-
ferred into harvesting. (The transferred unit is one hec tare 
of crop.) 
R41 A harvested hectare of barley transfer. 
R42 A harvested hectare of corn transfer. 
R43 A harvested hectare of wheat transfer . 
R44 A harvested hectare of peanuts transfer . 
R45 A harvested hectare of tomato transfer . 
R46 A harvested hectare of potato transfer. 
R47 A harvested hectare of onion transfer. 
R48 A harvested hectare of green pepper transfer. 
R49 A harvested hectare of watermelon transfer . 
RSO A harvested hectare of alfalfa transfer. 
RS! A harvested hectare of millet transfer. 
R52 A harvested hectare of Faba-beans transfer . 
R53 A harvested hectare of oats transfer. 
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10. Yield transfer rows. Every yield of a harvested hectare has 
to be transferred into its selling activity . (The unit of 
the transferred row is one metric ton.) 
R54 A barley transfer row. 
R55 A corn transfer row. 
R56 A wheat transfer row. 
R57 A peanuts transfer row. 
R58 A tomato transfer row. 
R59 A potato transfer row . 
R60 An onions transfer row. 
R61 A green peppers transfer row. 
R62 A watermelon transfer row. 
R63 An alfalfa transfer row. 
R64 A millet transfer row. 
R65 A Faba-beans transfer row. 
R66 An oats transfer row. 
11. Feed supplement transfer row. 
R67 Feed supplement transfer row. The unit is one pound. 
12 . Labor hiring maximum restraints. (The unit is one hour . ) 
R68 A restraint on hiring labor in Jan . 1 Feb. 28. 
R69 A restraint on hiring labor in Mar. 1 - Mar . 15. 
R70 A restraint on hiring labor in Mar. 16 - Mar. 31. 
R71 A restraint on hiring labor in Apr . 1 - Apr. 30. 
R72 A restraint o n hiring labor in May 1 - May 30 . 
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R73 A restraint on hiring labor in May 31 - Aug. 30. 
R74 A restraint on hiring labor in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31. 
R75 A restraint on hiring labor in Nov. 1 - Nov. 30 . 
R76 A restraint on hiring labor in Dec . 1 - Dec. 30. 
Develoement of coefficients 
Most of the coefficients were ob'tained from the farmers in the 
area of study. A sample of fourteen farmers were interviewed in the 
summer of 1977. The coefficients obtained were either taken from the 
farmers'records or based on their past experience in farming. The 
price expectations and cost figures (APPENDIX A) used are the same as 
those which prevail in the area. Some biased coefficients were 
replaced by others which are obtained from the Agricultural Research 
Center (10) . Most of the labor coefficients for dairy cows activity were 
based on past experience of the farmers. The C row coefficients are 
the net returns over variable costs not accounted for in the model of 
one unit of activity. 
The B column coefficients for labor requirements were divided 
into periods over the year according to the times of growing and 
harvesting the different crops (APPENDIX A). The labor, capital, 
and other coefficients for the crop growing and harvesting activities 
were developed for a set of small sized machinery (European machinery) 
using information from the farmers in the area. 
The six B column coefficients for the maximum amounts of water 
available were set arbitrarily at high levels, and parametric analysis 
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was applied since the actual data are not available. A second set 
of C row coefficients ~~s developed to examine the effect of price 
a nd variable cost changes on the solut ion. Two more B columns were 
included to study the effects of different quantities of resources 
on the optimal solution. Six different solutions will be obtained 
in this model a nd will be explained later. 
Assumpt ions and points to observe 
1. Labor included i n the B columns is the farmer' s own labor only 
a nd hiring activities are included i n the model. 
2 . Capital includ ed in the B columns is the farmer's own capital 
a nd borrowing mor e capital at 8% i n c
1 
or 5% in c
2 
is possible . 
3 . All harvesting other than alfa l fa, barley, oats, millet and 
wheat is done manually . 
4 . Harvesting barley, oa t s , millet and wheat is done by hiring 
a custom harvestor . Alfalfa is mowed by the farmer's own 
machinery. 
5 . Barley growing activity, tomato growing activity, pota to 
growing activity, a nd oats gr owing activity are bound a t 
75,000, 10 ,000, 11,000 and 20 , 000 hectares, res pectively. 
Those bounds are the requirements for the area based on the 
agricultural r esear c h cente r informa tion . 
6 . The f ixed cost of land, machines, wells , and t he irrigation 
systems are not inc luded a nd can be subtracted t o get ne t income . 
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Data Needs of Model 
The specified model with the availability of accurate data can 
help solve the problems of resource allocation in the area of study . 
The data needed are numerous and can be stated as follows: (1) The 
amount and cost of inputs (per unit) used in production. For example, 
the amount of seed or fertilizer needed for cultivating one hectare 
of land and the cost per unit of t hat input. (2) The total area of 
land sui t able for cultivation . (3) The expected yield and market 
prices of the products. The unit of yield is a kilogram or a ton and 
the market prices are referred to that unit of production . (4) amount of 
capital required for production. (5) Amount of labor needed for 
finishing the agricultural practices. The amounts of labor in different 
periods and the labor required per one hectare are stated. (6) Machinery 
and other implements used in production. The total amount of machinery 
available is stated as a constraint and the amount needed per one 
hectare (expressed in time) is given in APPENDIX A. 
The gross amounts of all the inputs needed for production are 
listed in the left hand side of the programming tableau. The row 
column coefficients are in terms of one unit of production, i . e . if 
there is a coefficient in the intersection of wheat growing column 
and the labor row, then that coefficient is hours of labor needed for 
growing one hectare of wheat. 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF MODEL TO STUDY AREA AND RESULTS 
Study Area 
The area of study is a farming area located 30 kilometers to the 
west of the capi t al , Tripoli (Figure 4) . This area is characterized 
by a homogenous type of soil, same weather conditions , and similar 
agricultural practices . All farms in the area are irrigated from 
aquifers . Every farm has its own water well. All farms in the area 
are privately owned and range in size from one to fo rty hectares. The 
area is characterized by relatively level land without any major 
mountains or hills. There is not any specific design or shape for the 
farms i n the a rea . The borders be tween the farms are simply wind 
s helter trees or some kinds of spiky wind-shelter shrubs. There is an 
important need for agrarian reform with emphasis on land r eform for the 
area to make produc tion more efficient. The most commonl y grown crops 
in the area are alfalfa, barley, corn, faba-beans , green peppers , millet, 
oats , onions , peanuts , potatoes, tomatoes, watermelon, and wheat. Dairy 
cows are the most common livestock raised in this area . 
The area of study is about 40 by 50 kilometers, or 200,000 hectares . 
Approximately twenty-five percent of the area is covered with timber 
which can be removed and the land can be used for cul tivation. One 
hundred and fifty thousand hectares are used as land restraint in B
1 
column, one hundred and twenty thousand in B
2 
column , and one hundred 
and eigh ty thousand in s
3 
column. 
MEDITERRAN EAN SEA 
Figure 4. A cross section of study area 
TRIPOLI 
w 
N 
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The capital structure of the area appears to be relatively low 
compared to the neighboring areas. The land fertility is poor and 
the feed space for dairy cows is insufficient. The capital supply is 
limited, water is scarce, and labor provided by the farmers in the 
area is not enough for cultivating the land. 
Data Collection with Limita tions 
Detailed accurate data for any linear programming model are very 
important. When accurate data are available, the results can be mean-
ingful and explain in detail the amount of land which could be utilized, 
the kinds of crops which could be grown, and the amounts of other 
resources which could be used. 
Twenty randomly chosen farmers were intended to be interviewed 
from the area of study . The questionnaires were prepared and designed 
to cover all types of activities a nd practices farmers in the area 
pursue. For example, the kinds of crops they grow, the amounts and 
costs of inputs they use, and the amounts and prices of outputs they 
obtain. The major objective of the questionnaires was to find the 
effect of irrigation on farm return , i.e., to study the way farmers 
allocate water and to find the best alternative way to allocate this 
resource. Some agricultural information was to be obtained from the 
experts in the Agricultural Research Center, Ministry of Agricultural 
Development, Ministry of Water and Dams, Ministry of Planning, and 
El-Fateh University in Tripoli . 
Because of the limitations stated in the following pages only 
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fourteen interviews were made and only limited data were obtained. 
No significant information was obtained from any minis try mentioned 
above except Ministry of Agricultural Development. 
There were a number of obstacles which prevented obtaining the 
needed information as planned. These obstacles were due to factors 
beyond the control of the author. 
While the author was in Libya in July, 1977, the war started 
between Egypt and Libya which caused many problems. Most of the 
people including the farmers were either drafted or volunteered into 
the army. Because there were not enough farmers to interview the 
author had to interview some farmers ' wives . Many answers from the 
women were not correc t because of the lack of knowledge and the fear 
from taxing. 
During the time the au thor was in the country, there were not 
enough people i n the ministries to answer his questions concerning the 
researc h because they were in the army . 
The author was given a governmental marked car to use in his 
travel from ministry to ministry or farm to farm. At the same time , 
the similar governmental marked cars we r e used by the army , which led 
to the following problem . The soldiers guarding the roads to the study 
area or even in the city stopped the car frequently and ordered the au-
thor (driver) to bring or deliver certain things like food to them from 
different pl aces , or give rides to other soldiers . Although the author 
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knew obeying the orders in these kinds of situations was part of his 
duty ~e lost a great deal of time, especially when the car was 
given to him for 25 days only. 
As a result of the war, insufficient reliable data were ob t ained. 
Consequently, the data originating from the interviews and other 
sources were used as proxies in the linear programming model in order 
to demonstrate application of the model . When the accurate data becomes 
available, it can replace the proxy data. 
Application of the Model 
The linear progranuning model stated in the pr evious chapter could 
be a pplied to the area of study. The activities, restraints, and 
coefficients are shown on the matrix (APPENDIX B). The detailed data 
are shown in APPENDIX A). 
A restraint is a limitation imposed on a resource, or hiring 
labor, or use of capital, or producing a certain quantity of output , 
or etc . Restraints can be maximum or minimum or equalit y. 
A maximum restraint is like : 
A minimum restraint is like: 
An equality restraint i s like: 
3x1 + 2x2 + x3 = 8 
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An activity can be producing corn with a certain level of 
fertilizer or producing a combination of alfa l fa and weed with a 
certain level of water. Buying or selling can also be called activities . 
A farmer can have more than one activity in producing a single or 
combinations of crops. 
Since the total amount of water available in the area is not 
exactly known , parametric range anal ysis is applied to find the effect 
of different levels of water on the c rops and amoun t of land each c rop 
uses. 
The control cards and the data deck are set up to give six solutions 
and the parametric r ange analysis is applied to six periods of proposed 
maximum amo unt s of wate r available . Many relationships be tween the 
parametrized water and some other variables are shown in a late r 
section . 
Every solution of the five parametric solutions obtained gives 
different amounts of water allocated to each crop . Finally , the 
possibilities of more research a nd study and the expansion of model are 
discussed late r . 
Results of Application 
The following table shows t he major resources used in solution 
one and their ma r ginal value products . The highest margina l value 
product is on the last hectare of land . 
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Table 1. Major resources used and their marginal value products 
Marginal 
Major Total Amount Amount Value 
Resources Available Used Pro~uct 
ROl, Land 150,000 ha 150,000 ha $699 . 35 
R02, Owned labor 
Jan. 1-Feb . 28 19,874 hr 19,874 hr 6 . 72 
R03, Owned labor 
Mar. 1-Mar. 15 10,674 hr 10,674 hr 8.40 
R04, Owned labor 
Mar. 16-Mar. 31 11,356 hr 11, 356 hr 110. 45 
ROS , Owned labor 
Apr. 1-Apr . 30 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 70 . 66 
R06, Owned l abor 
May 1-May 30 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 13 . 44 
R07, Owned labor 
May 31-Aug. 30 65,300 hr 65,300 hr 42.55 
ROS, Owned labor 
Sept . 1-0ct. 31 44,006 hr 44,006 hr 10.08 
R09, Owned labor 
Nov . 1-Nov . 30 21 , 293 hr 21,293 hr 10.08 
RlO, Owned labor 
Dec . 1-Dec . 31 22 , 003 hr 15. 4 71. 92 hr 0 . 0 
Rl2, Operating 
capital $20,460,000 $20,460,000 0 . 08 
R20, Combine supply 30,000 hr 30,000 hr 13 . 40 
R21, Tractor supply 105,000 hr 105,000 hr 12 . 30 
R68, Hired labor 
Jan. 1-Feb . 28 60,000 hr 48,651 hr o.o 
R69, Hired labor 
Mar. 1-Mar . 15 20 ,000 hr 10,584 hr 0 . 0 
R70, Hired labor 
Mar. 16-Mar . 31 40,000 hr 40,000 hr 102.05 
R71, Hired labor 
Apr . 1-Apr. 30 120,000 hr 120,000 hr 62 . 26 
R72, Hired labor 
May 1-May 30 25 , 000 hr 15,681 hr 00.00 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Marginal 
Major Total Amount Amount Value 
Resources Available Used Product 
($ 
R73, Hired labor 
May 31-Aug . 30 150,000 hr 150,000 hr 29.11 
R74, Hired labor 
Sept. 1-0ct. 31 30,000 hr 22,144 hr 00.00 
R75 , Hired labor 
Nov . 1-Nov . 30 170,000 hr 132,582 hr 00.00 
R76, Hired labor 
Dec . 1-Dec. 31 1,000 hr 0 hr 00.00 
The following table shows the major activities in solution one 
and their penalty costs,i.e ., the loss as a result of forcing one more 
unit into the optimum solution. 
Table 2 . Major activities in solution and their penalty costs 
Shadow Price 
Activity Level of Activity (penalty costs) 
POl, Barley growing 75,000 ha $24,94 
P03 , Wheat growing 12, 719 ha 00.00 
P05, Tomato growing 10,000 ha 213 .90 
P06, Potato growing 11,000 ha 868 . 06 
P07, Onion growing 8,737 ha 00 . 00 
P08 , Green pepper growing 1 , 667 ha 00 . 00 
Pl2, Faba-bean growing 10,875 ha 00.00 
Pl3, Oats growing 20,000 ha 00.00 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Activity Level of Activity 
Shadow Price 
(penalty costs) 
P40 , Selling barley 187,500 metric ton oo.oo 
P42, Selling wheat 24,166 metric ton 00.00 
P44 , Selling tomato 300,000 metric ton 00.00 
P45, Selling potato 225,500 metric ton 00 . 00 
P46, Selling onion 183,487 metr ic ton 00.00 
P4 7, Selling green pepper 17,007 metric ton 00.00 
P51, Selling Faba-bean 100,058 metric ton 00.00 
P53, Buying fertilizer 28,869 metric ton 00 . 00 
Three B columns (total amount of each resource available) and two 
C rows (rows s how the variable costs and the prices of i nputs and out-
puts) are shown in the matrix (APPENDIX B) . Some changes in columns 
B2 and B3 and al so in row c2 are made (APPENDIX B). Those changes will 
be discussed in the next chapter . 
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CHAPTER V 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter gives the interpretation of the information obtained 
from applying the linear programming model developed in the previous 
chapter. All the six solutions are examined and answers to the issues 
raised under the objective of the study are given. Given the situation 
of low capital, scarce water, and the need for more labor, the 
following questions could be answered during the interpretation: 
1. Is hiring more labor desirable? 
2. Would raising more dairy cows be feasiblei 
3 . Is borrowing more capital desirable? 
The Solutions 
Table 3 gives the six solutions in the "row numbers" from the 
computer printout. 
Some shadow prices are relatively high compared to the rest. The 
reason for this variation is because the use of those resources is 
profitable and output prices of the activities connected with them are 
high. The highest total revenue per hectare is from potato ($2066.3) 
APPENDIX A. Thus, compared to this total revenue those relatively 
high shadow prices are acceptable. 
Table 4 shows the crop activities in solution and their optimum 
levels. 
Wheat production is not feasible in solutions two and five because 
the variable costs of producing wheat are high compared to barley and 
Table 3. Major marginal value products in the six solutions 
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution 
One Two Three Four Five Six 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
---
Major rows (resources) at 
limit level (numbers are 
the major shadow prices) 
ROl, Land 699.35 739 . 87 509. 77 597.45 616 . 68 522.50 
R03, Labor Mar. 1-15 1160.63 
R22, Watering barley 842 . 39 845 . 67 
R24, Watering wheat 835.67 838 . 95 
R25, Watering peanuts 915 . 52 785 . 25 
J:-
R26, Watering tomato 1413.16 1431. 34 878.68 957.42 789.27 ...... 
R27, Watering potato 1802.13 1802 . 13 1287.47 1069.69 1069.69 
R28, Watering onion 1257.95 1275.43 1031. 92 1040.21 842.39 
R29, Watering green pepper 1167.27 1183.31 918 . 69 926 . 30 
R30, Watering watermelon 1177.12 1198 .40 972 . 58 802 .16 
R31, Watering alfalfa 911. 32 949 . 13 807 .00 824 .94 786. 72 
R32, Watering millet 868.38 912 . 59 848 . 09 
R33, Watering Faba- bean 888.76 927 . 10 1066.75 813 .18 850.45 
R34, Watering oats 868.38 868 . 40 848.10 
R41, Barley transfer fo r 
harvest 1023 . 92 1025 . 70 975 . 71 952 . 78 953 . 61 936 . 61 
R42, Corn transfer for 
harvest 
R43, Wheat transfer for 
harvest 1017.20 1018.95 968 . 99 966. 21 971. 33 950.05 
Table 3. (continued) 
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution 
One Two Three Four Five Six 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
R44, Peanuts transfer for 
harvest 
R45, Tomat o transfer for 
harvest 1617.27 1686.98 1238.61 813.93 821 . 38 
R46, Potato transfer for 
harvest 1938.05 1938.05 1430.05 1239 . 26 1239.26 906.22 
R47, Onion tranfer for 
harvest 1440.34 1454.93 1038.58 1227.62 1234.54 1092.90 
R48, Green pepper transfer 
for harvest 1442.46 1435.93 1079.42 1208.73 1215.12 1084.38 .r:-
R49, Watermelon transfer 
N 
for harvest 1385.96 1456 .66 1097.74 1266.74 841.64 
R50 , Alfalfa transfer for 
harvest 1641. 86 1664.97 1337 .11 1518. 71 1529.63 1711.12 
R51, Millet transfer for 
harvest 1039.87 1084 . 08 1039 . 87 989.16 993.23 
R52, Faba-bean transfer 
for harvest 1085. 77 1121. 60 1459.35 1016.03 1033.04 1141. 27 
R53, Oats transfer for 
harvest 1039.87 1039.87 1039.87 940 . 54 
R69, Hired labor Mar. 1-15 1152. 24 
Table 4 . Crop activities in solution and their optimum levels 
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution 
One Two Three Four Five Six 
(ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) 
Crop activities in 
solution (numbers 
are activity units) 
POl, Growing barley 75,000.00 55,077 . 98 75,000 . 00 75,000.00 74,242.60 75,000.00 
P03, Growing wheat 12,719.20 62 ,520.62 31 , 883.82 71,813 . 35 
P05, Growing tomato 10,000 . 00 10,000.00 10,000.00 
.i::-
w 
R06, Growing potato 11,000.00 11,000 . 00 11,000.00 11,000.00 11,000.00 10,400 . 35 
R07, Growing onions 8 ,737.48 9,777.11 4,870.23 8,923 . 29 9,962.92 8,670. 71 
P08, Growing green pepper 1,667.41 4,650.41 11,636.23 14,619.23 6,885.80 
Pl2, Growing Faba-beans 10,875.92 9,494.50 5,264.50 11,556.67 10,175.25 7,229 . 10 
Pl3, Growing oats 20,000.00 20 , 000 . 00 11,344.56 
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per unit output prices of o ther crops a r e higher than that for wheat. 
Thus, r esources a r e more profitable in producing crops other than 
wheat. Tomato production is not feas ible in solutions four, five , 
and six because of low per unit output price of t omatoes in c2 row. 
Gr een pepper production is not feasible in solut i on three because 
the r esources are more effi cient in producing mor e wheat and barley 
because of low variable cos ts compa r ed t o that in green pepper pr oduc-
tion. Oats production is not feasible in solutions fo ur, f ive, and six 
because of low per unit output price and r esources ar e more efficient 
in producing other crops . Some ac tivities are in the basis a t zer o 
l evels and are ignored. For the rest of activities in solution see 
APPENDIX C. 
It is clear from Table 4 that most of the land should go to barley 
produc tion in all solutions . Barley a ppears to be t he most efficient 
crop in r esource use, It uses less water a nd l ess labor compared to 
vegetabl e crops in these solutions. Oats production seems to be the 
second most effici ent crop in solutions one and two . I n solutions 
three, four, and six, wheat appear s to be the second most efficient 
crop i n resource use. The genera l idea tha t efficiency is based upon in 
these solutions, is when the crop (like barley) grown on most of the 
land this means t he crop is effici ent in resource use because the model 
is an optimization model . Naturally, barley, oats, a nd wheat use less 
labor and water t han vegetable c rops in these solutions (APPENDIX A) . 
Thus, in t he a r ea of study most of the land should be al l ocated to 
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barley, oats, and wheat. More of these conclusions are given under 
each solution later. 
Table 5 shows the major income penalties in the six solutions. 
In that table the penalty costs for raising dairy cows (P61) are very 
high because of high resource requirements especially labor . The 
dairy cows raised in the area are Frisian cows which are not native. 
Those kinds of dairy cows require more labor, specific kinds of 
shelter, and expensive equipment. 
Solution One 
This solution reports the optimum plan using prices and variable 
costs in c1 row and available resources in B1 column . For the 
coefficients of c1 row and B1 column , see the matrix (APPENDIX B) . 
Crop activities 
Barley for grain (PO!) 75,000.00 hectares 
Wheat for grain (P03) 12,719.20 hectares 
Tomatoes (P05) 10,000 . 00 hectares 
Potatoes (P06) 11,000 . 00 hectares 
Onions (P07) 8,737.48 hectares 
Green peppers (P08) 1,667.41 hectares 
Faba- beans (Pl2) 10,875 . 92 hectares 
Oats for forage (Pl3) 20,000.00 hectares 
All the land available (150,000 ha) is used. 
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Table S. Major income penalties in the six solutions 
Activities not in solution 
(numbers are income penalties) 
P02, Growing corn 
P03, Growing wheat 
P04, Growing peanuts 
POS, Growing tomato 
P09, Growing watermelon 
PIO, Growing alfalfa 
Pll, Growing millet 
PIS, Watering corn 
Pl7, Watering peanuts 
Pl8, Watering tomato 
P22, Watering watermelon 
P24, Watering millet 
P26, Watering oats 
P36, Harvesting alfalfa 
P39, Harvesting oats 
P42, Selling wheat 
P47, Selling green peppers 
P48, Selling watermelon 
P49, Selling alfalfa 
P50, Selling millet 
P54, Selling May 1-Jun. 30 
P61, Raising dairy cows 
P69, Labor hire Sept. 1-0ct. 31 
P71, Labor hire Dec. 1-Dec. 31 
P73, Custom-tractor hire 
Returns over variable costs 
(C row value) 
Solution 
One 
($) 
615 . 37 
734.08 
19.70 
52.32 
857 .17 
358.40 
3,302.01 
6.72 
Solution 
Two 
($) 
648.24 
24 . 94 
742.13 · 
5.72 
106 . 62 
7 . 37 
358 .40 
3,705 . 72 
6. 72 
12 .30 
145,021,625.7 123,847,395.3 
Table 5. (continued) 
Solution 
Three 
($) 
753 . 95 
871.17 
50.00 
542 . 81 
262 . 32 
2 . 72 
8 .26 
111. 77 
358.40 
11, 247. 95 
6. 72 
12.30 
164,175,053 . 8 
Solution 
Four 
($) 
611.40 
586.91 
429.58 
431.49 
305.95 
43 . 15 
134 . 61 
59 . 09 
3 , 090.15 
8 . 40 
105,585,805. 7 
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Solution 
Five 
($) 
627 . 00 
433.82 
358.63 
590. 73 
428.51 
433.82 
310.02 
1,111.93 
2. 25 
135 . 60 
59.77 
3,038.88 
8.40 
13 . 40 
87,834,962 . 5 
Solution 
Six 
($) 
577.73 
672.19 
450 . 30 
440 . 23 
341.85 
293 . 23 
293.24 
173.96 
5, 771. 91 
11 . 76 
8.40 
13 . 40 
124,732,500.3 
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Livestock activity 
Dairy cow (P61). It is not profitable to raise any dairy cows 
and if one cow raised the penalty cost (the loss) is $3,302 . 61. 
Raising dairy cow is not feasible in all of the solutions because 
of the reasons mentioned before. Thus, it will be dropped from the 
interpretation. 
Resources completely used 
Value to solution 
Amount used of last unit (MVP) 
Jan . 1-Feb. 28 labor, R02 19,874.00 hrs $ 6. 72 
Mar. 1-Mar . 15 labor, R03 10,647.00 hrs 8.40 
Mar . 16-Mar. 31 labor, R04 11,356.00 hrs 110.45 
Apr. 1-Apr. 30 labor, ROS 21,293.00 hrs 70.66 
May 1-May 30 labor, R06 21, 293.00 hrs 13.44 
May 31-Aug. 30 labor, R07 65,300 . 00 hrs 42.55 
Sept . 1-0ct. 31 labor, R08 44,000.00 hrs 10 . 08 
Nov . 1-Nov . 30 labor, R09 21,293 .00 hrs 10.08 
Machinery s upply for grain 
crops harvest, R20 30,000 . 00 hrs 13.40 
Tractor for plowing, R21 105,000 . 00 hrs 12.30 
Mar . 16-Mar. 31 maximum 
l abor hire, R70 40,000 . 00 hrs 102.05 
Apr. 1-Apr. 30 maximum 
labor hire , R71 120,000 . 00 hrs 62 . 26 
May 31-Aug . 30 maximum 
labor hire, R73 150,000.00 hrs 29 .11 
Operating capital , R12 $20,460.00 0.08 
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Commodity buying and selling 
Sell barley, P40 187,500.00 wr1 
Sell wheat, P42 24,166.47 MT 
Sell tomatoes, P44 300,000.00 M'f 
Sell potatoes, P45 225,500.00 MT 
Sell onions, P46 183,487.00 MT 
Sell green peppers, P47 17,007.57 MT 
Sell Faba-beans, P51 100,058.45 MT 
Sell oats, P52 120,000.00 M'f 
Buy fertilizer, P53 28,869.49 MT 
Jan. 1-Feb. 28 water buy 
P55 125,648, 381 .03 cubic meter 
Mar . 1-Apr. 30 water buy 
P56 169,856,404.18 cubic meter 
May 1-Jun. 30 water buy 
P57 194,007,852.83 cubic meter 
Jul. 1- Aug. 30 water buy 
P58 34,548,352.67 cubic meter 
Sept. 1-0ct. 31 water buy 
P59 53,073,000.00 cubic meter 
Nov. 1-Dec . 31 water buy 
P60 123,046,276.29 cubic meter 
Capital borrow at 8%, 
P62 $25,962,687.12 
1
MT metric ton (2,240 lbs.) 
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Based on this solution, most of the land avail able should be 
a ll ocat ed to barley, oats, and wheat production because of their low 
intake of resources especially water . The five other feasible crops 
in this solution (Faba-beans, green peppers, onions, potatoes, and 
tomatoes) should be grown up to the optimum amount of land of each crop 
given by this solution. As an answer to the questions raised at the 
beginning of this chapter, hiring labor is feasible in all of the nine 
periods . Raising any dairy cows is not profitable for the reasons 
stated before. Borrowing more capital at 8% interest rate is desirable . 
Stabili ty of the solution (range analysis) 
Range analysis expands the information provided in the optimum 
solution . It makes the interpretation of shadow prices more useful by 
providing the range over which a s hadoh price is r e levant (APPENDIX C) . 
The range output contains four sections as follows : 
Section 1 -- Rows at limit level The resources in the rows of this 
section are being at limit levels that is, all resources are completely 
used in the plan. 
The last hour of March 16 - March 31 labor period (R04) added $110 . 45 
to the value of the program. Each hour reduction in labor from 11,355 . 99 
to zero would reduce the value of the program by $110.45. Each hour 
added from 11,355 . 99 to 17,837.49 would add $110.45 t o the value of the 
program . Onions harvest (P33) which is now in the basis will drop out of 
the basis when the lower ljmit is reached. Green peppers harvest (P34) 
which is now in the basis will drop out of the basis when the upper limit 
is reached. 
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The last ton of green pepper yield transferred for sale (R61) added 
$168.00 to the value of the program. Although it is not reasonable, each 
ton from zero to infinity would add $168.00 to the value of the program. 
This indicates that with combination of resources green pepper sale is 
profitable. Of course, if more resource or subjective restraints are 
imposed the range will change. Selling green peppers (P47) which is now 
in thP basis will drop out of the basis when none of the green peppers is 
produced. 
There are seven restraints in this section which are highly stable in 
the solution because their ranges are very wide and their levels in the 
solution are very far from the upper limits of their ranges . Those 
restraints are labor in January 1 - February 28 (R02), labor in March 1 -
March 16 (R03), labor in April 1 - April 30 (ROS), labor in May 31 -
August 30 (R07), labor in November 1 - November 30 (R09), operating 
capital (Rl2), custom-combine hire supply (R20). The r estraints above are 
stable because of the assumption of stabjlity of owned labor and profit-
ability to hire more, the profitability to borrow capital with 8% interest 
rate, and the profitability of hiring a custom-combine for harvesting crops. 
The r emaining restraints are unstable because of the narrow range and the 
closeness of the levels of resources in plan to upper ranges boundaries. 
Sec tion 2 -- Columns at limit level In this section the attention 
is given to those real activities which did not enter the plan. They are 
at their lower limit of zero or the upper bounded limits. 
Range analysis indicates that barley growing activity (POI) is at its 
upper limit (because it is bounded). The solution will decrease by 
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$24.94 per every hectare decreased and this continues down to zero 
hectares level. Each hectare increase from 75,000 up to 87,719.16 will 
increase the objective function by $24.94. Thus, the range of $24 . 94 
extends from zero to 87,719.16 hectares. If the variable cost for 
growing barley in the cl row increased beyond $66.372 80, then the 
level of barley growing activity (POI) in the optimum plan goes to zero. 
Note that barley growing activity is in solution but not in the basis 
because it is bounded. The penalty cost (shadow prices) signs of growing 
barley (POI), growing tomatoes (P05), growing potatoes (P06), and growing 
oats (P13) are positive because they are upper bounds. The upper 
quantity bounds stated above are based on information from the 
Agricultural Research Center. 
The penalty cost for alfalfa harvest (P36) is $857.17 per one 
hectare harvested. This penalty cost applies over the range of zero to 
2,627.54 hectare of alfalfa. The penalty cost might increase after that. 
Corn growing activity (P02) is not in solution and its shadow price 
(penalty cost) is $615.37. If one hectare of corn is forced into the 
plan, the objective function will decrease by $615.37 over the range of 
zero to 3081 . 16 hectares . 
There is only one activity which is relatively stable in solution 
if compared to the rest. This activity is growing oats (Pl3). It is 
stable because its level in solution is not close to the upper boundary 
of its range. 
Section 3 -- Rows at intermediate level This section deals with 
those restraints which are not limiting; i.e . , some resources are left 
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as slacks . 
The restraint of owned labor in the period from December 1 - December 
31 (RlO) is in the basis at a level of 15,471.92 hours. The c1 row value 
($6.72) will be the loss per hour if the program is forced to use less 
labor down from 15,471.92 to 14,471.92 hours. That is, $6.72 is the 
marginal value product of the last unit used. If the program is forced 
to use more labor from 15,471.92 up to 16,789.72, the loss per hour would 
be $108 . 72. Labor hiring in December 1 - December 31 (P71) which is not 
in the basis will enter the basis when the lower limit (14,471.92) is 
reached. Growing millet (Pll) which is not in the basis will enter the 
basis when the upper limit (16,789.92) is reached. 
There are seven highly stable restraints in this section because of 
their wide ranges and their levels in solution are very far from the 
upper boundaries of their ranges. The restraints are water available in 
July 1 - August 30 (R38), water available in November 1 - December 31 
(R40), hiring labor in January 1 - February 28 (R68), hiring labor in 
March 1 - March 15 (R69), hiring labor in May 1 - May 30 (R72), hiring 
labor in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31 (R74), and hiring labor in Nov . 1 - Nov. 30 
(R75 ). 
The reasons for those wide ranges appear to be the availabili t y of 
both labor and water under this solution (with the prices used) in those 
specific periods. Note that the total amount of water in every period 
of the six periods is arbitrary and assumed to be 300,000,000 cubic 
meters. All the remaining restraints have narrow ranges because of the 
insufficient resources available; i.e., these restraints are not stable 
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in solution. 
Section 4 -- Columns at intermediate level This section reports 
on the real activities which entered the plan. Because the plan is 
optimum~ divergence from it will cause a decrease in the value of the 
program. 
Wheat growing activity (P03) is in the basis at a level of 12,719.20 
hectares and diverging from this optimum will cause a decrease in the 
value of the program. An income penalty of $19.93 arises for each hectare 
the activity is decreased below 12,719.20 hectares. The same penalty 
applies till the land is decreased to 5529.81 hectare. Below this the 
penalty will increase. If (P03) is pushed beyond 12,719.20, the penalty 
is $24 . 94 per hectare. The same penalty applies up to 87,719.17 hectares. 
If the variable cost of producing one hectare of wheat is increased 
beyond $78.23, then the optimum level of land in wheat in the new plan is 
5529 . 81 hectare. If the variable cost is reduced beyond $33.36 rather 
than $58 .30, then 87,719.17 hectares could be raised. 
There are 13 activities i n this section which are very stable because 
of their wide ranges. These wide ranges indicate that all the activities 
involved in the ranges can be produced profitably over the ranges. The 
activities are wheat growing (P03), green peppers growing (P08), 
irrigating a hectare of wheat (Pl6), irrigating a hectare of green peppers 
(P21), wheat harvest (P29), green peppers harvest (P34), selling wheat 
(P42), selling green peppers (P47), fertilizer buying (P53), water buying 
in July 1 - August 30 (P58), capital borrow (P62), custom-combine hire 
(P72), custom-tractor hire (P73). All remaining activities have narrow 
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ranges which means they are not stable in solution. 
All restraints and activities in the four sections of the range 
analysis can be interpreted like the samples given under every section 
above. Those samples are the most important ones to illustrate the 
meaningful interpretation of range analysis. For more information, 
see APPENDIX C. 
Parametric analysis of water 
The arbitrary amount of water to start with is 300,000,000 cubic 
meters in every period. Then there are five decreasing parametric incre-
ments which result in five solutions, one at every increment. The 
average of six watering periods in each solution is taken and these 
averages are used on the abscissas of Figures 5 and 6. 
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the parametrized periods 
and income, the parametrized periods and owned capital , and the para-
metrized periods and borrowed captial. The three curves are increasing. 
The income curve shows that when less water is available, less produc-
tion occurs and income is low. The capital curves show when less 
water is needed less capital is needed also to pay for that water. 
Figure 6 shows the relationships between the parametrized periods 
and hired and owned labor . Hiring labor is increasing and owned 
labor is slightly increasing up to increment three. Owned labor 
curve is constant from increment three to increment five . Hired labor 
c urve s hows that when more water is available more labor is needed 
because more land went into vegetable production which requires high rates 
of labor. The difference between the two curves is the amount of labor 
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Table 6. The relationship between water parametric range and nine crops grown in the area 
Parametric Green Faba-
Range Barley Pepper beans Oats Onions Millet Potato Tomato Wheat 
(Mil M3) (ha) (ha ) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) 
700 75,000 1,667 10,875 20,000 8,737 0 11,000 10,000 12,719 
690 75,000 1,878 10,638 20,000 8,732 2,709 11,000 10,000 10,041 
590 51,737 2,151 10,482 20,000 9,121 15,888 8,702 10,000 0 
391) 7,620 8,810 7,213 20,000 11,039 7,274 11,000 10,000 0 
14() 0 0 1,982 7,795 13,382 0 7,838 1,508 0 1..11 00 
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hired over all periods of the five (solutions) increments . 
Table 6 shows the relationship between the parametrized incr ements 
of water and nine crops grown in the area. Those nine crops are the crops 
feasible in the five solutions of the parametric range of water . Barley, 
oats, potato, and tomato are bounded at 75,000, 20,000, 11,000 , and 
10,000 h ectares of land respectively . Wheat production is not feasible 
in solution t hree, four, and five because most of the resources went into 
barley production . Variable cost of producing barley is less than that 
of producing wheat . 
As water amount decreases the number of hectares of land in Faba-
beans and wheat decrease . As water amount decreases the number of 
hectares of land in green pepper and onions increase too. As water 
amount decreases the number of hectares of land in millet increase up to 
increment three then drop after that. Finally, barley, oats, potatoes, 
and tomato are bounded so the effect of water at every increment is not 
clear. 
Solution Two 
A B2 column is introduced which is similar to the B1 
column except 
that five restrain ts are changed . Land (ROI) is decreased from 150,000 
to 120,000 hectares. Operating capital (Rl2) is increased from 
$20,460,000 to $25,500,000. Combine supply time (R20) is increased from 
30,000 to 50,000 h9urs. Tractor supply time (R21) is increased from 
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105,000 to 115,000 hours. Labor from March 1 - March 16 (R69) is 
decreased from 20,000 to 10,000 hours . The reasons for the changes are 
to see the effects on the objective function and on the crops in solution. 
Crop activities 
Barley for grain , POl 55 ,077.98 hectares 
Tomatoes, P05 10,000.00 hectares 
Potatoes, P06 11,000. 00 hectares 
Onions, P07 9, 777 . 11 hectares 
Green peppers, P08 4,650 . 41 hectares 
Faba-beans, Pl2 9,494.50 hectares 
Oats for forage, Pl3 20,000.00 hectares 
All the land available has been used. 
Resources completel y used 
The same as solution one except that tractor supply time (R21) is 
not completely used. 
Commodity buying and selling 
Sell barley, P40 187,694.95 MT 
Sell tomatoes, P44 300,000 . 00 MT 
Sell potatoes , P45 225,500 . 00 MT 
Sell onions, P46 205,319 . 36 MT 
Sell green peppers, P47 47,434.15 MT 
Sell Faba-beans , P51 87,349.42 MT 
Sell oats, P52 120,000.00 MT 
Buy fertilizer, P53 22,757 .36 MT 
Jan. 1 - Feb . 28 water buy 
PSS 
Mar. 1 - Apr . 30 water buy 
PS6 
May 1 - Jun . 30 water buy 
PS7 
July 1 - Aug. 30 water buy 
PS8 
Sept . 1 - Oct. 31 water buy 
PS9 
Nov . 1 - Dec. 31 water buy 
P60 
Capital borrow at 8%, P62 
Range analysis 
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99,4SS,348 . 87 cubic meters 
128,330,348.11 cubic meters 
147,88S,37S.68 cubic meters 
43,S87,397.33 cubic meters 
S3,073,000.00 cubic meters 
93,669,180.66 cubic meters 
$13 , 89S,897.62 
The marginal value product on land was higher in thjs solution than 
in solution one . The same idea of interpreting the range analysis used 
in solution one can be fo l lowed here (APPENDIX C) . 
As a result of introducing the B
2 
column (see matrix APPENDIX B) 
with the new five restraint levels mentioned before, the value of the 
program decreased by lS percent from that of solution one· Wheat growing 
dropped out of the plan because most of the resources went to vegetable 
production. Levels of growing onions and green peppers are higher than 
those in solution one because resources are more efficient in producing 
those crops. Levels of growing barley and Faba-beans are lower than those 
in solution one because producing more vegetables is profitable in this 
situation. Remaining crops have equal levels in both solutions 
because of the upper bounds. For more information see APPENDIX C. 
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Solution Three 
This solution reports the optimum plan using prices and variable 
costs in c1 row and available resources in B3 column . The B3 column is 
similar to B1 column except that four restraints are changed. Land (ROl) 
is increased from 150,000 to 180,000 hectares. Operating capital (Rl2) 
is increased from $20,460,000 to $30 ,500, 000. Combine supply time (R20) 
is increased from 30 ,000 to 100,000 hours. Tractor supply time (R21) is 
increased from 105,000 to 150,000 hours . The reasons for the changes 
are to find the effects on the objective function and on the crops in 
solution. 
Crop activities 
Barley for grain, POl 75,000.00 hectares 
Wheat fo r grain, P03 62,520.62 hectares 
Tomatoes, P05 10,000.00 hectares 
Potatoes, P06 11,000.00 hectares 
Onions, P07 4,870.23 hectares 
Faba-beans, Pl 2 5,264 . 50 hectares 
Oats fo r forage , Pl3 11,344.56 hectares 
All the land available (180,000 ha) was used. 
Resources completel y used 
All the resources available are used except the farmers' own labor 
in period nine (RlO); tractor time supply (R21), and maximum labor hire 
in rows (R68 , R70, R71, R74, and R76 ) wer e not completely used. 
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Commodity buying and selling 
Sell barley and tomatoes are the same as solutions one and two. 
Sell wheat, P42 
Sell potatoes, P45 
Sell onions, P46 
Sell Faba-beans, PSl 
Sell oats, P52 
Buy fertilizer, P53 
Jan. 1 - Feb. 28 water buy 
PSS 
Mar . 1 - Apr. 30 water buy 
P56 
May 1 - Jun. 30 water buy 
P57 
Jul . 1 - Aug. 30 water buy 
P58 
Sept. 1 - Oct. 31 water buy 
P59 
Nov. 1 - Dec. 31 water buy 
P60 
Capital borrow at 8%, P62 
Range analysis 
118,789.18 MT 
225,500 .00 MT 
102,274.76 MT 
48,433.36 MT 
68,067.95 MT 
36,084.90 MT 
132,917,271.84 cubic meters 
212 ,~92,287.90 cubic meters 
268,018,438.79 cubic meters 
26,137,371.74 cubic meters 
42,591,381.69 cubic meters 
154,823,958.18 cubic meters 
$22 , 222,347.65 
The marginal value product on land is less than solution one and 
solution two. The reason for that is that more land is 
available than in solution one or solution two. The same idea of 
interpreting the range analysis used in solution one can be followed here 
(APPENDIX C). 
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Because of introducing the B
3 
column (see matrix APPENDIX B) with 
the new four restraint levels mentioned bef ore, the value of the program 
increased by 30 percent over that of solution two. Wheat production came 
to this solution while it is not in solution two. The reasons are 
because more of the new resources went to wheat and more barley production. 
Also, more resources shifted from vegetable t o grain crop produc tion, 
levels of growing barley , onions, and Faba-beans a re higher than thos e 
in solution two because more of the available r e sources shif ted to 
production of those crops. Level of growing oats is lower than that in 
solution two because resources are more efficient in barley and wheat 
production. Remaining ac t ivi t ies have equal level s in bo t h solutions 
because of the upper bounds. For more informa tion, see APPENDIX C . 
Solution Four 
This solution reports the optimum plan using c
2 
row and B
1 
column. 
The prices and variable costs in c2 row are either higher or l ower than 
those in c
1 
row. The reasons for this change are to exami ne the effec ts 
of price change on the number of activities in solution and their levels, 
and t o find t he effec t on the objective f unction . 
All the land is used and the marginal value product is $597. 45/ 
hectare. 
Crop ac tivities 
Barley for grain, POl 
Wheat for grain, P03 
Potatoes, P06 
75,000.00 hectares 
31,883. 81 hectares 
11,000.00 hectares 
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Onions, P07 8,923.28 hectares 
Green peppers, P08 11,636.23 hectares 
Faba-beans , Pl2 11,556.67 hectares 
Resources completely used 
All the resources are used except the farmers' own labor in period 
nine (RlO) and maximum labor hire in rows (R68, R69, R72, R74, R75, and 
R76) are not completely utilized. 
Connnodity buying and selling 
Sell barley, P40 
Sell wheat, P42 
Sell potatoes, P45 
Sell onions, P46 
Sell green peppers, P47 
Sell Faba-beans, P51 
Buy fertilizer, P53 
Jan. 1 - Feb. 28 water buy 
P55 
Mar . 1 - Apr. 30 water buy 
P56 
May 1 - Jun. 30 water buy 
P57 
Jul . 1 - Aug. 30 water buy 
P58 
Sept. 1 - Oct . 31 water buy 
P59 
Nov. 1 - Dec. 31 water buy 
P60 
187,500.00 MT 
60,579.25 MT 
225,500 . 00 MT 
187,389,00 MT 
118,689.52 MT 
106, 321. 37 MT 
30,731.04 MT 
99,139,346.45 cubic meters 
193,432,949.79 cubic meters 
223,456,794 . 72 cubic meters 
40,234,869.51 cubic meters 
28 ,852 ,999.99 cubic meters 
110,154,434 . 66 cubic meters 
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Range analysis 
The highest marginal value product was on alfalfa transfer for 
harvest (RSO) and the shadow price for the last hectare was $1518.71. 
For more inf ormation see APPENDIX C. 
As a result of introducing the c
2 
row which contains different 
variable costs and prices and the B
1 
column (see matrix APPENDIX B), 
the value of the program decreased by 36 percent f r om that of solution 
three. Tomato and oats production dropped out of the plan because the 
output sale price of tomatoes is very low and resources are more 
efficient in producing other crops like Faba-beans, green peppers, and 
onions. r.reen peppers came into solution. Growing onions level increased 
in this solution compared to solution three, while growi ng wheat level de-
creased in this solution compared to solution three because resources are 
more profitable in producing some vegetable production than wheat. Gr owing 
barley and potato have the same levels in solutions three and four because 
of the upper bound. For more information see APPENDIX C. 
Solution Five 
This solution reports the optimum plan between c
2 
row and B
2 
column. 
The land is completely used and its marginal value product is higher 
than the last solution $616.68 for the last hectare used. 
Crop activities 
Barley for grain, POl 74,242.60 hectar es 
Potatoes for grain, P03 11,000.00 hectares 
Onions, P07 9,962.93 hectares 
Green pepper, P08 14,619.23 hectares 
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Faba-beans, Pl2 10,175.25 hectares 
Resources completely used 
All the available resources are used except farmers' own labor 
in period nine (RlO), tractor supply time (R21), and maximum labor hire 
in rows (R68, R69, R72, R74, R75, and R76) are not completely used. 
Conunodity buying and selling 
Sell barley, P40 
Sell potatoes, P45 
Sell onions, P46 
Sell green peppers, P47 
Sell Faba-beans, P51 
Buy fertilizer, P53 
Jan. 1 - Feb. 28 water buy 
PSS 
Mar. 1 - Apr. 30 water buy 
P56 
May 1 - Jun. 30 water buy 
P57 
Jul. - Aug. 30 water buy 
P58 
Sept. 1 - Oct. 31 water buy 
P59 
Nov. 1 - Dec. 31 water buy 
P60 
Range analysis 
185,606.50 MT 
225,500.00 MT 
209, 221. 36 MT 
149,116.10 MT 
93,612.34 MT 
24,618.91 MT 
72,946,314.29 cubic meters 
151,906,893 . 72 cubic meters 
177,334,317.57 cubic meters 
49,273,914.18 cubic meters 
28,852,999.99 cubic meters 
80,777,339.02 cubic meters 
The highest marginal value product is on onion transfer for harvest 
(R47) and the shadow price for the last hectare is $1234.54 . For more 
information see APPENDIX c. 
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As a result of introducing the c
2 
row and the B2 column (see matrix 
APPENDIX B) , the value of the program decreased by 17 percent f rom that 
of solution four. r,rowing wheat and tomato are not in solution because 
resources a r e mor e efficient in producing onions, and green peppers 
because of high sale prices. Levels of growing onions and green peppers 
are higher in this solution compared to the one before. Levels of growing 
barley and Faba- beans are lower than those in solution four because of 
low prices in c2 row, and level of growing potato is the same in both 
solutions {APPENDIX C). 
Solution Six 
This solution reports the optimum plan between c
2 
row and B
3 
column, 
All l and available i s used and the marginal value product for the last 
hectare is $522.50 . 
Crop activities 
Barley for grain, POl 75,000.00 hectares 
Wheat for grain, P03 71,813.14 hectares 
Potatoes, P06 10,400.35 hectares 
Onions, P07 8,670 . 71 hectares 
Green peppers, P08 6,885.80 hectares 
Faba-beans, Pl2 7,229.50 hectares 
Resources completely used 
All resources are used except farmers' own labor in periods seven 
and nine (R08 and RlO), tractor supply time (R21), and maximum labor 
hire in rows (R68 , R71, R72, R74, and R76) are not all used . 
~ommodity buying and selling 
Sell barley , P40 
Sell wheat, P42 
Sell potatoes, P45 
SelJ onions, P46 
Sell green peppers , P47 
Sell Faba-beans, P51 
Buy fertilizer, P53 
Jan. 1 - Feb. 28 water buy 
P55 
Mar . 1 - Apr. 30 water buy 
P56 
May 1 - Jun. 30 water buy 
P57 
Jul. 1 - Aug. 30 water buy 
P58 
Sept . 1 - Oct . 31 water buy 
P59 
Nov. 1 - Dec . 31 water buy 
P60 
~nge analysis 
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187,500,00 MT 
136,444.96 MT 
213,207.20 MT 
182,085.00 MT 
70,235.18 MT 
66,515.99 MT 
37 ,041. 93 MT 
119,743,310.55 cubic meters 
228 ,190,983.49 cubic meters 
278,716 ,791.65 cubic meters 
27 , 274,103 .00 cubic meters 
27,280,120.78 cubic meters 
145,329,866.54 cubic meters 
The highest marginal value product is on Faba-beans transfer for 
harvest (R52) and the shadow price for the last hectare is $1141 . 27. 
For more information see APPENDIX c. 
As a result of using c2 row and B3 column (see matrix APPENDIX B), 
the value of the program increased by 47 percent over that of solution 
five. Growing tomato is not in the solution because of low product price 
and the high inputs requirement of the crop. Growing wheat came into 
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solution because the resources are more efficient in wheat than tomato 
growing . Growing barley level increased in this solution compared to 
solution five because of more resources from B
3 
column. Levels of 
growing potato, onions, green peppers, and Faba-beans decreased compared 
to solution four because resources are more efficient in growing wheat 
and barley. For more information see APPENDIX c. 
So far most of the interpretation was given on a technical basis 
but now attention is given to practical ones . The following part of 
interpretation is of a great concern to decision makers and farmers in 
the area of study . As mentioned before, most of the land available in 
the area should go to barley, oats, and wheat production . Those are 
the major crops consumers demand i n the area . Those crops use less water 
and labor compared to all vegetable crops grown in the area. If 
advanced mechanization and modern irrigation systems a re introduced to the 
area, production of row crops like peanuts and corn may become profitable . 
To demonstrate that barley production is more efficient than tomato 
production , for example, this comparison can be given . 
Table 7. A comparison between barley and tomato in resources use 
Item Barley Tomato 
1. Total water requirement per 3 a 3 hectare per season 4,500.00 M 6,300.00 M 
2. Number of irrigations per 
hectare per season 23.00 39 . 00 
3. Time for planting one hectare 0.55 hour 10.00 hour 
aCubic meter. 
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Table 7 . (continued) 
Item 
4. Time for harvesting one hectare 
S. Time for other field operations 
per hectare per season 
6. Capital requirement per hectare 
per season 
Barley Tom.a to 
0 . 73 hour 5,00 hour 
6.00 hour 13.50 hour 
$41 . 43 $137 . 00 
From the table above it is clear that tomato uses more resources 
than barley . This can be generalized to say that vegetable production 
requires more resources than grain crops. Of course , farmers in the area 
will base their production on the anticipated output prices without 
giving much attention to resource conservation . The role of extension 
people and decision makers is to direct the farmers by demonstrating to 
them that production of grain crops is more efficient in the long run 
than production of vegetables if resource conservation is taken into 
account . 
The model in this report is used as a methodology to demonstrate the 
approximate allocation of resources available in the area . Some of the 
data are not accurate and can be replaced when the true ones become 
available. 
Possibilities of More Research and Expansion of Model 
More research could be done on the area of study to solve the 
numerous problems existing in the area . For example, more research on 
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water allocation and raising the efficiency of labor are the most 
important problems to deal with. The total amount of water in the area 
and the recharge rate could be found to replace the parametric range 
analysis used in this report . 
The model itself could be extended in many different ways . For 
example, labor requirement periods could be broken into shorter periods 
or maybe even on a day-by- day basis. Water requirement periods could be 
broken into shorter periods also. Djfferent activities for buying and 
using every type of fertilizer could be used. Finally, more research 
is still needed to accomplish the best results and advice to give to 
the decision makers and farmers in the area. In order to have accurate 
research data, the cooperation of all concerned sectors in the Libyan 
government is needed . 
Recommendations 
Several reconnnendations may be developed from results of two models ' 
application and visits to the area of study. These recommendations 
include further studies and improved data. Also, tentative recommendations 
are suggested by the findings but the current data base does not permit 
their validations because of data qualifications stated earlier in this 
report. Through further improvement in data quality, these tentative 
recommendations can be tested and revised accordingly . Until such 
testing has been performed, the tentative recommendations may be viewed 
as hypotheses to be tested. 
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1. Initiate studies of the entire area to identify demands fo r 
different crops and to predict the anticipated percentage 
increase in demands per year. After this is done, land allot-
ment for highly resource consuming crops, especially water 
consuming , could be applied . 
2. With more accurate data the theory and model discussed in 
previous chapters can be applied successfully to the area of 
study to solve the problems of resource allocations. 
3. Water available in the area can be allocated among crops by a 
policy which restricts the amounts used for each crop based on 
the optimum amount needed . A gradual increase in taxes could be 
levied on extra water used beyond optimum needs of crops . 
4 . Expand growi ng barley , oats, and wheat to the upper limits 
obtained from optimizing the model . Other crops should be grown 
to the limits indicated in the solutions . 
S. Reduce dairy cow produc tion to a minimum because of their 
huge resource requirements, especially labor . 
6 . Obtain more information about water and other resource allocations 
in the area of study. 
7. Develop an agricultural education program to s uit farmers in 
the area and to help them pursue their practices efficiently . 
8. Introduce a new Agr ar ian Refo rm Pr ogr am with emphas i s on land 
development and improvement to raise the productivity of the 
area. 
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9. Introduce the idea of induced technology and induced institutions 
to help develop the agricultural sector. Induced technology 
is the kind of technology which is designed to specifically deal 
with a certain problem. Induced institutions are institutions 
specifically designed to suit a process of solving a problem 
or enhancing development. 
10. Train more extension people to help the farmer s in the area 
through providing information about efficient agricultural 
techniques. 
11. Demonstrate to farmers on their farms the efficient ways of 
production and optimum resource allocation particularly water. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The first chapter of this report is an introduction which deals 
with water scarcity, the role of water in the Libyan economy, the 
problem of water allocation among competing uses, objectives of study, 
the method used in pursuing objectives, and organization of report. 
Water scarcity is mentioned as an important fac tor in determining the 
kinds of crops farmers can grow and the amounts of land used in each 
crop. Conservation and better allocation are the main two solutions 
fo r this problem. The role of water in the Libyan economy is very 
important. Although all sectors of the economy consume water, some 
sectors like agriculture, petroleum, construction, industry, and home 
use are the most demanding sectors. 
The available water in the area of study is not efficiently used 
and the model developed can help in allocatin~ the available supply 
of water efficiently among the competing crops . The objectives of this 
study are s hown in detail in chapter one but the main ones are to 
develop a model whereby water can be allocated efficien tly and to apply 
the model in the study a r ea. The report is organized systematically in 
which every chapter is based on the previous one and every section is 
based on the previous one also . 
Chapter two deals with the theory of water allocation among 
competing uses . The uses in this study are the crops grown in the area . 
A hypothetical example of allocating water between two crops is 
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illustrated and that could be extended to many crops competing for water 
use. 
Chapter three deals with study procedure and development of the 
model. Linear programming is the technique used in this study to 
allocate water and some other resources among different activities in 
the model. A general idea about the use of linear programming, 
components of linear prograrrnning, and assumptions behind using linear 
programming are stated in this chapter. The model which consists of 
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situation and to achieve the goals stated before. All restraints and 
activities are stated in detail in this c hapter . Data needs of the 
model are discussed at the end of this chapter. 
Some coefficients used in this model are not accurate enough for 
use in programs because of the lack of the accurate data. In these 
instances , proxy data are used. This model serves as a methodology 
whereby the exact results can be found when the accurate data are used 
instead of proxy data. 
Chapter four deals with the application of the model developed 
in chapter three. Study area, data collection with limitations, 
application of the model and results of application a re discussed in 
this chapter . The study area is relatively homogenous and farmers 
pursue similar agricultural oractices. Other data about study are are 
given in this chapter. 
Most of the data were collected during the summer of 1977, but the 
limitations stated in this section prevented the author from 
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acquiring accurate data for this model . The model is applied using 
coefficients obtained from the area of study or Ministries of Develop-
ment, Planning, Agriculture, Water and Dams, or El-Fateh University . 
The whole matrix is shown in APPENDIX B. Parametric range analysis 
is applied to water because the exact supply available in t he area is 
not known . Major results from applying the model are shown in this 
chapter. 
Chapter five states the interpretation of results obtained from 
runn~~g the linear progranuning model. The interpretations a ttempt 
to answer the questions raised and to meet the objectives stated in 
Chapter 1. A general interpretation of the six solutions is given , then 
details on each solution are stated . Possibilities of more study and 
extension of the model are given in this chapter. Possible types of 
reconunendations fo r the public and the farmers in the area are mentioned 
at the end of Chapter fo ur. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE COST - OUTPUT DATA 
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PERIODS WHERE THE CROPS SHOW TI!E GREATEST DEMAND FOR LABOR 
Crop Planting Harvesting 
Barley & wheat Nov. 1 - Nov. 30 June 15 - July 15 
Millet Oct. 15 - Oct. 31 Jan . 2 - Feb. 28 
Corn Apr. 1 - Apr. 15 July 15 - July 31 
Peanuts Apr. 1 - Apr. 15 July 15 - Aug. 15 
Tomatoes Apr. 1 - Apr . 15 May 31 - Aug. 15 
Potatoes Sept . 1 - Sept. 15 Nov . 15 - Nov. 30 
Faba-beans Feb. l - Feb . 15 Apr. l - Apr . 30 
Alfalfa Planting usually in spring and harvesting all 
the year around (perennial) . 
Oats Oct . 15 - Oct. 31 Jan. 2 - Feb. 28 
Onions Mar. 2 - Mar. 15 July 1 - July 31 
Green peppers Apr. 1 - Apr. 15 May 31 - Aug . 30 
Watermelons Mar. 1 - Mar. 15 June 15 - July 31 
Based on those periods, the nine labor restraint periods 
(shown below) were designed: 
Periods Days Per Period Total Labor per 
Period (hours) 
Jan. l - Feb. 28 28 19,874 
Mar. 1 - Mar. 15 15 10,647 
Nar. 16 - Mar. 31 16 11,356 
Apr . 1 - Apr. 30 30 21, 293 
May 1 - May 30 30 21, 293 
May 31 - Aug. 30 92 65,300 
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Periods Dais Per Period Total Labor per 
Period (hours) 
Sept. 2 - Oct. 31 62 44,006 
Nov. 1 - Nov. 30 30 21,293 
Dec. 1 - Dec. 31 31 22,003 
The average amount of labor available for the area per day = 
709.78 hours. 
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LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR FIELD PRACTICES PER HECTARE 
Practice 
Seeding and plowing 
Irrigating 
Fertilizer spreading 
or chemical spray 
Harvesting corn, oats, 
barley, millet 
Harvesting tomatoes, 
green peppers, beans 
Harvesting potatoes, 
peanuts 
Harvesting water-melon 
Harvesting alfalfa 
Harvesting onions 
Average Amount 
of Labor Per 
Hectare (hours) 
.SS 
.2S 
.21 
.73 
s.o1 
7.01 
4.01 
10.0 
s . s1 
1 Those crops are harvested manually 
Number of Men 
1 (using tractor) 
1 
1 (using a machine) 
1 (using tractor) 
3 
5 
4 
4 
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PRICE EXPECTATIONS AS OBTAINED FROM THE AREA 
Selling Price Buying Price 
LDl 1 LD 1 
Barley 130/MT 436.8/MT 
Corn 32.8/MT 110.24/MT 
Wheat 170/MT 571.2/MT 
Peanuts 120/MT 403.2/MT 
Tomatoes 20/MT 67.2/l'IT 
Potatoes 30/l'IT 100 . 8/MT 
Onions 25/l'IT 84.0/MT 
Green peppers 50/l'IT 168 . 9/MT 
Watermelons 30/MT 100 . 8/MT 
Alfalfa . 35/MT 117. 6/MT 
Millet . 53.6/MT 180.0/MT 
Faba-beans SO/MT 168.0/MT 
Oats 53.6/MT 180.0/MT 
Feed supplement 106.7/MT 358 . 4/MT 
Fertilizer 80.0/MT 268.8/MT 
Custom combining rent 
for barley, wheat, 
millet and oats 5 .89/ha 19 . 8/ha 
Custom combining rent 
for corn 6.55/ha 22.0/ha 
Harvesting one hectare 
of peanuts or potatoes 15/ha 50.4/ha 
Harvesting one hectare 
of tomatoes, onions, 
or watermelon 12/ha 40.3/ha 
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PRICE EXPECTATIONS AS OBTAINED FROM THE AREA (continued) 
Selling Price Buying Price 
LD1 i LD 1 
Harvesting one hectare 
of green pepper and 
beans 9/ha 30 . 24/ha 
Harvesting one hectare 
of alfalfa 18/ha 60.48/ha 
1one LD (Libyan Dinar) 3.36 American dollars 
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DAIRY COWS ACTIVITY - COSTS AND RETURNS (C-ROW COEFFICIENTS) 
The requirements per head: 
Item 
Veterinary and Medical 
Machinery, equipment, 
power, etc. 
Breeding charges 
Miscellaneous 
Receipts 
Average milk 
production per cow 
Average cow weight 
Total 
Cl - Row Coefficient 
c2 - Row Coefficient 
Kg/cow 
4,898 
512 
Cost in Dollars 
Total 
Lb/cow 
12,000 
1,25~ 
100 . 5 
215.0 
60.0 
20.5 
395.0 
Revenue 
$ 
987 .4 
37.81 
1025.2 
630 . 2 
570.2 
Price/ 
lb 
8.23 
8.23c 
7 . 72~ 
1 
Assuming the cow will continue production for 8 years on the 
average. Note: Average days in milk is 302 days. 
Type of Crop 
Barley 
Corn 
Wheat 
Peanuts 
Tomatoes 
Potatoes 
Onions 
Green peppers 
Watermelon 
Alfalfa 
Millet 
Faba-beans 
Oats 
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FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS 
Amount of all Types 
of Fertilizer 
(Lb/ha) 
462 
485 
462 
490 
480 
495 
460 
479 
375 
350 
250 
375 
250 
The average price/lb of different types of fertilizer is 12C in c
1 
14c in c 2. 
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VARIABLE COST AND FIELD OPERATION REQUIREMENTS 
Bar lei'. 
Item Cost/ha 
Seed $ 31 . 45 yield/ha = 2 . 5 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 0.99 
Fert . spread 4.90 
Machinery 1.05 
Cultivating 1.85 
Total $ 41.43 
Corn 
Seed $ 24.53 yield/ha 4 . 02 MT 
Plowing 1. 25 
Planting 1.10 
Fert . spread 4 . 84 
Machinery 1.05 
Cultivating 1.85 
Total $ 34 . 62 
Wheat 
Seed $ 48 . 36 yield/ha 1.9 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 0 . 99 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 1.05 
Cultivating 1.85 
Total $ 58 . 34 
Peanuts 
Seed $134 . 40c yield/ha = 2 . 4 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 1.10 
Fert . spread 4,90 
Machinery 2.30 
Cultivating 4.35 
Total $148 . 24 
cThis is on unshelled basis. 
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VA,RIA,BLE COST AND FIELD OPERATION REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 
Tomatoes 
Item Cost/ha 
Plants $ 56.96 yield/ha 30 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 23.99 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 2.30 
Cultivating 3.35 
Spraying 4 . 25 
Chemicals 40.08 
Total $137.02 
Potat oes 
Seed $ 60. 48 yield/ha 20.5 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 19.80 
Fert . spread 4.90 
Machinery 2.30 
Cultivating 3.35 
Spraying 4 . 25 
Chemicals 30 . 08 
Total $126.35 
Onions 
Plants $ 33.60 yield/ha = 21 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 25.68 
Fert . spread 4.90 
Machinery 2.30 
Cultivating 3.35 
Spraying 4.25 
Chemicals 20.08 
Total $ 95 . 35 
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VARIABLE COST AND FIELD OPERATION REQUIREMENTS (continued) 
Green Pe22er 
Item Cost/ha 
Plants $ 36.50 yield/ha = 10.2 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 24.91 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 2 . 30 
Cultivating 3.35 
Spraying 4.25 
Chemicals 30.08 
Total $107.48 
Watermelon 
Seed $ 13.44 yield/ha = 10 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 21.32 
Fert. spread 4 .90 
Machinery 2 . 30 
Cultivating 3.35 
Spraying 4.25 
Chemicals 40.08 
Total $ 90.83 
Alfalfa 
Seed $ 83.16 yield/ha 8 .2 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 2. 22 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 2.60 
Spraying 4.25 
Chemicals 10.08 
To tal $108.40 
Millet 
Seed $ 63 . 84 yield/ha 6 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 0.99 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 1.05 
Cultivating 1.85 
Total $ 73.82 
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VARIABLE COST AND FIELD OPERATION REQUJREMENTS (continued2 
Faba-beans 
Oats 
Crop 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Corn 
Faba-beans 
Green pepper 
Millet 
Oats 
Onion 
Peanuts 
Potatoes 
Tomatoes 
Watermelon 
Wheat 
Item Cost/ha 
Seed $ 32.26 yield/ha = 9.2 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 1.52 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 1.05 
Chemicals 30.08 
Spraying 1.85 
Total $ 72.85 
Seed $ 17.47 yield/ha 6 MT 
Plowing 1.19 
Planting 0 . 99 
Fert. spread 4.90 
Machinery 1.05 
Cultivating 1.85 
Total $ 27.45 
WATER REQUJREMENTS FOR THE CROPS PER SEASON 
Water (cubic meter2/hectare 
12,800 
4,500 
6,250 
4,599 
6,205 
4,800 
4,800 
4,800 
5,599 
3,892 
6,300 
6,205 
4,500 
The distribution over the season is 
arbitrary taking into account the 
temperature, i . e ., more water in hot 
periods than in cold periods. (Lack 
of detailed data over the season.) 
The total water requirement for each 
crop is right but the distribution 
is arbitrary, so the coefficients can 
be replaced later when the actual ones 
are obtained. 
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Budgeting of Every Crop 
Barlez: 
Growing vc $ 41.43 TR = $1092/ha 
Water vc 185.35 
Fert. vc 55.44 NR = $ 786 . 23/ha 
Harvest vc 19.80 
Labor vc 3.75 NR = II 318.31/acre 
$305. 77 
Corn 
Growing vc $ 34 . 62 TR = $ 443 . 16/ha 
Water vc 178 . 20 
Fert. vc 58 . 29 NR = $ 146 . 53/ha 
Harvest vc 22 . 00 
Labor vc 3.61 NR = $ 59.32/acre 
$296.63 
Wheat 
Growing vc $ 58 . 30 TR = $1085/ha 
Water vc 185.35 
Fert . vc 55 . 44 NR = $ 762 . 64/ha 
Harvest vc 19 . 80 
Labor vc 3.75 NR = $ 308,76/acre 
$322. 64 
Peanuts 
Growing vc $148.24 TR = $ 96 7. 68/ha 
Water vc 279 . 95 
Fert . vc 58 . 80 NR = $ 414. 33/ha 
Harvest vc 50.40 
Labor vc 15 . 96 NR = $ 167.74/acre 
$553.35 
Tomatoes 
Growing vc $137.00 TR = $2016/ha 
Water vc 314 . 55 
Fert. vc 57 . 60 NR = $1446 . 22/ha 
Harvest vc 40. 30 
Labor VC 20.33 NR = $585 .51/acre 
$569 . 78 
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Potatoes 
Growi,ng ye $126,40 TR= $2066/ha 
Water vc 194.60 
Fert. vc 59.40 NR = $1616.78/ha 
Harvest vc 50.40 
Labor vc 18.82 NR = $ 654,57/acre 
$449.62 
Onions 
Growing vc $ 95.40 TR = $1764/ha 
Water vc 194.65 
Fert. vc 55 . 20 NR = $1359.63/ha 
Harvest vc 40 . 30 
Labor vc 18 . 82 NR = $ 550.46/ acre 
$404.37 
Green Ee22er 
Growing VC $107 . 50 TR = $1713.60/ha 
Water vc 310.25 
Fert. vc 57 . 48 NR = $1189.52/ha 
Harvest vc 30 . 20 
Labor vc 18.65 NR = $ 481.59/acre 
$524.08 
Watermelon 
Growing vc $ 90.89 TR = $1008/ha 
Water vc 310.25 
Fert. vc 33.00 NR = $ 516 . 60/ha 
Harvest vc 40.30 
Labor vc 17.05 NR = $ 209. 15/acre 
$491. 40 
Alfalfa 
Growing vc $108.35 TR = $ 964 . 32/ha 
Water vc 639.95 
Fert. vc 42.00 NR = $ 90.51/ha 
Harvest vc 60 . 50 
Labor vc 22.81 NR = $ 36.64/acre 
$873 . 81 
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Millet 
Growing vc $ 73.80 TR = $1080/ha 
Water VC 240.00 
Fert. VC 30.00 NR = $ 708 .82/ha 
Harvest vc 19.80 
Labor vc 7.58 NR = $ 286 .97/acre 
$371.18 
Beans 
Growing vc $ 72. 90 TR = $1545.60/ha 
Water VC 229 . 95 
Fert . vc 45.00 NR = $1149 .66/ha 
Harvest vc 30.20 
Labor VC 17.89 NR = $ 465.45/acre 
$395 .94 
Oats 
Growing vc $ 27.50 TR = $1080/ha 
Water vc 240 .00 
Fert. vc 30.00 NR = $ 755.12/ha 
Harvest vc 19.80 
Labor vc 7.58 NR = $ 305.72/acre 
$324 . 88 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA MATRIX WITH THE COEFFICIENTS, PRICES OF OUTPUTS, 
VARIABLE COSTS, AND THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE 
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List of Activities 
From POl to P39 the activity unit is one hectare. 
POl Producing and growing barley 
P02 Producing and growing corn 
P03 Producing and growing wheat 
P04 Producing and growing peanuts 
POS Producing and growing tomatoes 
P06 Producing and growing potatoes 
P07 Producing and growing onions 
P08 Producing and growing green peppers 
P09 Producing and growing watermelon 
PlO Producing and growing alfalfa 
Pll Producing and growing millet for forage 
Pl2 Producing and growing Faba-beans 
P13 Producing and growing oats for forage 
Pl4 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of barley 
PlS An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of corn 
Pl6 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of wheat 
Pl7 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of peanuts 
Pl8 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of tomatoes 
Pl9 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of potatoes 
P20 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of onions 
P21 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of green 
peppers 
P22 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of water-
melon 
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P23 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of alfalfa. 
P24 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of millet 
for forage. 
P25 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of Faba-
beans. 
P26 An activity which permits irrigating one hectare of oats for 
forage . 
P27 An activity which has barley custom-combined and the hay put 
up by farmers. 
P28 An activity which has corn custom-combined and hauling. 
P29 An activity whjch has wheat custom-combined and the hay put 
up by farmers. 
P30 An activity which has peanuts manually picked. 
P31 An activity which has tomatoes manually picked. 
P32 An activity which has potatoes manually picked. 
P33 An activity which has onions manually picked. 
P34 An activity which has green peppers manually picked. 
P35 An activity which has watermelon manually picked. 
P36 An activity which has alfalfa mowed 50 times per year by 
farmers. 
P37 An activity which contains millet custom harvested and baled. 
P38 An activity which includes Faba-beans manually picked . 
P39 An activity which has oats custom harvested and baled. 
P40 Barley selling. The activity unit is one metric ton 
(2240 lb). 
P41 Corn selling . The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P42 Wheat selling . The ac t ivity unit is one metric ton. 
P43 Peanuts selling. The activity unit is one long ton. 
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P44 Tomato selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P45 Potato selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P46 Onion selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P47 Green pepper selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P48 Watermelon selling. The activity unit is one metric ton . 
P49 Alfalfa selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
PSO Millet selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P51 Faba-beans selling. The activity unit is one metric ton. 
P52 Oats selljng. The activity unit is one metric ton . 
P53 Fertilizer buying. The activity unit is one pound. 
P54 Feed supplement buying. The unit of activity is one metric 
ton. 
P55 Water buying in Jan. 1 - Feb . 28. The unit of activity is 
one cubic meter. 
P56 Water buying in Mar . 1 - Apr . 30 . The unit of activity is 
one cubic meter . 
P57 Water buying in May 1 - June 30. The unit of activity is 
one cubic meter. 
P58 Water buying in July 1 - Aug. 30. The unit of activity is 
one cubic meter. 
P59 Water buying in Sept . 1 - Oct. 31. The unit of activity 
is one cubic meter. 
P60 Water buying in Nov. 1 - Dec. 31. The unit of activity is 
one cubic meter. 
P61 Dairy cow raising and selling. Selling the culled cow and 
the milk. The activity unit is one cow. 
P62 Capital borrowing. The activity unit is one dollar . 
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The activity unit is one hour. 
P63 Labor hiring in Jan. 1 - Feb. 28. 
P64 Labor hiring in Mar. 1 - Mar. 15. 
P66 Labor hiring in Mar . 16 -Mar. 31. 
P67 Labor hiring in May 1 - May 30. 
P68 Labor hiring in May 31 - Aug. 30 . 
P69 Labor hiring in Sept . 1 - Oct. 31. 
P70 Labor hiring in Nov. 1 -Nov . 30. 
P71 Labor hiring in Dec. 1 - Dec. 31. 
P72 Custom-combine hiring. The activity unit is one hour. 
P73 Custom- tractor hiring. The activity unit is one hour. 
List of restraints 
RO! A restraint on land. The B column unit is hectare. 
From R02 to RlO the restraint unit is one hour. 
R02 A restraint on labor in Jan. 1 - Feb. 28. 
R03 A restraint on labor in Mar. 1 Mar. 15. 
R04 A restraint on labor in Mar. 16 - Mar . 31. 
ROS A restraint on labor in Apr. 1 - Apr. 30. 
R06 A restraint on labor in May 1 - May 30. 
R07 A restraint on labor in May 31 - Aug . 30. 
ROB A restraint on labor in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31. 
R09 A restraint on labor in Nov. 1 - Nov. 30. 
RlO A restraint on labor in Dec . 1 - Dec. 31. 
Rll A restraint on head space of cows (capital accounting) . The 
restraint unit is one head space. 
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Rl2 A restraint on operating capital. The restraint unit is one 
dollar. 
From Rl3 to Rl8 the restraint unit is one cubic meter. 
Rl3 A restraint on water demanded by the crops in Jan, 1 -
Feb. 28. 
Rl4 A restraint on water in Mar. 1 - Apr. 30 . 
Rl5 A restraint on water in May 1 - June 30. 
Rl6 A restraint on water in July 1 - Aug. 30. 
Rl7 A restraint on water i n Sept. 1 - Oct. 31. 
Rl8 A restraint on water in Nov. 1 - Dec. 31. 
RJ9 A restraint on the fertilizer available for the crops. The 
restr aint unit is one pound. 
R20 A restraint on custom-combine hire. The restraint unit is 
hour. 
R21 A restraint of custom-tractor hire. The restraint unit is 
hour. 
From R22 to R34 the restraint unit is one watered hectare. 
R22 A grown barley transfer row, 
R23 A grown corn transfer row. 
R24 A grown wheat transfer row. 
R25 A grown peanut transfer row. 
R26 A grown tomato transfer row. 
R27 A grown potato transfer row . 
R28 A grown onion transfer row. 
R29 A grown green pepper transfer row. 
R30 A grown watermelon transfe r row. 
R31 A grown alfalfa transfer row. 
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R32 A grown millet transfer row. 
R33 A grown Faba-beans transfer row. 
R34 A grown oats transfer row. 
From R35 to R40 the restraint unit is one cubic meter, 
R35 A restraint on water in Jan. 1 - Feb . 28 . 
R36 A restraint on water in Mar. 1 - Apr . 30. 
R37 A restraint on water in May 1 - June 30. 
R38 A restraint on water in July 1 - Aug. 30. 
R39 A restraint on water in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31. 
R40 A restraint on water in Nov. 1 - Dec. 31. 
From R41 to R57 the restraint unit is one hectare. 
R41 A harvested hectare of barley transfer. 
R42 A harvested hectare of corn transfer. 
R43 A harvested hectare of wheat transfer. 
R44 A harvested hectare of peanuts transfer. 
R45 A harvested hectare of tomato transfer . 
R46 A harvested hectare of potato transfer. 
R47 A harvested hectare of onion transfer. 
Rt.8 A harvested hectare of green pepper transfer. 
R49 A harvested hectare of watermelon transfer. 
RSC\ A harvested hectare of alfalfa transfer. 
RSl A harvested hectare of millet transfer. 
R52 A harvested hectare of Faba-beans transfer. 
R53 A harvested hectare of oats transfer. 
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From R54 to R66 the restraint unit is one metric ton . 
R54 A barley transfer row . 
R55 A corn transfer row . 
R56 A wheat transfer row . 
R57 A peanuts transfer row. 
R58 A tomato transfer row. 
R59 A potato transfer row. 
R60 An onions transfer row. 
R61 A green peppers transfer row. 
R62 A watermelon transfer row. 
R63 An alfalfa transfer row. 
R64 A millet transfer row. 
R65 A Faba-beans transfer row. 
R66 An oats transfer row. 
R67 Feed supplement transfer row . The unit is one pound . 
From R68 to R76 the restraint unit is one hour. 
R68 A restraint on hiring labor in Jan . 1 Feb. 28 . 
R69 A restraint on hiring labor in Mar. 1 - Mar. 15 . 
R70 A restraint on hiring labor in Mar . 16 - Mar . 31. 
R71 A restraint on hiring labor in Apr . 1 - Apr, 30. 
R72 A restraint on hiring labor in May 1 - May 30 . 
R73 A restraint on hiring labor in May 31 - Aug. 30 . 
R74 A restraint on hiring labor in Sept. 1 - Oct. 31. 
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R75 A restraint on hiring labor in Nov. 1 - Nov. 30. 
R76 A restraint on hiring labor in Dec. 1 - Dec. 30. 
Table B-1. The data matrix 
Bl B2 B3 POl P02 P03 P04 
cl -41.43 -34.62 -58.3 -198.3 
c2 -51.43 -44.62 -68 .3 -158 .3 
ROl 150,000 120,000 180,000 
R02 19,874 1< 19,874 19,874 
R03 10,647 e- 10,647 10,647 
R04 11,356 11,356 11,356 
ROS 21,293 21,293 21,293 o. 55 . 2 
R06 21 , 293 21,293 21,293 0.10 0 . 6 
R07 65,300 65,300 65,300 
R08 44,006 44,006 44,006 
R09 21,293 21,293 21,293 0 . 55 0.55 
RIO 
Rll 
Rl2 20,460,000 25,500,000 30,000,000 42.35 35 . Vl 59 . 21 152.69 
Rl3 
Rl4 
Rl5 
Rl6 
Rl7 
Rl8 
Rl9 462 485 462 490 
R20 30,000 50,000 100,000 
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P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 PlO Pll Pl2 Pl3 
-137 - -126.9 -95. 4 - 107.5 -90 . 8 -108.4 - 73.8 -72.9 -27.5 
-147 - 136.4 -105 . 4 -117.5 -100.8 -118.4 - 83.8 -82 . 9 -37 . 5 
0.55 3 . 5 
0.10 0.20 0 . 35 0 . 20 
3.5 2.9 0 .10 0 . 15 0 . 35 0.15 
4 . 1 0 . 15 4 . 1 0.15 0.10 0 . 35 0 . 35 
0.3 0 . 20 0 . 3 0 . 25 0 . 10 0.25 0.25 
0.10 0 . 30 0.30 
0.38 0 . 10 0 . 73 0 . 73 
0.10 
0.10 
144.39 132.73 101.82 114 . 87 96.37 110. 67 77.15 79 . 96 30.83 
480 495 460 479 375 350 250 375 250 
'J'ab 1 e: B- 1. (continued) 
Fl4 PlS P16 Pl7 Pl8 P19 P20 P21 
cl ·-. 02 - . 02 - .02 - . 02 - . 02 -.02 -.02 -.02 
c2 -.02 -.02 --. 02 - . 02 -.02 -.02 - . 02 - .02 
ROl 
R02 O.lO 0.10 
R03 0.10 0 . 10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.10 
R04 0.10 0 . 10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.10 
"i 05 0.15 0 . 25 0. 15 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 . 25 
~Ob 0 . 20 0.45 0.20 0.45 0.45 0.45 0 . 45 
;..07 0.20 0 . 20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
ROS 0.25 
R09 0. 25 0.25 0.10 
RlO 0.10 0.10 0 . 10 
Rll 
RJL 186.69 179.4 186.7 281.1 315 . 7 195.2 196 . 1 311.4 
Rl3 722 722 
R14 1295 876 1295 1269 1370 1319 1041 
Rl5 1690 1782 1690 2100 2805 1552 2490 
R16 906 2230 2116 1022 2674 
Rl.7 2623 
Rl8 900 900 1269 
R19 
R20 
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P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 P30 
-.02 -.02 -.02 -.02 - . 02 -19,8 -22 -19.8 -50.4 
-.02 -.02 -.02 - .02 -.02 -20.8 -23 -20.8 -51.4 
.OS 0.25 0 . 10 0.25 
0 .15 0.28 0.20 
0.15 0. 28 0.25 
0 . 25 0.28 0.15 
0.45 1. 66 
0.20 s .01 
0.28 0 . 35 0.35 
0.28 0.28 0.28 
0.28 0.28 0.28 
311. 7 654.1 242. 9 230 . 7 242 .9 21.11 23 . 34 21 .11 94.04 
1448 2082 1901 2082 
1979 1679 2698 
2474 2674 
1752 3381 
2099 1211 1211 
1518 1507 ] 507 
Table B- 1. (continued) 
P31 P32 PJJ P34 P35 P36 P37 P38 
cl -40.3 - 50.4 - 40 .5 -30 . 2 -40 . 3 -60.5 -19 . 8 -30 . 7 
c2 - 41.3 -51. 4 -41 .3 -31.2 -41. 3 -61 . 5 -20.8 -31. 7 
ROl 
R02 0. 25 0.78 
R03 0 . 30 
R04 0 . 20 
ROS o.so 
R06 0.80 
R07 7 8.5 6 6 0 . 78 
ROB 0.40 
R09 0 . 30 
RlO 0 . 30 
Rll 
Rl2 82 . 36 92 . 36 84 . 9 70 . 6 80 . 7 81.4 21 . 11 70 . 6 
R13 
Rl4 
RlS 
Rl6 
Rl7 
Rl8 
Rl9 
R20 
P39 
-19.8 
-20.8 
0 . 78 
21.14 
P40 
436 .8 
403.2 
P41 
110.2 
84 
P42 
571. 2 
537 . 6 
110 
P43 P44 
403 . 2 67.2 
336 33 . 6 
P45 
100. 8 
67 . 2 
P46 P47 
84 168 
67.4 134 . 4 
P48 
100.8 
67.2 
Table E-1. (conti nued) 
P49 P50 P51 P52 P.53 P54 P55 P56 P57 
cl 117.6 180 168 180 -.12 - 358 .4 -.03 -.03 -. 03 
c2 67.2 113.3 134.4 113.3 -. 14 -336 -.04 -.04 -. 04 
ROI 
R02 
R03 
R04 
ROS 
R06 
R07 
ROS 
R09 
RlO 
Rll 
Rl2 
Rl3 -1 
Rl4 -1 
Rl5 -1 
Rl 6 
Rl7 
R18 
Rl9 -1 
R20 
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PSS P59 P60 P61 P62 P63 P64 P65 P66 
-.03 -.03 -.03 630.2 -.08 -6.72 -8.4- -8 .4 -8.4 
-.04 -.04 -.04 570.2 -.05 -8.4 -10.08 -10.08 -10.08 
.002 
8.82 -1 
6. 7] -1 
6. 71 -1 
9.41 -1 
7.42 
10.26 
6.82 
4.42 
4.42 
1 
10.35 
-1 
-1 
-1 
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Table B-1. (continued) 
P67 P68 P69 P70 P71 P72 P73 
cl -13.4 -13.4 -10.08 -10.08 -6. 72 -13. 4 -12.3 
c2 -13.4 -13.4 -11. 76 - 11. 76 -8.4 -16.8 -13.4 
ROl 
R02 
R03 
R04 
ROS 
RQ6 -1 
R07 -1 
ROS -1 
R09 -1 
RJO -1 
Rll 
R12 
Rl3 
Rl4 
Rl5 
R16 
Rl7 
R18 
Rl9 
R20 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Bl B2 B3 POl P02 P03 P04 P05 
R21 105,000 115,000 150,000 1 1 
R22 -1 
R23 -1 
R24 -1 
R25 -1 
R26 -1 
R27 
R28 
R29 
R30 
R31 
R32 
R33 
R34 
R35 300,000,000 300,000,000 300,000,000 
R36 II II 
II 
R37 II II II 
R38 II II 
II 
R39 II II II 
R40 " II II 
R41 
T-
T-
T-
T-
T 
1-
T 
T-
T 
T-
T 
T-
T 
T T-
LTd 
9Td 
~Td 
i?Td CTd ZTd TTd Otd 
60d 80d LOd 90d 
Table B-1. (continued) 
P18 P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 
R21 
R22 
R23 
R24 
R25 
R26 1 
R27 1 
R28 1 
R29 1 
R30 1 
R31 1 
R32 1 
R33 1 
R34 1 
R35 
R36 
R37 
R38 
R39 
R40 
R41 1 
l~d O~d 6£d 9£d L£d 9£d ~£d ~£d ££d Z£d l£d 0£d 
Ltt 
Table B-1. (continued) 
R21 
R22 
R23 
R24 
R25 
R26 
R27 
R28 
R29 
R30 
R31 
R32 
R33 
R34 
R35 
R36 
R37 
R38 
R39 
R40 
R41 
P42 P43 P44 P45 P46 P47 P48 P49 P50 P51 P52 
1 
1 
1 
1 
t 
T 
79d £9d Z9d T9d 09d 6Sd SSd LSd 9Sd SSd ~Sd £Sd 
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Table B-1. (continued) 
R21 
R22 
R23 
R24 
R25 
R26 
R27 
R28 
R29 
R30 
R31 
R32 
R33 
R34 
R35 
R36 
R37 
R38 
R39 
R40 
R41 
P65 P66 P67 P68 
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P69 P70 P71 P72 P73 
- 1 
Table B-1. (continued) 
R42 
R43 
R44 
R45 
R46 
R47 
R48 
R49 
R50 
R51 
R52 
R53 
R54 
R55 
R56 
R57 
R58 
R59 
R60 
R61 
R62 
Bl B2 B3 POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 
T-
T-
T-
T-
T-
T-
T-
Tld OZd 
6Td 
BTd LTd 9Td na 17Td na ZTd 
TTd 01d 
ZZT 
Table B-1. (continued) 
P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 P30 P31 P32 
R42 
R43 
R44 
R45 
R46 
R47 
R48 
R49 -1 
RSO -1 
RSl -1 
R52 -1 
R53 -1 
R54 -2.5 
RSS -4 .02 
R56 -1.9 
R57 -2.4 
RS8 -30 
R59 -20.S 
R60 
R61 
R62 
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P33 P34 P35 P36 P37 P38 P39 P40 P41 P42 P43 P44 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table B-1. (continued) 
P4S P46 P47 P48 P49 PSO PSl PS2 PS3 PS4 PSS 
R42 
R43 
R44 
R4S 
R46 
R47 
R48 
R49 
RSO 
RSl 
R52 
R53 
R54 
RSS 
R56 
R57 
RS8 
R59 1 
R60 1 
R61 1 
R62 1 
6~·o 
L9d 99d ~9d ~9d £9d Z9d 19d 09d 6~d 8~d L~d 9~d 
9Z1 
Table B-1 . . (continued) 
R42 
R43 
R44 
R45 
R46 
R47 
R48 
R49 
RSO 
R51 
R52 
R53 
R54 
R55 
R56 
R57 
R58 
R59 
R60 
R61 
R6 2 
P68 P69 
1 27 
P70 P71 P72 P73 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Bl B 2 B3 
POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 
R63 
R64 
R65 
R66 
R67 
R68 60,000 60,000 60,000 ' 
R69 20,000 10,000 10,000 
R70 40,000 40,000 40,000 
R71 120,000 120,000 120,000 
R72 25,000 25,000 25,000 
R73 150,000 150,000 150,000 
R74 30,000 30,000 30,000 
R75 170,000 170,000 170,000 
R76 1000 1000 1000 
R77 
R78 
R79 
R80 
61d 91d L1d 91d ~Td ~Td £1d Z1d 11d 01d 60d 90d 
6l1 
Table B-1. (continued) 
R63 
R64 
R65 
R66 
R67 
R68 
R69 
R70 
R7l 
R72 
R73 
R74 
R75 
R76 
R77 
R78 
R79 
R80 
P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 P30 
9-
z·6-
9-
z·s-
Z7d t7d 07d 6£d 9£d L£d 9£d ~£d 7£d ££d Z£d t£d 
T£1 
Table B-1. (continued) 
P43 P44 P45 P46 P47 P48 P49 PSO PS! P52 P53 
R63 
R64 1 
R65 1 
R66 1 
R67 
R68 
R69 
R70 
R71 
R72 
R73 
R74 
R75 
R76 
R77 
R78 
R79 
RSO 
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PS4 PSS PS6 PS7 PSS PS9 P60 P61 P62 P63 P64 P6S 
-1 
4.7S 
2.so 
2.S6 
1.10 
1 
1 
1 
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Table B-1. (continued) 
P66 P67 P68 P69 P70 P71 P72 P73 
R63 
R64 
R65 
R66 
R67 
R68 
R69 
R70 
R71 1 
R72 1 
R73 1 
R74 1 
R75 1 
R76 1 
R77 
R78 
R79 
R80 
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APPENDIX C 
SUMMARIZED RESULTS OF THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING COMPUTER OUTPUT 
Table C-1. Rc:;ourc c:; ( row~) u::;ed in cc.i.ution one 
NU MBER •• , PC .i ., 'T •• • 4 ." f l, !fy •• • ,LAC >, A Cr l vJrY • . '-:.Wc.ri( LI "II f . • . \J;>PE- LI "'° I I • • O•J .A L A( l JVJr Y 
I : I -15 I •• ':>Ol l f:~S , i;- 7 ~ I 4'o'.l Z I ">25 . 675- NC!'.t; l\ll'E I e OOOvO 
2 C2 ?S ~':I 7106 4 , eS; l :;.,;111 ::6 <: . d5 1 1- t.Q N C l'. Cl'.E" 
1 ROI .JL l :>O~ OC . OOO':lC " C" E 1 5oocc . ooooo 699 , J 4 "12P-
" "102 UL 1'>~ 7A. 000\l0 t>. ONE \OS74 . 0 CCCO ~ . 72()00-5 ~ C3 .JL 1()64 7 , COOO O "C NE 1 0 647 , 0CC\lO !! .<• OJO() -
6 "1 0 4 U L : 1.JS6 . 000 00 NONE 1 1356 . 00000 11 0 e 44 "'60 -
7 q "" v- JL !.N3. 00000 NO"' C 2 1 2 <;J . OOO CQ 7 0 . 66J5 7-
a ;;06 JL 2 12<; 3 . 0 0 000 l'.CNE 2 1 2S3 . 00000 13 , 44000-
~ Q 1J7 •JI.. r 531l0 . 00000 NONE '>SJCO . OOCCC "' · 5 4 d23 -
! 0 '103 JL 44 ) 06 . 0 00 JJ l'<v r. E 4 4 006 . CO\JC'O 1 0 • .;eJOO-
11 <;u.:: .JL <' 1 l ~J . \l')O Ou NON<. 2 1 20J . OOCCQ 1 0 . 0flllJO-
1 2 • 1 0 1 5 15 <L7 l . :; 1 c; 5~ 6!: .'.! I . 08041 NC NE 220 CJ . t'COO·'l 
1 J H 11 55 1000 . 0 0 000 NONE 1oc o . oooco 
l 4 •H 2 UL 20 <. 6JOO O . OO OO NC"E 2J4 E oc oo . coco . 0800 o -
I S R l .J ..IL NONE . 0 3 000 -
16 c; 14 .JL l'GNE . 03000 -
17 q 1 s lJ L NC"' E. . OJOOO -
18 wl6 UL "'CIN E . 0 3\lO O-
19 Rl7 UL NC"E . o.?v O.> -
2 0 1'11 8 UL NONE . C3000 -
2 1 Q \ O UL NC.NE .J 20C'l -
2 2 ~20 UL JOJJO . OO OOC r. C" E .; o ooi:: . ~ooco 1 3 , 4 000C - I-' 
23 R 2 1 UL 1 .>svoo . 0 0000 NONE I 05 JC O . COO CO 1 £ . 3 00C'O- w a-
2 4 w2? JL ";]" f ! 4 2 . 3c; 40t -
25 R23 'J L ,..C,..E 2 1 ·? • E 60 .'.! 2 -
2 6 ~2 4 v L "'O"E e J 5 . 6 74 0d-
27 Q25 .J L "'C" f 33 3 . 9 7 226-
2 8 1:~6 UL NCNE 14 1 .3 .J 56S; -
29 ~.! 7 VL NG" E 1eo2 . 12 9JO-
J O 4::?9 UL " C1'E 1 25 7 . <; 4 90.3 -
J I I> 2c; .JL ~~ "[ 1167 • .? 7 152 -
J2 ~.:!O •JL " G" E 11-" .1 16 4 6 -
1.3 ~3 1 UL "-=N= 9 \ 1 . 32435 -
J 4 1>32 UL t>.C " E ~68. 38720-
J S q:J3 UL l\C" E" s ae . 7c 2 7 5 -
3 6 q 3 4 .J L NCNl ~6 e . J e .. ~o-
J7 q35 ~s 1 2s~ .. aJ3 1 . 02., 1 7 4 35 1 6 18 . 9 7 2 " O NE. 2 ;;c;c;; c;c;c;c; . c;c; ; 
3 8 ~36 -, s I l ~856<> 04. I d2 13 0 14J59S . 8 1 7 1' C1'~ ;:0909c;9ocr . cc; ; 
39 qJ7 'IS 1 ;;<> 0 1H S52 . <' 3 1 I C''5992 147 , J69 "'ONC 2 c;c;:c;c; q 9 c;c; . s-c;.:i 
110 ~..38 ,5 34 5 4 8352 . 666 0 20'5 4 5164 7 • ..33 3 l'.ONE 2c;.c c;.9c; <;<;~ . c-;<; 
4 1 H39 ~s 5307JCOO . OOO O .. 4 6 'i 2690 c; . <; 9 9 ,.._ :.NC. zc;.o c; ; 1 c; c;c; . c;c;o 
4 2 iHO ':IS 1 2 .3046 2 7 6 . 2 9 3 I 76 9 537:0.'.! . 706 Nu NE 2;oc;:~'1<;c;c , c;c;o 
43 q 41 UL " CNE 1023 . 9215° -
4.:i Fl4 2 -.IL ,.,CMo J~':- . 25<;02 -
<.$ 1 4 .J JL 1' CiN[ I )17 . 2 0J S~ -
~ 6 "' 44 ;JL "::" E cc,.:: . 370 .. " -
" 7 q 4 5 UL "<0 ,.. [ : v 7 1 . ,07Jc;J _ 
4 f! i: 4 c JL l'.C" E i :;"!~ . ~5l2 J -
4 9 h7 •J L ro.. .:.. 1t1..c !0 4 . .- ..j l. • · 1 ) -
NU!o!B E R • • . ROW •• A f ••• ACTI V IT Y • •• SL ACi< ACTIVITY •• LO WER LI "IT . • • u?PER L 11' I T • • ~UAL ACT IV ITY 
50 R4 C! UL NCNE 1 422 . 4~ 4 22 -
S I ll 4 1 J L NGNE 1 ?85 . 95622-
52 R50 JL "'Gl\E 164\ . 6577 1-
5 3 RS I UL NONE 1031 . e6S60-
5 4 R52 UL NGl\E l CiBS . -.-.21 ~-
55 R53 UL NONE I O.J9 . 86720-
5 6 ~54 UL 1\01\E 436 . 80000-
5 7 ~55 UL NONE 110 . 24000 -
58 R56 UL NCNE 5"'1 . 20000-
59 RS7 'JL "-Cl\E 403 . 2000;)-
6 0 R58 UL NONE 67 . 2 0000-
61 R5c;. UL NONE 100 . !lOOO O-
62 R60 UL NvNE 84 . 0000C-
63 R61 J L NONE 165 . 0000Ci -
64 q62 UL NGNE 16'3 . eoooc-
GS R63 UL NONE 11 7 . 60000-
6 6 R64 UL NONE 18 0 . 00000-
6 7 R65 JL NONE t6e . ooooo-
68 R66 JL NONE 150 . 0000 0- ,_. 
69 R6 7 35 NONE \.;.) -..J 
70 R68 35 486S l. 227 19 11348 . 7728 1 "'O"'E ~occo . coooo 
71 R69 35 1058 4. 03726 ;41 5 . ·~274 NONE 2 ooco .ococo 
72 IHI) UL 40000. 00000 NONE 110000 . 00000 102 . 0 476)-
73 R7 1 UL 120000 . 00000 NONE 12ooco . oocoo 62 . 2635 7 -
74 R72 EIS 15680 . 75556 9319 . 2 4444 NONE 25000 . 00JOO 
75 R73 UL 15 0000. 00000 "'Cl\E 1 s ooco . occoo 29 . I 0823-
76 i.74 <:IS 22 144.JOO OO 1eso . 00000 NGNE 3 1>oc c . ooocc 
77 ~75 6 ~ 1J25e2 • .Js61 1 37Cl7.(:4329 NONE 1700CO . OOO CO 
78 Q76 35 1000 . coooc "'GN!: 1 000 . 00000 
Tabl e C-2. Activities (columns) used in ::.olution one 
NU,.. BER • ~OL.J'4N • llT ••• .r.:: TIVITY •• • • , I NP.JT t:OS T •• • .LC .r. C~ LI MIT. • • .JPP!:'R LI"' IT. . REDUCE:> COST . 
79 001 .JL 75000 . 00000 41 . 4:?000- 1scco. eiocoo 2 4 . c; -. 280 
80 P02 LL 3 A • 62000- NO"E 61: . 37473-
di P03 35 1 2717 .1 9513'! 58 . JCOOO- "C"E 
82 P 04 LL 148 . :: ooo J - 1'.C"E "'J•. 08176-
83 P05 v L I OJ00 • .:>0000 1 3 7 . 00000- 10000 . 00000 2 1 3 . 9037 ? 
S A P06 UL 1 1 000 . 00000 126 . 40000- 11 000 . 0 0000 86S . 05632 
85 P07 'lS 8737 . 47623 95 , AOOOO- NCl\E 
86 P08 3S 1667 . 40911 107.50000- NC"E 
11 7 POQ ,s c;o . eoooo- fl.C1'E. 
8'3 :> t o 'lS IO& • 35C•OO- "( " ( 
89 o 11 LL 73 . eocoo- f\IC 1'E I S . 69t:J4-
90 P l 2 as 1 087 5 . 9 1 87~ 7 2 . 90000- NC"E 
9 1 013 UL 20000 . oooov 21 . :0000- 20000 . 00000 30 . 30681', 
92 P l 4 '3S 7500v . OOOOQ • czooo- fl.Cl\ E 
<;3 P I S '3S . 02000- "C"E 
94 P l 6 3S 12 .. 19 .1 9588 • 02000- NCfl.E 
95 ?17 ?S • C2000- "C"E 
96 P I S 9S 10 000 . 00000 .02000 - l\C"E 
9 7 P l v '3 s 1 1 JOO . 00000 . 020 00- NCl\E 
98 P20 3S 87.37 .. 176 23 . 0200 0- "Cl\E 
<;9 P21 BS 16 6 7.<109 l l • 02000- NCNE 
100 P22 LL . c2000- "Cl>E 52 . ;;1 '5.:!2- ...... 
1 0 1 P2:; as • 02000- NC"E w 
102 oz4 'l 5 • 1)2000- "Cl\E co 
103 025 3S I O:H5 . 9 le 7e • .,2c;oo- " Cl\ C 
104 .:>26 JS 20.:>oo • .:ioooo • c20 00- "C:l\E 
105 P27 'lS 75000 . 0 0000 1 9 . €0000- l\Cl\ E 
1 06 P2t' 35 22 . coooo- l\C"E 
107 029 35 121 1 :i .1 95ee 1 ; . 50000- NC"E 
10!! P.JO 35 50 , 4 COOO- "Cl\E 
I 09 0.31 3S IJ000 . 00000 4 o . 30000- NGi..E 
11 0 P.32 :.> 5 11:>::>0 . 00000 30 . 4000\)- °"ChE 
111 P.33 '.3S 9737 . 47623 4\l . JOCOO- i..c:r.c: 
11 2 P36 3S 1667 . AQ91 l JJ . ;:ocoo- 1'.C:"E 
I I .J P.J~ 35 4 0 . 30000- NCr.C 
114 P36 LL t:o . : o oc,o - i..c"E ~5"' . lb <;OJ-
11 5 P.37 '3:: 1 c; . soooo- N01':E" 
11 6 PJB 3S 1 01375 . 9 1878 30.20000- P<Cr-E 
1 1 7 P;?<; JS 20000 . 00000 19 . 80000- NC"E 
11 8 P 4 0 3S 187500. 00000 4 .36 . dOO OO NC"E 
11 9 P AI '35 1 10 . :: 4 000 "Cr.E 
1 20 P 42 35 24 I 66 • <P 2 I 8 57 1 . 2 0000 1'.C"E 
12 1 P4.J 35 4 CJ . 200 00 "C"E 
122 P 44 'lS .:!OOJ00 . 00000 67 . 20CO O "Cfl.E 
1 23 0 4 5 ~" &255 00. 0')000 1 00 . 5ocoo "C"E 
1 2 4 046 3S 1e34e1 . 0001; 8A • 00000 1'.C"E 
125 ., .. 7 'ls 171)07. 57293 1-;a . 00000 NCIYE 
126 i> At' '35 1-sa . eoooo l'oCl\E 
1 27 ;:»4~ ~3 117 .l': OCOO NCl\E 
NU~BER .CCLUMN. 'T ••• ACTlVJTY ••• • • INPUT COST •. ooLO"ER LIMtT. •.UPPER LIMIT. oRECUCEO COST • 
128 P50 a!: I 80 . 00000 NC"E 
129 PS I 3S 100058.45277 168.001)00 "Cf"E 
130 PS2 3S 120000 . 000 0 0 180.00000 NCNE 
131 PS3 '1 s 6 466 7666. 06 87 . 12000- NOh E 
132 P54 LL 358 . 4COO O- "C" E :?58 .40000-
133 PSS as 125648381. 027 . 0 3 000- NOh E 
134 PS6 13 s 1 f'>8 56404 o l 82 003000 - NONE 
135 t>S7 9S 1'>40078520831 0 03000- NC"E 
136 ?58 SS 345483520 6661 .C3000- NC"E 
137 P59 ~s !!:307300000000 . 03000- "C"E 
138 P60 ~s 123046276 0293 • 03000- NCl>E 
139 P61 LL 630.20000 NCNE 3:?02 000954 -
140 P62 as 2!:962687. 11 7 2 • 08000- NO"E 
141 P63 BS 4 8651 .227 19 6 072000- NO"E 
142 P64 BS 10584003726 8 040000- NO NE 
143 P65 BS 400000 00000 8040000- NC"E 
144 P66 95 120000.00000 8040000- NC"E 1--' 
145 P67 BS 15680075556 13044000- NOt.E w '° 146 P6!! 9S 1so ooooooooo 13044000- l>Ct.E 
147 P69 :ts 22144.00000 1oooaooo- NC"E 
148 P70 BS 1325820 356 71 1 o. C8000- t. C"E 
149 P71 LL 6 . 72000- "C l>E 6 .72000-
150 P72 i3 s 77719.19588 13.40000- NONE 
151 P73 ~s 271901 9588 12 .30000- NO"E 
Table C-3 . Range analyaia for solution one (rowa at limi t level) 
MJM9E<I •• • ;;c ••• 41 • • • A.::TtVl TY ••• SL•CK ... CT IV I TY • ·LO WEii L IM l T. LO• E<I • CT IVI TY • • • U .. l T <'.CST. • • . UPOE~ COST •• LIM IT ING n 
•.UPPER L l"IT• UPPEq •CT!V IT Y ••• UNJT COST •• • . LO•E.R ccsr • . FilOCESS. " 
l <IOI Ul. 1 •q~9 i.957 18 "ONE 147500.'71~~ 0 699.J•croi- P7! l.l. 
1•~9~ .95719 166711;.cec11 699030901 PJO u.. 
• A02 vl. 19'573.996111 "OHE 115250220<;1 6 072000- 11611 ~ 
1~87?099681 6&525.l9~C.! 6072000 P63 l.l. 
5 AC3 .JL 10606099190 NON[. 12310 0 33211 e. • oooo- 1169 ut. 
10606. 99190 21231.021 ~t e .•oooo P60 l.l. 
6 PO• Ul. l lJSS .99254' NCNE 22531.1 <;?6•- 110.••'T.57- PJ3 l.l. 
lll55 . 9i2Sll 11'8.37 . •<;277 11 0. ••757 PJO u. 
7 ROS UL 21292.99217 .. C .. E 191 I J .1 5 1 If.- 70.66357- P3• u. 
21292.99211 38251 .... 5•72 70 .66357 P1') Ll. 
e <106 UL 212•12. 98753 "ONE ll973.7••lt 1 l.••000- 1172 ut. 
Zl292.987!!1J .lf.973. 73••~ I loOOOOO ?67 u. 
9 1107 Jl. 6529 9 0 98•16 NONE !!1•367.<;01;3 •2.,•822- P3o Ll. 
6$299098•16 ll042:Y.267t& •2 o5•922 P73 u.. 
10 ROii JL ••0 0!. 96609 "ONE 361•i;.ce7f0 10.oeooo- A7• lit.. 
••oos. 9&609 661•~ . ... 6<;~0 10.oe~oc P61 LL ...... 
"" II ROv UL 21292.9ese9 "ONE 16l 2•.t~12;.- 1 o ooec.oo- A75 UL 0 
ZI 202098589 1~3875.22Cl<2 10.oeooo P?O l.L 
I• AIZ UL Z C•59994 . 2382 NONE INF 1 .. 1 TV• ooeooo- NOhE 
20•59<; <;•o2312 •6• 226'7.l.oJeo • 09000 P62 u . 
15 A:l.? JI. NONE 17•35l51jj:4.2~~ oOJooo- PJ5 Ul. 
1256•!J$3.• f'7 . ClOOC PSS LL 
15 RIO UL HONE 1301•35• ~ . .. 77- . CJOOO- A36 UL 
1691156332. C~I' .03000 P56 u. 
,., AIS UL .. ONE I 05i9205•• 7!1- .OJOOC- 1131 IA. 
19•001'6ea.ets .0300C P57 l.l. 
18 ;ia '-IL NONE 265•51!-.7.t-C•- .oJOO C.- A3l! lil. 
3•5• eJ21. 2 • 11 . 03000 PSS \.l. 
19 Rl7 VL .. oNe 2•e.;2e•1~ • .,~o- .03000- li39 ~ 
$3072968.SOtt .03000 p 5q l.L 
20 1118 Ul. IOONE 176<;!13692.ti5- .03000- POO UL 
1230•62ss.ee.J .03000 P60 u. 
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HU Ol9fA ••• ftO• • • ., •••• ~ ,Iv 1 rv .• • :SLll(A 4CTIYITY • oLO• Ei; L I OllT. LO• Eli J..Cl Iv tT'r • • • u ... 1 T COST • • • .UPP[R cost •• LI MITING AT 
• ., yOPfN L 1'4 1 T • '.JPPEA ACTl•ITY • • ·U"'-l l CCST • • •• L:l• !A CCST • • P"OCESS. AT 
•• A•2 JL NCNE Jl'l\·25'10~ - P29 LL 
13665 .0l!H- :iee . 2590• PJ • LL 
•5 IC&:! \JL NONE 121 • !·2513•- 1017 . 20356- 1"• 2 LL 
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• 6 .... UL "CNE 56 9 • • HIOI- P • l LL 
136t . 90~t.3 569 . 3710 1 P3• LL 
H • • 5 UL NCNE 6 •• 7.0• J6l- lt71 . 27l5'1- P7 3 LL 
l S6 1 .72! • t. t6"Pl . 27359 Pl • u.. 
•8 P• e JL "C.NE 1o<i<i<1.~ec;2•- lt;38 . 05060- P 4 5 l.L 
Sl•$. l"r!JS 1931! . 05060 A75 \.L 
•9 p.- UL NGHE 6~• 2 . 96c;4:J- l••-> .l•63~- D7l LL 
1681.l!UC5 a••0.3• •lo Pl• LL 
so l>•ll UL NCNE 7S21 o5SC5<;- 1• 2C .•6•21- P 73 LL 
1e22.e 1?H 1• 22·•6• 28 P09 LL 
S I A&9 UL HON E 131!~ . 95626- P • 9 LL 
1122.01,t• 1385. <;5626 Pl& LL 
...... 
~ 
52 P50 JI. "':lHE .lC51.•c•eG- t 6• • • ~!7~•- Pl• LL 
N 
t6• l .es•t;• ,:> 10 LL 
53 A'~l JL NONE 10Jfi , 1!6H7- P50 u . 
l•S• 1' .6;tf5 IOJ<;.86C77 1;68 u.. 
5 • A52 UL "C"E 2826·•9•1!0- 10115 . 772 17- PT! LL 
671•· .?~t 7• 10@15.77217 Pl• LL 
~5 O!J JL "ONE 1'0~9o.c;aH•- I Ol9, tt~ 39- P52 LL 
t• ""'o . 69t.e!'i 1039.8673<; .. 611 u. 
56 <S• I.IL " CHE 11'7•~;.!52t!.- •.J~.8002~- P • O LL 
l .. f I" I TY •3~ . 50025 NOMO 
57 #15~ UL NCNE 110 • 2•002- °l>&I LL 
INl'INITY 110 . 2 • 002 "'""' 
58 PS6 UL NONE 2•166.•6711- STI o1 09t;6- P • 2 LL 
1Nf1'<1TY eTJ .1 9'096 "O" E 
59 •57 JI. NO NE • OJ .1 c;9e8- P43 LL 
l"F l"llY • o~ . 19918 NONI! 
60 il!l6 UL HONE 2'19~9'1. 'l~ 11- 6T • 1 ~99e- P 4• LL 
l"F 1 .. 1 TY 67 .1 9998 NOl<r 
NUM8L!J~ • • •PIO••• 4T • ••AC.TI VI TY• • • ~ LACI< "CT Iv I TY • ·LOWER 1. l•IT • LOWES. ACTIVITY •• • v .. n '"OST •• • ·uP~EA COST •• Ll•ITIMC n 
• • VPPCR L.U• Jl • UPPU< ACT l~ITY • • • U"Jl CCST •• • • L O'o ER CCST •• PROCESS. n 
61 1>5<; UL """E 225• ss.ec••2- IOC.80001- P•5 LL 
l"Fl"ITY I 00 . f . 000 I NONE 
6l 1160 ..iL NONE 1 e3•e6.&9.?e1- 83.S-99911- P46 LL 
INFl"ITY 113 . 99<098 NO"f 
63 R61 VI. NONI!. 1 7007.~6.?:?7- 167.9999.,._ P•T LL 
l"F 1 .. 1 TY 1 67 . 99~97 NChE 
6 4 R62 VI. NONE 168 , 79999- P4! 1.L 
IJtr.F IJ'l.1 TY 16P.79999 NO hf 
65 c:eJ UL NC.NE 117 .eoooo- P49 LL 
l"P IO.J TY 117.t-0000 NONl!: 
66 ~~ ul. "ONE 179 . 99995- P50 LL 
JhF ... If .. ,,.0 . 49995 NOHE 
67 P65 VL NCH£ 100058.•2T:il- 167 . 99998- 1'51 LL 
INF l"I TT 167 .9999'! NONE ...... ~ 
68 1166 U L .. Ch'E 1 IS99'i.'>27• C- 11<0 .9999e- P52 LL w . ._.,. , ,._,,.., 17~ .99996 NON! 
72 1170 UL 3999<0 . 96608 ltrifCNE 61 ll.-7t:2<0 l0 2 .C•7SQ- P46 l.L 
l~Q9Y .-0~60i9 •6 .. rl.•6$ .. .! I02.t•759 ?l• I.I. 
73 1171 VI. l 19'9~Q.17:.07 '-ONE T9~9~·f•~f9 62.26356- Pl• LI. 
11999~.9700.,. 1 l6~5!. c;3~ ~o 112.263 56 PT) LI. 
75 1173 VI. 1•99c;Q. 986$2 "CHE 1JQ067.~Ce95 29 .101122- PJ• LL 
1 •9999 .98652 H512<;. 2eea 29. 10!122 P7l L.L 
Table C-4 . Range analysin for solution one (columns at limit level) 
>•.Hll!fR .Ct L \J WN. AT • •• ACTIVITY ••• •• I N'VT CCST •• • • LC•f.A LllllT . LC•f.A AC T I Y ITY • • • v,.rr CCST •• • e VoPEQ CC5 T •• Ll•ITIHG - T 
•• UP PER Ll•IT. UPPER • CTIYITY • • .v .. Jr COST• . • e l.OWE~ CCST •• PltOCl!SS. -T 
79 POI VL 1•9919. 9 715 Z • 1. • l OOO- z• .~• 2eo- e6.372ao- P27 LL 
7 • 999.993Zt t771 <;. 15921 2 • ·9•280 IHI' I "I TY PJ6 LL 
eo P02 LL l ·•. 61999- 615.J7•69 l"l"l .. ITY- P2S LL 
-E 30!1 .15tl7 615.37• 1>9- &.0.75•71 PTJ u. 
82 00• LL 1•11 . 30000- 73• . o8at9 1 .... 1 .. ITY- P•3 LL 
"CHE I 368. ~3• :?3 73• .oe 11>9- 51!:5.78170 Pl• LL 
113 POS \IL 9'>90.9911•3 I J~ . 00001 - ZJ3 . C0379- 350 o9C3llO- P•• LL 
9999.S99 15 11••6.7427• 213 ... 0379 '"" I "I TY Pl• LL 
8 • P06 UL 109S9.99866 126 . 40('00- 55~2. :-• tiCJ a68 . O!t61!- 9V• ·•561 6 - P69 LL 
IC999.99!92 12~39.7~1• .. e6a.o5us , ........ " ... A7• UL 
89 Pll LL 73 . 79999- 10 . 6063• l"l"l .. ITY- P50 u. 
hOHE 7Z7• . 072.!'2 :9.tC:63•- so .1 0365- AT• U&.. 
9 1 P13 UL 19999.9973• 21. soooo- 3o . Jote5- s1.1106es- P52 u. 
1c;991;,99e20 2?27•. 069es 30 • .?0685 ,..,...,.,r., 11 7• UL 
100 P22 LL . 02000- 52 . 3 1~32 l"l"lhl TY- ... ,. LL I-' 
"C"f 11~•29.e9r2., 52.)1 ~ 32- ~2.29~.!2 >• 6 LL s:-
s:-11• P:!6 LL 60 . 50000- 1157 . 161190 INFl,.ITY- P49 u. 
HG"E 2627 . !3f'76 857 .1 6f'93- 7 96 .66190 Pl• LL 
132 :>5• LL 3511. • 0CO•- .!51' .•OOO• l"I" 1"1 TY- P67 UL 
NONE lti# l"'-1 , ... .J5tii .•OOO• - "O"E 
139 ou LL 630 . 20010 eJ2 . eJt2e- :!302.00977 1 .. 1'1 .. ITY - PT) LL 
NOl<C ll02 . ,0S77- 39:?2 . 209116 ~67 UL 
14 '> P 7 1 LL 6 . 7ZOOC- t5ll.C7~•7- 6.72000 INl'UdTY- ~ 10 UL 
NONE 999 . 999!"' t.12000- 1176 "" 
Table c .... s . Range analysis for solution one (rows at intermediate level) 
NUN8t.R •• • RC. • •• \T • •• a :. TtVIT'f • •• 5LACIC .ACTIVITY , .LO•ER I.. IN l T • LO•EI; .lC I IYITY •• • '-'NIT ~OST•• •• UPPER COST•• Lll<ITl'-G n 
• .uP;:>EJ; -.. SMIT• ~PP~R ACTIVITY • •• UNIT rosr •• • eL.GW[S. CCST., PROCESS. AT 
12 RIO 35 154'7'1.9159.l 6531.075<;1 NCNE 1••71.~ lf.7~ t; .72000- P71 LL 
22002 .-.n e• 167~; • .., l 7 c l l0-!'.72096- Pll LL 
13 qi I 'J.i 999, "; '>96A i.()NE INFINITY- NONE 
999.9 9 911• ?302.00C.77- P61 LL 
37 Q.]!= ::is 1256•622 3. 0 72 17•351601.572 NONE lOJ6l~te-1.1•1 .02su- P13 UL 
2qo99~&4:• . 6•• 13• !~!3t•. ~!6 .0 lf~O- Pll LL 
39 R36 35 1 t98562.::~.t,)•T I 3'1•35!5.59? NJNE 1593 '>~99~ .1 •s . 01370- <>11 LL 
2Q0994P4'2•·~·· 19661409J .42.! .021oe- <>13 UL 
39 1'137 :.s I >•007685 ,937 105 .. 9213!.706 NJNE ie3247t5~.21" .01332- Pll LL 
209999824.644 223~92Z74.~27 .02049- Pt3 ut. 
40 ~]" 'S 3•541120'1' .6735 26545161t.9'1'0 NO>.£ 29920561. 9t7• .061'7#)- R73 IA. 
299999!Z4.o4• l""lNIT'r .03000- 1116 IA. 
41 "3" 35 !:?.J'f28'71 . 3067 246926953 . 337 .. o .. e 2ees29;5. s <:7• . 02so1- P13 IA. 
299999 1!24. 64• 611!91770.6?9? .o 1626 - Pll LL 
•2 ~40 ~s 1230•6122 .031 1 7695370~.613 PioON~ 11069e!!7J.e a& . o•~o!- 013 UL ...... 2<;999952•.6•• l .. F I '-ITT ,OJOOO- ~II! \IL ~ 
V1 69 R67 ~s '-O>IE l"F 1 .. 1 TY- 358.•COOt\- PS• LL 
?001 .62692- P61 LL 
'70 R6'!! 9S 48651. 22~ • 2 11J4 e,711 17 HOH£ 3634• ,95e.n 4f;.Z5430- PIJ UL 
5'i999,9966C INFINITY f o720i>:I- Q02 UL ... "69 ~s l0 5 &•.037"'Q 9•15.<;6096 "O'-E 9375 . 3;1 ~- ~O I • '006.?- ?13 OJ L 
199c;9.99e75 INFll<ITY e ,40000- R03 UL 
74 •H2 es 15660. 75299 931c;.24374 "O"E 1••~··•5("7'7 2!9 . .. ~01•- R73 UL 
2•999.996?2 1'-1'1 .. ITY 13.••00:>- R06 UL 
76 IH• '.35 l21•.3. ~9686 7855.999•0 NUNE , ••• 02! !'7 28 . 06191- P13 Ul. 
29999.9962 1 I NF 1 .. ITY 10.oeooo- R06 IJL 
77 R75 SS 1325 82 . 3••38 37•17 . 6~170 NONE 129t67.57750 Jtl.5683!- 011 LL 
t6999c;,9711oe t""l"ITY 10.oeoo~- QOQ Ul. 
79 R?6 'IS oi;9 . c;._;e9 "CHE INFINITY- NONE 
999.999! ~ IWl .. ITY t.72000- P71 u 
T.ible C-6. Range analys i s for solution one (co lumn a t inter mediate lev el) 
NUMllER · ':0L tJ MN . • f • • • --~ f I Y l TV ••• . .r >Pur CCST • • • •'"'-O"' C:A LI 11 1 r . L O w! i; AC T I \I' IT T ••• \J,.,. l r COST . , • • U PPEF: cosr .. L IMIT lhG AT 
• . UPPEI< Liii! T • uo~Eq ACT ntn •• • u tio. tT CCS T • • • • LOWEii c csT •• ;::t~CC.ESS. AT 
<SI .>03 SS 1 2 719 . t 9353 sa. 2 909,._ !~29 . eoise• JQ .02835- "18.22835- Pll LL 
hC"E , .. 71 '1 . 16~05 1• . Q• 280 - 33 . 35719- POI U&. 
e5 007 '5 5 11737.<•745) 95. • 0000- .0 1203 6 2 .••870- I 57 e8•870- P22 LL. 
NON! !7]'7 •• 7• ! .. 230• . 2061 o- 22 08.80610 P25 UL 
116 005 85 t 6&7.•oe@s 107,•9999- .001!0 190 .8•3 2 0- 298 . 3 • 320- 1173 UL 
NONE 13192. eH91 1115 . 59595- 74!' . 0 9596 POS UL 
117 009 JS 90 .'79 .. 99- INFINIT'I'- INF 1 HITY• NOHE 
NONE l 0 • 29 . e-.e C7 52.~ 1 533- 38 ·•8•66- P22 LL 
II" PIO 3! 1 oa . .J •4'io9i;- INFINITY• INFIN ITY- NOl\E 
NCHE 262-. , 5J7 e• 1157 .1611e5- .,., .e ues ~36 LL 
90 012 "s l01175.H576 72.9cooo- 10231 .11e;io 22• .•~os- c~ . 3 9 5011- Pl l LL 
" CHE 120•9.9UCO 2-. I . Olli!· 1911 . 1331 5 1173 Ll 
92 PU JS 7 •99i.9'll ~5 . 02000- 2• .9•280- 2• .9&ceo- POI UL 
HO"E , . .. ~ ... .;9~~~ '"~I " ITY· INFINITY NO .. E 
93 .>1s "s .czooo- 2 19.!6C 33- c. 1 i;; .eeoJ'- R2l UL I-' 
l\C"l ~oe 1 .1 se ~t t- 15 . 37 • 8 '· 6 15. J S • !IS 002 LL ~ 
0\ 
9• 0(6 3S 127 19. 189~0 • 020 0 0- '°!!29 . l! O•f2 n . neJ6- t9 . 9 • ll6- Pl I LL 
l\Cf<E E77 l '1e15H i7 2• . 9•2&0- c..• .c;z~ao POI UL 
9 5 "17 ~$ . c2000- 33J ·''"'225- 333.99225- P25 UL 
NONE ll6S . 53J7~ ?3• .o~t ~u - 7J• . C619l O:>• LL 
96 Pt e 1$ 9~99 . 997~ ) .020?0 - 213 .C>03-.2- 2 ll .9Z3'12- P05 UL 
hONf 9;>9 9 . 997!0 INF IN I TY- lHfl'lhl TY NO"!! 
07 Pl9 15 I0 ><;9,9e92 7 • C2000- 5SJ.i . ?.?~ !t 56t . 0!6 56 - '~8 . 0765t- .>06 UL 
"ONE t09~t;.c;f~ Ci' INFINITY• SNFI firil. ITY NONI: 
911 P20 ~5 S7J7.• 7 4 5 1 • 0 20">0 - 62.••e.,o- t2 •• 6,7 0- P22 LL 
.. c>-E !T!~.47451 'lO• .206• 7 - 2JC• • l 96•1 A25 UL 
9 9 Pct 'tS 16t7. •08ee • c20 00- 140 . e • :J06- 1 <;o .86308 - A73 UL 
l\CNE 13 1 92.t3622 lcSS.595115• 1 es .575~~ P05 UL 
IOI PZ3 H . c<oo o- """'"""- INFINIT'I'· HOHi! "'CNE 21!12'7.~.!@22 e57 . 16,00 - &57. 1•900 P36 ~L 
102 P2• -!S • czcoo- &6t . 397 3,_ see •• 01~2- A32 UL 
.. o~ '? 274. C ... 1 C« 19.6063• - tC0 . 6763• 011 LL 
N""411EA . CLLU)lfN • • T • • • AC t IVJ rv • .. • . flPUT O: OST •• • .LoJWl!A L f 111 T . ~OW£~ ACT IV IT -. •• • u .. n c:os r •• ..uPPfQ ccs r •. l. f lll TI "C .. T 
•• uPP! Q L.IJlltT. JPPEll •C Tl~ IT Y • • • uHIT cc.sr •• •• 1..0•EO: CC! T •• PAOCl!S S • ..T 
103 "25 15 aoe.,.5 . 91667 • OcO)C· . 1023 7 . 7171f c24 .•'1456- 2 2• ·'1•116- Pll Ll. 
h0Nf 120•;.tt ~··~ ,., • • 0330~- 271 . 0IJOO <173 UL 
10• 02'!> '!S 190Q9.9956 0 . 02oc.o- . . ~0.3061~- 3o .3 <'t es- Pl3 UL 
NONI! 19c;<;.; .c;c;~ec INl'INITY- IHl'l •dTY NONI! 
105 o z7 ') $ 7419-i. 954 63 11.40000- . 24 . <> 4 281- ••• 7 • 181- POI UL 
hONE 74'199.<;t•f~ INl'l .. ITY- IMF I hi TY NOid! 
106 :>2 11 "J S . 22 .00~00- . . 2 19 . 1!6029- 2•1.11eo2c;- 0:23 UL 
NONE 3081.1551!6 6 15 .3 7••7- 5c~. ~ 7• • 7 POZ LL 
107 P2'; !IS 12 719.14417 19.l!OOOC>- . 552o; . ~1eu l'i .921137- 3~ . 7 21!37- Pll u. 
NOhE 87? l 0 . l l, 2• 2• . 9 4 2 81- s.i-2111 P OI Ul. 
1011 030 !I S . ~ O . •tQCI - . . 2 3J.9"P2~ 3 - .Je• . J 'f22•- 1>25 IA 
N()NE 1361h5l.l 22 ... ,_. . ce1 •e - 683.6111117 PO• LL 
109 P31 !I S 999<;.991166 4 0e .JOOOO- . . 213 .903~ "- 2!•.2c:Je6- P05 UL 
NONE ~9'19. <;9eto INl'l .. ITY - INl' l .. ITY NONI! 
110 " 32 S S 10"199.997911 S C.•000 1- . ~~J2·3•f~l f6f..OS627- ~•• ·• 5eze- P06 Ul. 
HONE 1 099~ .9 <;7 <;9 INflNITY- INl'INITY NO NI! ,_. 
/;>-
Ill ,:J.:; 3S 8'137' . •75 3 3 •0. 30000- . .oO~f!l "t 6Z ·•• f! 6 9 - l 02. 7•869- 022 LL ......i 
trrri.OH!. 9 7 3 ... • .. !:!3 23C• . 206 56- 2 2 e3 .. 1065e P25 UL 
112 034 ;i s l 667.4\l81 t: JG. 2COOC'- . . t9e •. a•lt•- 2 21. 0 •.:!t•- A?) ~ 
NONE t3 1 ~ 2 . e·~~6 1115.5'0588- •~~.J•sar PG5 UL 
113 0 _!5 ' s . • 0 .30 0 00- 1311~ .9!625- ••2t. 2 5e:2!- R4 9 l.L 
NON~ 10• 2i . ti7C3 5 2 . 3 1!!~2- ta.01532 "22 LL 
115 OJ T '!'S 19 . 80000 - . . f6t .~8136- eee. 1e~J6- 1>32 UL 
"ONE "1 2'1•. 06t!t~ 19 .e9eJs- .10365- 011 LL 
116 P~8 •s IO'l75 oTl737 3~. cOOOO- . 102 3 '1 . 71 ... !:3 22• .•9•e >- 2s• . e '0•89- 011 LL 
HONE I 2C&0.'0'1 2~ 1 27 1 . o :uos - 240 . &J 30fl ""' l.L 
117 P39 !IS 19'19i. 99600 1 9 . e oooc- . .0211 5 30.306117 - ~o .1 oee7- PJ3 Ill. 
"OHE 19~~9. 9 ;bC'9 I Nl'I NI TY- IHI' 1 " ITY NONI! 
118 P 4 0 l! S 187&99. '17574 436. f0 005 . . 9.977 12- &26.622i3 POI Ill. 
NONE I e ·7499 . ~7~14 '""INITY - I Nl'INITY "°"I! 
119 P &I !S . 110. 2•002 . . 5 •.&01e2- 55. 5 &1 40 1123 UL 
NONE l2l86.2&~Cf' 153 .0'182~ - 26~ .~ 182t- P02 LL 
120 0 &2 'JS 2 • lt.6. •67 36 5 71 .200011 . 105011 . e3<;:;6 I0.• 11116 l - 560. 'T • • • ., 01 1 LL. 
"CHE 1teee11.3se7 ~ 13012779- se•.~2"'&7 POI UL 
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z . . . ,. c 0" . " "'"' JI D nn no "'.,. .... ,,,. ·- 0" .... - ,.. ... "' - .. "' • C'I .... ..... 
NU .. eEA .Cu Lll"N• AT ••.ACT JV I JY • • • • • I NPUT COST •• • •L O~CR LI MIT• LC" EP .t C 11v11 'r • • .VNlT CCST • . •• uPPEP CCST • • Ll•ITtNG AT 
• .UPPCI; L.ltU T • UPPED ACT 11< IT'I' • • .UHtT COST •• • .LO• ER COST•• PROCESS. •T 
1• 0 ?62 55 2~.;:6;.!67,. ~991 • 011000- 2!12!1313J . 7tl2 . as•26- . 9.?• 2t:- PIJ \,L 
HONE our l hl TY .o~ooo- Rl2 llL 
t • I P63 5S •f'>51 . 201121 6.72000- 363••-~•0!0 4 0 .254)0- 55.974 20- Pl3 UL 
NCH 59990 . ~ ., .. ~~ t . 72000- A02 O..L 
142 P64 ~5 IOSe•.03555 11. •0000- i;3? , .,!,9t 0 SOI .50062- 509 . .. 0062- Pt3 UL 
NONE 1994i9 . ~49'. • 26 o.•oooo- R03 UL 
l•l ?6!1 !15 39999.96&oa 5.00000- 6112 . 778, 102 . 0 •759- I 10 ,44759- R70 UL 
"""[ ~9~9? . ~'>f>Cc! I Hf"l fCI TY- IN""'I TY NOl\E 
144 P66 ~5 119 ;9<; . 97007 a. • oooo- 70~9J.t8!:EO 62.Ze!S6- 70.66~56- A., I UL 
NOHE 11 ~~49Q. q7~ C:" INF"lMIT'I'- IM'IMITY HOME 
1•5 P6~ !15 156t'0.7529:, 13. ••lC C- 144!• . • ,('7 7 259.4901 •- 2 .. 2.•3014- ~73 ~ 
"CHE 2 4 ...... . .... •78 13 ·••OCiO- A06 VL 
146 ?68 '5 1•9999. 9!1652 1J ... coo- 1Htt7, ;JC~C 20 .1?e22- 4 2.541122- A7J UL 
"ONE J 49~~9.t;!~!2 lhFINllT- INl'IMI TY NON£ 
147 P6 .. ,5 221 • J,996116 1 0.0110.:10- 5•• .CZ~!., Z!f . ?~ l 'P l - .38.1•1;,1- p l.J UL ...... 
..ON[ 29~c. • • ~ .. t.L:- I 0 . ;11000- P08 \IL ~ 
'° 1411 P~C !IS 132!1f2.3••lr a i:. ceocc- l21lEt7 . ~ 7 .. ~C. 3f . lli.t!~•- •6.6•8l!I- Pl I LL 
N~N£ ·~49 ~ t;t;. ; • 1~~ 1 > . otcoo- ;109 l.l 
1!10 :>72 ,s 77719.t 74111 tJ.•0000- 76!Al . t0~C3 396 • .)9 26• - • 04F -•~26•- P 22 LL. 
NC"£ 11\1' I" I T'I' I J ••0000- A20 UL 
ISi " 73 85 2-10 . 1~• 97 12.~ooco- 1~41.tz~ t'l !96 . 0 9261- •Oll.39261- P22 LL 
"ONf IHI" I .. 11Y 1 2 .JOOCO- R21 Ul 
Table C-7 . Resources (rows) used in solution two 
MJMBER • • • RU W. • .6. T • •• ,t. .; TtVI TY. •• SL 40( Jl,C TIVI TY •• LO ltER L I Ml T • • • UPPEF;; LI "' IT • • Ou)l.L ACflVI TY 
I ': I 33 123e41395 . 266 I 2JfA7395 . 266- NGNE NONE I . 0 0000 
2 CZ 3'i 7734~477 , 3441 773 49477 . 3441- NONE l\C/\E 
3 RO I UL 120000 . 00000 NONE 12ooco . cocoo 7J<;.B7096-
4 qo2 UL 19374 , 00000 l\ONE l 9B74 . ooeioc 6 . 72000-
5 RO;, UL 10647 . 00000 NONE 106 47. COOOO s . 110000-
6 R04 UL 1 1356 . JOOOO NONE 11 356 . 00000 104 .1 1932-
7 ROS UL 2 1293. 0,0000 hCN E 2 1 2c;3 . oocoo 6 4 . 6'i 2 07-
8 R06 UL 21293 . 00000 NONE 2 1 293 . GOOOO 13 . 44000-
9 R07 UL 65300 . 00000 NONE 65JCO . COOCO 40 . 30422-
I 0 ROB UL 44006. 00000 NCl\E 44 0C6 . 00000 10 . oeooo-
I l R09 JL 2 1293 . 00000 NONE 2 1 2c;3 , ooo co 10 . 00000-
12 QlO 9S 12207 , 79785 9795 . 202 15 NCNE 22oc3 . o oc co 
13 R I I as 1000 . 00000 NONE 1oco. ooooo 
14 P12 :.IL 2ssooooo . oooo NONE 25500000 . 0000 . oBooo-
15 RlJ UL NCNE . C.1000-
16 R l4 •JL NCNE . 03000-
I-:' Rl5 JL NCNE . 03000-
18 R l 6 IJL lloONE .03000-
19 Rl7 UL NONE . 03000-
20 R I B UL l\ONE . 03000-
21 R l 9 UL NONE . 12000-
22 R20 JL 5000J. 00000 NONE soo::c . ocooo 13.40000- ..... 
23 P21 3S 75077 . 9765 1 3'iQ22 .021 4 «; 11 5000 . oooco 
Vt 
l\ONE 0 
24 R22 UL NChE 845 . 6729E-
2 5 Q2.1 UL NONE 872 . 47 2 4 0 -
26 R2 4 UL NCNE S J B . 95296-
27 R25 UL. NONE 354 , 49!!81-
28 R26 UL " CNE 1431 . 4 3944-
2 9 R27 UL NONE 1802 . 12800-
30 R2!! UL l\ONE 1275 , 42598-
JI R29 J;,_ l\CNE 118 3 . 3 1006-
32 <130 UL NOl\ E tlAl . 15609-
33 R31 .Ji. l\ONE c;49. I 259Q-
34 'U2 UL l\O"E 9 12 , SC:27 5 -
35 RJ~ '"''- NONE <;27 . 06952-36 034 .JL NONE B6c . :i e,.eo-
J7 RJ5 9S 9C:A55J48.8682 20054A651 . 131 NONE 2999c;c;c;c;c; . <;c;9 
JS R36 9S 1 28330348 . 109 I 7 1 6f<;65 I. 8<; 1 NONE 29c;c;999c;c; . c;;c; 
39 R.17 ., s I 4~885375 . 694 \!:211'•624 . 3 15 NONE 299c;999c;<; . <;<;9 
40 R38 BS 4;?587397 . 3342 Z5E41260:< . 665 NONE 299999<;<;<; , 9c;9 
41 PJ9 as 53073000.0000 2 469269<; <; . 99<; NONE 29c;c;c;c;<;c;<; . 9c;<; 
42 Q40 35 9::!669180 . 6592 206:J3oe1~ . 340 "'CNE c 999<; <;9c;9 . c;<;9 
4 3 R41 UL NONE l025 o67J9l-
44 R42 UL NCNE ::!!!"' . 054 22-
4 5 R4J UL NCNE 1013 . <;5391-
4 6 R44 JL " c " E 5117 , ;?230!-
47 R45 UL NONE IE'36 . <=E 163-
48 R46 UL NONE l 'i:JS . 05120-
4 9 R4 7 UL NONE 14 5 4 , <; 32 14-
NUMBER . . . ~ .. . AT • •.AC TIV I TY • •• SLACK ACTIVllY • • LOWEF: L I"' IT . • • UPPER LI Ii IT . .OUAL ACTIVITY 
50 Q48 UL "CNE 143S.92826-
S l R4 9 IJL NONE l.:!9<;.42026-
S2 RSO .JL NONE lf64o9729A-
S.3 RS I 'JL NONE 10.Jcr . e696o-
5 4 R52 IJL NONE 112 1 . f0 11 6-
5S RS.) .JL NONE 10 39 . 8(:720-
56 RSA UL NONE 4.)f . 80000 -
57 R55 UL NONE 11 0 . 2 4000-
58 R56 UL 1'CNE 5 71 . 20000 -
5 9 R57 UL NONE 403 . 2000 0-
60 R58 UL "'ONE 67 . 20000-
61 R59 UL NONE 100 . eoooo-
62 Q60 UL N01'E 84 . 00000-
6 3 R61 UL "CNE 165 . ooooc-
6 • R62 UL NONE 16!3 . 80000-
65 R63 UL NONE 224 . 21982-
66 R64 UL NONE 1eo . ooooo-
6 7 R65 UL NONE 16!3 . 00000- 1--' 
68 R66 .JL P..CNE 1eo . ooooo- VI 
1--' 69 R67 '3 s NONE 
70 R68 -:is 40414.00S21 1<;5e5 .9947 9 NONE 6 0000 . 00000 
71 R69 3S 7014.38154 29es . t1e•6 "C"E 10 000 . 00000 
72 R70 UL 4 0000 . 00000 NvNE 400CO . COOOO 9S . 71932-
73 R71 UL 120000 . 00000 NO"E 120000 . 00000 Sf . 29207 -
7 • IH2 BS 1206S . 524 05 129.3 4 . 47S95 NONE 2sooo . ooc;co 
7S Q"13 UL 1soooo . oooco NONE 1 '50 CCO . CCC CO 2e . ~6422-
76 ~74 '3S 221 ••.00000 78'56 . 00000 NONE 300 00 . COCOC' 
77 R75 "s I 0646<; . 38<: !31 ~3s.:o . t t71c; NC.NE 170')0C . C.OCCO 
78 R76 15 1000 . 00000 NONE 1oco. ooooo 
Table' C-8 . Activities (columns) used in nolution two 
NUl4BER . CCLU.'IN . ... T ••• ACT IV !TY• .• • • l NPUT COSl • • • • LC..wER L I MIT. • . 1..P?ER LI I' IT . •R E CUC<:'.;) CCST. 
79 PC I 3S 55077 . 97651 41 . 43000- 750CC . COOOO 
80 P02 :'IS J4.f2000- l\C"E 
e1 POJ LL 58 . 30000- l\Cl\E 24. <;:4280-
a2 P04 LL 149.:!0000- NC"'E 74 c . 1339o-
83 P05 UL 10000 . 00000 1 ~7 . COOOO- 1 oocc . oooco 2 16 .14776 
84 POe UL 11 ooo . 00000 126 .40000- 11oco.ccoco P.27.53464 
85 P07 dS 9777. 11 239 <;5 .40000- t. C" E 
86 PO& '3S •650.4 0706 I 07 . 50000- t.Ct.E 
87 ?09 LL c;o . eoooo- NC t.E 57 . 23430-
88 P I O '!5 1 oe . ;5000- "C"E 
89 p 1 1 BS 7J.eoooo- l':C"E 
90 1"12 BS 9494. 50204 7 2 . 90000- NC"E 
91 ?13 UL 20000 . 00000 2 7.50000- 2ooco . ooooo 5 . 79765 
92 ?14 35 55077 . 97851 . 02000- hC"E 
93 015 L L . 02000- l\Cl>E 6 4d . 2•238-
94 ?16 3S . 02000- NC"E 
95 Pl7 '3S .02000- NOl':E 
96 P l8 9S 10000 . 00000 • 02000- l\C"E 
97 Pl9 9S 11000 . 00000 • 02000- NCt.E 
9'3 P20 3S 9777 . 11239 . 02000- "'OM: 
99 P2 1 :'IS 4650.40706 • C200G- NCl\E 
100 ?22 '3 5 . 02000- t.Cl\E ,..... 
I 0 I P23 'lS • 02000- t.Cl\E VI 
102 P24 !_ L . 02000- l\C"E 44 . 20555 - N 
103 P23 3S 9494 . 50204 .c2000- l\Cl\E 
104 P26 3S 200 00. 00000 • C2000- "Cl\E 
105 P27 ~s 55077.97851 19.eoooo- "Ct.E 
106 P23 35 22.00000- "G"E 
107 P29 "IS 1c;.eoooo- l\C"E 
108 :>JO "Is 5 0 . 40000- "Cl'E 
109 P31 35 10 000.00000 4 0 .JOOOC- 1\(1\E 
110 ? 32 35 11000 .00000 50 . 40000- NC"E 
111 P33 :'IS '}777.11239 40.JCOOO- NONE 
1 1 2 PJ4 3S 4650 . 40706 30 . 20000- "'"E 
113 P35 35 • O.JOJOO - NCl\E 
114 P36 35 60 . 50000 - "Cl>E 
11 5 037 95 1 c; . e oooo- "C"E 
116 ?38 95 9 494 . 5 0204 30 . 20000- "'-"E 
117 039 3S 20000. 00000 19 . eoooc- l\C"E 
1 18 P40 ;:is 1~7694 . 94628 436 . 80000 l\Cl\E 
119 P41 35 110. 2 4000 l':Cl\E 
120 P42 BS 5 71. 2 0000 "Cl\E 
121 ?43 "IS 403 . 20000 " Cl\E 
122 P44 es :!00000 . 00000 6 7 .20000 NCl\E 
1 23 P45 3S 225500 . COO JO 1 co .aoooo l\[r.. E 
124 P4f 35 i:o~ :i 1 9 . J60 1 s e4 . coooo "'C"E 
125 P 47 35 4 7434.1 5 199 168 . 000JO "'"£ 126 P4'3 '3 s 16'3 . <?0000 l'\[ l\E 
127 p 4 ~ L L 117 . t-OOOC l\C1'E 10f.fl 982-
l\IOMBER .CO LuMN . '1 • •• A".:T lVlTV. • • • • INP UT COS T •• • • L OWER LI MIT. •• UPPER L 11' IT. , RECUCEO COST , 
128 PSO ?S I 80 . 00000 l\Cl\ E 
129 PS I 95 !'7349 , 41879 1?8 . COOOC 1'tCl\c 
I .JO PS2 35 120000 . 00000 1so . ooooo "C" E 
131 ;>53 3 s 5097!> 4 81 . 0176 • 12000- "C" E 
132 P54 LL .JS8 . 40000- l\C.l\ E :?53 , 40000-
133 <>55 :! s 9'i 4 553A, , '3683 , O.JOOO- l\Cl\ E 
134 P56 6S 12833034S , !O·~ • 0::?000- 1\( 1\E 
135 P57 9S 147€185375 . 684 • 03000- NCl\c 
136 P58 3S 4:!587397 , 3342 o C:?OOO- "C"E 
137 P59 BS 5:!0 7 3000 . 0000 • 03000- l\C"E 
138 P60 3S 9:?669 180.6592 • 03000- l\C1'E 
139 P61 LL 6:::0 . ::oooo l\Cl\E 3686 . 85065-
140 P62 BS 1 :?59589"' . 622.J .0800 0- NC"E 
141 Pt.3 BS 40414. 0052 1 6 .720 00- l\C"E 
142 P64 13 5 7014,38154 8 . 40000- NCl\E 
143 P65 BS 40000.00000 8 . 40000- NCl\E 
144 ?66 9S 120000 . oooco 8 . 40000- l\C l\E 
~ 145 P67 3S 12065 . 524 05 IJ , 44000- NCl\E V1 146 P68 9S 1soooo. ooooo 13.44000- NCl\E w 
147 P69 'JS 221 44 , 00000 IO. 08000- NCNE 
148 ::>70 as 106469 . 38281 10 . 08000- 1'C l\E 
149 <>7 1 LL 6 . 72000- 1'Cl\E i; • ..,2000-
ISO P7 2 9S 250 77 . 97351 l .3 o4•0000- l\C"E 
I 5 l P73 LL 12.30000- NG l\E 12 . 3COOCi-
Table C-9. Rcnourccn (rowG) used in solu tion three 
NUMB ER • • . RO w •• ;. T •• • • : TI VI TY • • • SL ACK ACT IVITY • . LO OI E F< LI MI T. •• UP;:>ER L I., IT . . ov ~L ~ ( TIV ITY 
I Cl 35 I b4 I 75:>5.J . 834 1 64 I 7505.: . 8 :?4- l\ONE l\C"E I . 00000 
2 C2 35 11633 1 228 . 592 11 633122€.592- NOr-;E NCl\E 
] ROI .JL 1soooo . ooooo t. ONE 1ecooc . ocooo 509 . 7(:9:?7 -
4 RO? UL 198"'4. 000 00 NGNE 1'> 074 . 0COOO 6 . 72000-
5 QO.J UL 10647. 00000 NONE JOt;47 . 0CCCO 1 160 . f:.3532 -
6 R04 UL 11356. 00000 l\Gt.E 11356 . 00000 8.40000-
7 ROS UL 21293 . 00000 t.CNE 212<;3 . cccco 9 .4 0000 -
8 R 06 UL 21293. 00000 NONE 21293 . 000CO 13 .4 4000-
9 R07 UL 65300 . 00000 "C"E f.5.'!0".l . OOOCO 104 . 35775 -
10 R08 .JL 440C6. 0000 0 NO NE 4 4 OC6 . OCOCO 1 0 . oeooo-
11 P.0 9 J L 21293 . 00000 "CNE 2 1 2'73 . 00000 !l2 . 5f:656 -
1 2 •H O 95 18 028 . 56638 3974 . 43.:62 NGNE 220C3 . COOCC 
13 R 11 35 1000 .00CiOCi NONE 1oco . ooooo 
14 Ql 2 UL JC500 0ilC. 0000 NONE 3osoococ . oooo . 08000-
15 P. 13 vL NG"' E . 03000-
1 6 Rl4 UL l<CNE . O::!OOO-
17 !H S UL NONE . C3000-
18 R16 UL NONE . 03000-
19 R 17 UL NC.l\E . o.:ooo-
20 R I B UL NONE . ozcoo-
2 1 Rli UL NONE .1 20 00-
22 R20 IJL 100000 . 00000 NONE 1 oooco . ococo 13 . 40000- I-' 
23 R2 1 ~5 148965. 271'1 16 I I 34 • 72 184 NGNE 1soooo . ooooo \.J1 .s::-2 4 R22 J L "C"E 6eo.Jel7e-
25 P.23 UL NC"E 6'! . 5<;792 -
2 6 l'l24 UL NCNE f:7.J . 66 17il-
2 7 R25 35 M;"E 
28 ~26 UL NONE e18 . 67546-
29 "127 UL Nu NE 12!P . 47J4 l-
JO R26 J L NCN: 101 . e62;;1 -
JI R2Q UL t. CNC: 722 . 41097-
.32 R30 UL NGNE 682 . 25697-
.33 R3 1 .J L 1'CI\!: !l7 1 .1 t:e7o-
34 R32 UL NONE !'43 . 09096-
.35 P.33 v L NONE 1066 .74854-
36 P.34 v L l'<Ct-;E E46 . oees6-
3 7 R35 ~5 1:?29 172 71.8 44 1670827 <:!! .1 56 NO"E 2 o <;<;<;co;c;<; . 9c;9 
38 R.3E 95 ~ 1 23.,)2287 . 899 'P6077 1 2 .t 006 NGNE 29<;;1c;o;9<;•;.9o;9 
3~ R3i !!5 ~EC:O l8A38 . 7es 31;e1 :61. 2 139 N01'E 2 99'7 9'709<; .9'79 
40 R3E '!5 2El37371 . 7J71 2 7386262!!.262 NONE 299'<99<;<;<; .o;c;9 
4 1 q 3c; !3 5 4 2s•n :?e1 . 6<;3~ 25740il618 o J05 NONE 299999Cl<;<; . 9'79 
4 2 R40 ~s J!:4e23958 . t76 1 4 5 l7604 1. E23 NONE 2o;99c;<;<;<;c; . c;<;9 
43 RA! tJL NONE 9 7 5 . 7 12 1 5-
44 q 4 2 vL "'C"E 33" . 8 1 14 0-
4 5 ~4;: .JL 11.C.NE cc:e.oo;2 1 s -
4 6 q 4 4 UL NONE 7 4.8<;4!!0-
47 Q4 S UL 1'Cl\E 1233 . 6 0(, 0~ -
4i! R4 6 UL NON E 14 3() . 64 ~27-
4 ~ !;47 UL "CNE l03S . Sl'422 -
NUM6 ER • • • R"') fl • • l\ T •• • " : r IV I TY • •• S L~Ci< 4CT l \l lT Y • • LO WEF L IMIT• •• UPPER LI~ IT . . :>U AL A CT IV IT Y 
50 R4 e UL NONE 101 <> . 4 te4 c -
5 1 R4 <; UL NONE IOQ7. 73822 -
52 R50 vL 1' CNE 4 2,j . t0 19<; -
53 Q51 UL NONE 1039 . P t<;tO -
5 4 Q52 JL NONE 14 59 . 35360-
55 R53 IJL 1' C1'E I 039 . SE-72 0 -
56 q5 4 -.J L NO"'E 436 . 80000-
57 i; 55 UL 1'0NE 11 0 . 2 4 000-
58 R56 v L NONE 5 71 . 20000 -
59 R57 JL NONE 403. 20000 -
6 0 q55 UL hCNE 6 7 . 20000-
6 1 RS<; vL NONE 10 0 . 80000 -
62 Q60 UL NON E 8 4. 000CO-
63 1'16 1 UL 1'GNE 165 . 00000 -
64 R62 UL NONE 177.06391 -
65 Q63 UL NONE 117.tOOOO-
66 R64 UL NONE 1eo • .:>oooo -
6 7 1'165 UL NONE 1ta . ooooo- ~ 
68 Q66 IJL NG1'E 180 . 0000 0- V1 
69 R67 3 5 NONE V1 
70 R68 es 245 15 . 2 4 2 75 35484.7 5 725 NON E 600CO . OCC OO 
71 ?69 UL 100.:>o. 00000 1'0 NE 10000 . 00000 1 152 . 23532-
7 2 R70 ~5 26 032. 78544 13967 . 2 1456 NON E 400CC . CCCCO 
73 R71 as 8 1130 . 45899 3886<; . 5 4101 NGN E 12ooco . ooooo 
7 & R72 es 1 9 71 2 .~3595 5287 . 06&05 NOt.E 25occ . cocco 
.. 5 1'173 UL 15 0000. 00::> 0 0 NONE 1 !!:o::>cc. . occcc 90 . 91775 -
"76 R74 9S 1 2 796. 2 3140 17203 . 76!!~C NONE 30 0 00 . c:iccc 
77 R75 UL 170000. 000 00 N01'E 1700CO.OCCCO 7 2 . 48656-
78 •H6 ':IS 1 000 . coooo NC1' E 1oco . ooocc 
Table C- 10 . Activities (column5) u:>cd in solution three 
NUMBER . CCLU MN. 4T ••• 4CT IV l TY .•. •. 11\PUT c cs r •• • . LOwCR L IM IT . •• UPPER L I I' IT • • RE':L.CrO CC5 T • 
79 ?01 UL 75000 . 00000 41 . 4 :?000- 75')CC . OCC'CC 24 . 9 4 21'0 
eo P02 ..... L 34 . 62000- l\Cl\E :42 . 8 1226-
8 1 0;)3 "IS (;2520 . 6 1945 5a . ~ cooo- "C"E 
82 ?04 L.L 148 . 30000- l\Cl\E "'53 . 9 4 697-
8J "OS UL 101)0 1) . 00000 137 . 00000- 1oooc . ococo 124 . 2<-2&9 
8 4 POt: .JL l l JOO . OJOOO 126 . 40000- 11 occ . CCC CO 542 . 9816 4 
es p ·c1 3S 4870 . 22675 95 . 40000- l\C 1' E 
136 P08 35 107 . 50000- NC lloE 
13 7 0 ( 9 "IS ;o . eoooo- 1'C" E 
ea 0 10 35 I OE . :?5JOO- "c" :: 
89 P 1 I LL 73 . '30000- NC " E 50 . 00320-
90 P l :< -35 5264.49509 12 . s o ooo- " O" E 
9 1 P l .'.! BS 1 1344. 6587 1 27 . 50000- 2 0000 . oocco 
92 P1 4 SS 75')00. 000 00 • 02 000- NC"E 
9 3 P1 5 "IS • 02000- l\ C1' E 
94 P1 6 3S 62520 . 6 19 4 5 • 020 00- "C"E 
95 P l 7 L L • 02000- NC"E 262 . 3 1869-
9 6 0 10 :is I OOO'J . 00000 • 02000- "C" E 
9 7 "' 19 3S 1 1 ')00 . 0:>000 . 020 00- l\C.l\E 
9 8 P20 as 4070 . 22675 • 02000- "C " E 
99 P21 3S , C2000- llo C"E 
10 0 P22 3S • C200C- NO " E I-' 
10 1 P2::i LL • 02000 - NC l\E 17 E7 . t:S077- Vl 
102 P24 "IS . 02000- l\ C"E a-
103 02~ 35 5264.4 9509 • 02000- 1'Cl\E 
104 P2f JS llJ04 . 65cl7 1 , C2000- l\C 1'E 
105 P27 3S 15000. 00000 1 9 . eooo o- " O"E 
106 P28 15 22 . 00000- "CP.E 
107 P29 35 (;2520 . 6 1945 1~ . 900?0- l\C 1' E 
108 OJ( 35 50 . 00000- "C "E 
109 P3l '3S 10000.00000 4J , ::cooo- 1\(1\E 
11 0 032 '! s 11 000 . oocoo 30 .<~C'OOO- l\C l\E 
111 P33 35 .. a 10 . 22t: 1 5 40 . 30000- l\C. " E 
11 2 ?34 L L :! J . 20000- "'"E 27 . 6113F.-
11 3 P3 ~ 35 40 . 300 00- "C l\E 
114 PJE: 3S 60 . 50000- NCl\E 
11 5 P 3 7 as 1c: . 0 000 0 - l\GNE 
116 P38 35 5264.4 9509 30 . 20000- l\ C" E 
1 17 P39 3S 11344 , 658 7 1 1s . eoooo- l\C l\E 
1 19 P 4 C 95 187500. 0 0 000 436 . 80000 NOl\E 
11 9 P 41 3S ll C. 2 4 000 
"' P. E 1 2 0 P 4 2 3$ 11E7 89 ol 7696 5 7 1 . 20000 NC"E 
12 1 P 43 35 4 03 . 2 0 0 00 "c"e 
122 P 44 35 :?000 00 . 0 0000 67 . 20000 "c"e 
1 23 P 4 5 3S z2ssoo . ooooo lCC.80000 "C"E 
12 4 0 4 6 35 102 2 7•11."'6172 84 . coooo NC " E 
125 P 4 7 '35 168 . 00000 N(' " E 
126 ? 4 8 LL 166 . 800()0 NC " E £ 02639 1 -
127 ?49 35 11 7 . t:OOOO l\C"E 
NUMBER • CO LU .. N. AT •• • A.: r1v1rv ••• •• INPUT cost •• •• LOwEi> Ll lol !T . • •UPPF I: L ll<fl. . RECUCEO cos t . 
128 P50 'IS . 180.00000 . "CM'. 
I 2 'l P5 1 'IS oSoJ.3 • .354 '!~ 168 . COOOO . l\CM: 
130 .:>S2 1S C>'!J67 . 95224 1eo . ccooo . "'""' 131 PS3 9S 'lC83J l'l0. 02 7 6 • 1 2000- . NGr.E
132 PSI. LL 35fl .4 COOO- . "C"E ::se. .40000 -
133 PSS ?S I ~ 2 9 1 7 2 7 I • 'l 4 4 . 03000- . NC"E 
134 ?S6 BS 2 12Jv22 e1.a9; .CJOQO- . l\Cl\E 
13S PS7 '!S 2l:tl0 1843 8.786 • 03000- . "C"E 
1 36 PS8 3$ 2t. 13 7 3 7 1 • 73 7 I • (13000 - . NC. NE 
1 37 PS9 '35 4259 138 1. 6940 . C3 00 G- . "'"r: 138 060 35 1'348239S8 .J 76 • 03000- . NCl\ E 
139 Pt. I LL . 630 . 20000 "C."E 10 717 . 0 4 l:06 -
140 P62 "S 22222347 .6470 . caoJo- . "'"E 
141 ?63 BS 24S l 5 . 2427S 6 . 12000- . "C"E 
142 P64 O'S 10:>00. 00000 8 .40000- . "Ct-E 
143 P65 oS 26032 . 785 44 e . 40000- . t. C"E 
144 P6l: 95 El 130-4~ 589~ 8 . 40000- . t.C"E 
145 P6 7 3S 19712. 93595 1 3 .44000 - "C"E . ~ 
146 P68 as 150000. 000 O:l JJ . 44 0GO- . "'" E . U1 
-...J )47 06<; "5 12796 . 23 1 40 1.:i . oeo.:io- . NCl\E 
1 48 P70 3S 170000 . JOOJll 1 0 . cso oo- . NC"E 
149 P71 LL . 6 .''2GOO- . t.Ct-E ~.1200 0-
150 P72 'IS 4 d3 6 5 . 27816 13 . 40000- . l\C l\E 
I S i P73 L 1... . 12 . :! 0000- . "Cl\E 12 • .JOOOC-
Table C- 11. ri.esource::; (ro\.13) used in solution (our 
t\UMBER ••• i=-o .. .. AT • • • "-~ T IV I TY • •• S L 'IC i< A C T IVITY • . L.O .; E;i< ._ JMtr • •. UPPER l. I I" IT • • OU> L. ACTIV{TV 
·:I 3S 1422 76 4 50 . oA ':> 1 4 2 2 7 f,4 ~ C. 8 4 ~ - NC1' t f\CNE 
2 ':2 95 105585805.7 04 1 C>S!:o5805 . 7 04- NONE NCf\E 1 . 00000 
J ROI IL 150000 . 0000 C NCNE 15occo . cocco 5c: 1 · ""e53 -
4 QC2 J L 1<;87 4. 00000 NON E l ~e 74 . CCCCO 5 . 40000-
5 RO:! UL 10647.0000 0 f\ C1'E 10647 , 0 00CO 10 . oaooo-
6 RO A IJL I IJ56. 00000 1' GNE 11 ;!56 . 00000 .. 2 . 07109-
7 RCS JL :? 1203.ooooc t\GNE 212<;3 . C~CC:l JO . <;SJJO-
? ~06 JL , 1 2"3 • :lJOOC t\C l\E 2 1 2<;3 . CCvOO 1.3 . .. 400 o-
9 1<07 JL '"JOO , 000 00 NCNE 6s3cc . .. occc 2 '. . ~3 37-
I 0 -=c: JL 44)01j . ~JOC\# t\ONC: 44 0C6 . 0000') I 1 , 7~JOO-
1 1 -"00 JL 2 1203.00000 "C.NC: 2 1 2<;3 . COOCO 11 . 7 6000-
12 RIO 9S 11788 . 381 ¢.J 102 14.61837 NONE <:20 CJ . CCJ CO 
13 R 1 J "IS 1000 . 00000 NONE 1 oco . oooco 
14 R1 2 UL L;;<>6JOOO , 'OO:l " ONE 20 ,. 6occo . oooo . osooo -
15 RL3 -.IL NONE . 04000-
16 "14 UL "ONE . 0 4 000-
17 R 1 5 UL NONE . 04 00 0-
15 I< 1 6 UL NONE . 04000-
19 qi- v L /\CNE , C4000-
20 "lE UL NON E , \:4001)-
2 1 "l<i vL t\Gr-E .\4COC-
22 ~2C JL JOOOC . 00000 "CNc :oocc . cocoo 1e . 00000 -
23 R2 1 UL I 05 :lOO . 000 00 NONE 1csoco . cc;; c o \J,4 0000 -
I-' 
\J1 
24 ~22 JL f\ ONE -,3c; . e1il53- 0) 
25 R2:; v L NONE ll!:'.7 2f>20-
26 ~24 v L NONE 1 :;3 , 25~53-
2 7 Q2~ UL f\GNE 3 15 . 0 41 £13-
25 R26 v L NONE c20 . 2322J -
29 R27 .JL NONE 106<; . 6E650 -
JO R2~ UL. NONE 1031 , <; 1933-
3 1 R29 .JL. NOl\E 9 1 a . ~•n5--
3 2 O.JC UL "GNc <; 7 :? . 5 '.' 6 1 3 -
J3 R: 1 UL /\CNE ao ., . 00032-
3 4 0 32 vL NONE "'75 , 4 ~201)-
35 i;33 UL /\C"~ 794 . 90;4 1 -
36 Q;!4 UL NONE 726 . 866 06-
37 •n= ~s 9c; 1J ;.J 4 e , ,. soo 2:>0850653 . '> 49 /\ONE 2999oc9c;c; . ;;-:> 
3 5 R36 SS 1 c:;, 4 3c_94; . 1-;~ 1Jo5f:705 0 , 207 NONE 2 cr;c ~ -; .; ~ ~ . -;:;o 
39 R 3"' 135 22::14 5c)7 Q4 , 71 ~ 765 4 3205 . ;:0 11 NONE 2 99Qc;9c;c;<; . c; c;<; 
40 R3= dS 4 C234369 . 5 141 25S7651 3 t,oes 1\0 1\E 29c; c; c c; oi;<; , 9<;9 
41 -~~ .. _ .. "S 2eo52999 , ;;>9Q 2 7 11 469<; ; , 9<;9 NONE 2 9c;;<;<;c;c;;c; . c;;c;o 
42 f;40 ':'!$ 1 10 1 -5 4434 , 6 G6 I S S84 556 !: . J4~ /\ ONE 2 <;c; <; c;.;c;c;c; . <, c;c; 
4J R41 UL Nu NC: 952 . 1eo 13 -
44 Qt.2 UL " OM: Z96 . 5L39C -
45 Q 43 .JL NONE Q66 . 220 1 J· 
4 6 R44 UL NON E o;a o . 110104 -
4 7 ~45 UL NON E ~ 13 , ;27 41-
48 R46 v L NONE 1 239 . 2620 0-
4 9 f;4 7 UL "O"'E 1 2 27 , " J Q'>O -
NUMBER ••• FC "·. .<. T • •.A : T IV I TY ••• SLACK ~ CT IVITY , • Lu .. ER L I Ml T . • • vPPER L I "'IT • • .>U AL l C TI VITY 
50 1; 4 8 J L 1\01\ E 12oe . 13z1a-
5 1 Ro'? UL l\C1'E 12(:f: . 7 364 A-
52 q5o UL l'<u:-.E J ~ I E . ... C996 -
~3 q 51 UL NO"I E '.389 .1 558(: -
54 R52 UL NC.NE I01f, • .:l31 I'\-
55 R5~ .JL Nu"E 9 4 0 . ~Jc,et. -
56 R54 .JL l'<O"E "'03.20COO-
5 7 1<55 J L ,_G:-.E e " . CO')C::-
58 q56 JL NONE "37 . bOOOO -
59 R57 v L l\ONE :!:?f: . oOO\lO -
60 R56 .J L NONE 33 . 60000-
6 1 R59 J L 1'0 NE 6 7 . 20000 -
62 1< 60 UL NCNE 67 . 200\lO -
63 R61 J L NO" E 134 . 40000-
64 R62 •J L 1'0NE 1 43.~4ee1-
65 R63 UL NONE 20 1.!!1033-
66 0(,4 UL NONE 1-2.JC,J;!y-
67 0(5 oJL l\ 0 1'E 134 , 40000-
68 R6l: UL NONE 113 . 30000- I-' 
69 <H:7 UL NONE ::?Jf: . 00000- \J1 
'° 7 0 q6a 35 3241 € . 39632 27 581 . 6036E NONE cooco . ;ioooo 
71 R6C C\S 8899 . 6 6 6 1 3 111 00 . 33387 NONE 2occo . oooco 
72 R70 JL 4 0000 . 00000 NON E 4 0000 . oo.:: J O 61 . 9«; 109-
7 3 ~71 .JL 12:>000 . 00000 NONE 1 2oocc . oo:ioo 20 . 87330-
74 Ri' 2 qs I 4 '> I l • 0 69 4 0 1038&.93060 NONE 2soco . ooc co 
75 ;p3 UL 150000 . 00000 l\ CNE 1soooo . ooooo 7 . 701)3 7-
7 '> R74 35 5 4A , QOOOO 2<;A5'> . COOOG N0 1'E JOCCC . COC CC 
77 Q75 q5 1423 14 . 05303 2 7 (:35 . <;A6 v7 NO NE 1700CO . OCO CO 
78 R76 35 1000 . ooooc "'ONE 1occ . coc oo 
Table C-12 . Activities (columns) u~cd in solution fo ur 
1'.UMBEP . C0 Lu '4N, .\T •• ~ :T IVITV ••• • • INPU T ccsr •• • . L Q1t t_q L !Ml f • • . UP P fq L 11' IT . . RcOUCE O COST . 
79 POI 'JL 7 !>000. uOOJO 5 1.43000- 1 sc cc . ::occ:o ". 2 7 550 
8 0 P02 L L 44 . 62000- 1'.Cr.E 6 11. 396 1 5 -
8 1 POJ '!$ ! 1 '31l 3 . 9 l t2<; 6 8 . 30000- " C" E 
8 2 ?04 o..L 1 5s . ::oooo- " G 1'E 5 86 . 9 1080-
83 P05 LL I A">. 00000 - 1 0000 . 00000 429 . 57637-
84 P06 IJL I I OCO . 00000 I J6 . 4 0000- 1 1 oco . 00000 215 . 2 134 7 
8 5 P07 'IS 8923 • .?858 1 105 . 400'JO- r.C"E 
86 POA .;s I 1636 . 227 16 117 . 50000- r.C " E 
97 PO<, '3S 100 . eoooo- "C"E 
ea PIO 'IS ! 1 e . ~5010- "c"s 
89 P l I "IS eJ . ECO?C- 1'. C l\E 
90 P 1 2 -iS 1 1556 . 6 7 075 e2 • .;c,ooo- NO"E 
9 1 P 1 3 3S 37 . SOOOC- 20000 . 00000 
92 Pl4 3S 75000 . 110000 • C2000- "C"E 
93 P I S 3S . 02000- r.cr.e 
94 DIC. 3S .3 1 a&3 . e162'.l • 020JO- NGr.E 
95 P l 7 "IS • C2000- 1'.CI\£ 
96 P I S ~s . 02000- r.c"e 
97 P19 '!S 11000. 00000 . 02000- l\Cl\E 
98 ?20 "IS 8923 . 2e5e 1 . C;<OOO- "C"E 
99 P21 35 1 1 636. 227 16 . 02000- NC" E 
1 00 P22 3S • C2CCO- " C" E 
I-' 101 ?23 'IS • u20·)C- NC1'E "' 102 P2A 'H • 020 ?C - 1'C"E 0 
1 03 P25 JS : 1 556 . 67075 . czooo- 1'.C l\ E 
1 0 4 i>26 95 . c2000- 1'C " E 
105 P27 '3 s 75000. 00000 20 . eoooo- "C"E 
106 P2~ 'IS ,3 . 00000- "Cl\E 
1 0 7 P2'? .;is .3 1 '383 . 8 1629 20 . eoooo- 1'C1'E 
108 P30 lS 51 . 4COOO- 1'. C l\ E 
109 P3 1 ~s 4 I • 30000- "C l\E 
11 0 P32 1S 11 JO:> . 000')0 s 1.,. oooo- NC " E 
111 P33 :IS 8~23 . 285d l <>I . 3COOO- 1'C1'C 
11 2 ;>34 =.s I I 6 3 6 . 2 2"1 I 6 3 1 . £ 000') - 1'Cl\E 
113 P.J5 3S A I o .!0000- "C"E 
11 4 P36 AS 6 1 . S'JO::>O- 1'.C " E 
11 5 P37 35 20 . 80000- "'C"E 
116 P38 'lS 11 556 . 6 7 075 :! 1 , 20000- r.C l\E 
117 P39 L L zo . eoooo- "Col\E 305 . 9 4 ee6-
11 8 P4 0 ;:! s 1E7500 . 00000 AC.3 . 200\lO NCl\E 
1 1 9 P4 1 ~s e 4 . COOOO " Cl\ E 
1 2 0 0 4 2 SS 60579 . 25094 53 7 . o O OOO " C 1'E 
1 2 1 0 4 3 ~s 336 . 0000C 1'C"E 
1 22 ,, .. .. JS 33 . 60000 r.C"E 
1 23 0 4 5 '! s ~25500. 00000 6 7 . 2000<:' NC."E 
1 2 4 P46 as 1e1 35 0 . 0020 1 67 . 2 0000 " C l\E 
1 25 P 47 '15 ll d 689. 5 17 00 I 3 " . AOOOO l\Cl\E 
12~ D<> e LL 1 c.o . 500 00 NCl\f 4 3 . 14 61!"1-
1 2 7 0 6 9 L L 67 . 2C CO O "(I\ ( l .:a A . 6 10.:03 -
NUMBER • COLU"IN . 'T ••• At.: TJV JTY . • • • • f N;:>UT t:CS T • • • . LO"' ER LI,., T . •• UPFE~ L I"' I T . • RECUCEC cos r • 
128 P50 L L 113 . JOOl'.lO "C"E sc; . oc;35c;-
U!<; PSI 3S 106321 . J7oes I :?4 . <>0000 " Cl\E 
130 ?52 3S 1 i;; • .:oooc l\Cl\E 
131 "5:3 35 c.ed375.>8 . 9J5'l .i 4 000- NCl\E 
132 P54 :;s 336 . CCOOO- "Cl\E 
133 ?55 ~s '7"1J;!:A6 , 45 00 • C4000- NCl\E 
13 4 C56 ~s 1 S.343 294;! . 7<:2 . JLOOC. - N(l\E 
I 3!> P57 3S 2jOJA56794 . 71 8 • " " 000 - N(."f. 
136 PSS 35 4C23 A 5o9 . Sl42 .04000- "(l\f 
1:37 PS.Y 35 2Ed529<;9 . 9990 . 0 4 000- " C l\E 
138 0 60 '35 11 0 1 3 44 3 4 . 656 . C4000- 1'Cl\E 
139 P6 1 LL ') 7 1) . 20000 "C M ' 3090 . 1 4 50e-
14 0 P62 3S Z:C 4 Z~S l • J252 . csooo- 1\(1\E 
I 4 I P6J "IS :!Z4 19 . 39632 ~ . aoooo- l\Ll\E 
1•2 064 "IS 8999 . 666 1 3 10.oeooo- NC1'E 
143 P65 "'IS 40000 0 00000 10 . csooo- "C l\E 
144 P6t: 'JS l .20JOO. OOOOO 1 0 . -:eooo- NCl\E 1--' 
14S 067 "lS 14 6 11. 06940 IJ . 4 4 000- I\( l\E. a-
146 066 3S 150)00. 0 0 000 13 . 44000- "tl\E. 1--' 
14 7 ;>69 3S :3 44 . 0 00 00 1 1. 7600C- NC l\E 
14 8 D7C. 3S 1<• 2 Jl'«053 C3 I I• 76 0CO- "Cl\E 
14 ;i "171 LL S . 4QOC O- "C"E 8 .40000-
150 P7 2 35 '?6883 . 8 1629 10 . eoooo- "C l\E 
1 5 1 P73 es 1983. d l620 13 . c oooo- "C"c 
Table C-13. Renources (rown) uned in solution five 
NV!o!BER ••• qo .... .\ 1 ••• A': TIV I TY • •• SL.A.Cl( AC T IV I TY • • LC• EI.. L I <II T • , • \.PP ER L 11' IT . . ov • L ACTI VIT Y 
I .: 1 '3 s 12 1 56<;: ~64 . Se:? I 2 1!:6SC:f 4, 563- " ONE NC."E 
2 ':2 -iS '37934962 . 44 !:O C,7eJt,Sb2 · '"• 50- "O"E "Cf\E 1 . 00000 
3 " 0 1 UL 1.,000 0 . 00000 l\ONE l ~ occc.occc o 6 16 • 6eOl 9 -
4 ::002 JL 19374 , 0;)000 NONE I 9 e 7 • . COO OO l'l . 40000-
5 =? 03 •JL 1 0'>4 7 . 001)00 " ONE 1 0647 , 00CCC 1 0 . 08000-
6 R04 .JL 11 356 . ?0000 NONE 11 3!:6 . CCOOO 69 . 06767-
7 'l05 .JL 212S3. 00000 " GNE 2 1 2c;:i . ooooo ?e . 1 1922-
6 'l06 UL 212S3 . 00000 "ONE 2 1 2c;3 . cco c o 1 3 , oo()OO -
Q q J7 .JL osJ o.:> . 00000 NONE es3co . coooo 20 .171 36-
I 0 ?Qt: :JL 44Ju6 . COO ·:O "C"E ~40C6 . COC C C ll . 7f000-
l 1 K09 UL 2 12 9 3 . 0JOOO NONE :! 1 2SJ . CCC CO 11. 16GO.:>-
12 " 1 0 9!: 9 5 24 . 25<;?~ 1 3 <> 79 . 7 <> 01 1 " CNE 22 0 03 .00C CO 
l 3 Kl 1 ~s 1 000 . 0(1000 NONE I OCO . OOOCO 
14 '11i. JL 2!:500 0 00 . O.lOO " G" E 2s5oococ . ooco . 05000-
15 q13 JL l\ CNE . 0 4 000-
16 R IO UL M'.JNE . 04000-
17 '<15 .JL l\GNE . OA000-
18 " 1 6 UL "'C1' E . O<>OOO-
19 'H7 .JL NGNE . 00000-
20 " 1 8 JL /'oO"E , 0 4 000-
2 1 ;;i 1 9 UL NONE .1<>000-
22 ">2(1 JL 50000 . 0000) " ONE 50 000 . 00000 16 . 9 0 000- ...... 
?3 : c l '!: 7 4 :?A? . 5~~9 1 40 - !: - . 4C l oc; /'oC1' E t l!!OCO . OOCCC 0-. 
N 2 4 ~ ~! JL 1'C /'o E 741 . 37569 -
25 "':11.3 JL " ONE 1 20 . EOu07-
26 ;;i2 0 IJ L " Cl'<E 759 . 09 1 10 -
2 7 q2s UL NONE 91 5 . 5 16 1 3 -
2e c;20 J,_ NCi" E <;57 , 4 2049 -
2 9 "127 •J L NONE 1 069 . 66650-
30 R28 J L "LNE 10 4 0 . <: 1 393-
3 1 ::i20 .JL " C"E ~U: . 30o4<;-
32 ;;i30 .JL M:.l'<E 5 4 6 , d 4 9C> I -
33 ?J I J L l\ONE E24 . r, 11 1.:>5-
3 4 ·n2 lJ L " C NE 770 . 55 177-
35 ;33 .JL NONE e 1J . 179B 7-
36 "34 JL NGNE 730 . S3577-
37 •n5 15 7<:9 463 1<1 . 29 1 3 227 0 536f'.!: . 1 oe "'0Nc 29<;c;;9;c;c; . c;c; 
36 q3E JS 1 51906893 . 7 16 148CSJlC6 . 2e 1 NONI:. zsc;c;;<;~9c: , c; <; 
39 ~37 "IS 177334 3 1 7 . 572 IZ2665t>f' 2 , 4 27 NCNE 2 999999 <;<; , <;<; 
40 R3e ~s ~<; 2739 14 .1 5 23 2507C 6 oes . e 11 /'oGNE 29<;<; <; .. ;<;:; . s .. .. 
41 !) _:o "lS .?E65Z999 . 'l99-i 2 71 J4699S . 't99 NCNE 2;: c;<;<l<; <;cc: . <;: '><; 
4 2 1: 4 0 15 ~:)7 7 7 339 . 0223 2 1 <;22266( . <; 77 NCl'<E 29 '><;c;9c; c;c; . c;,.9 
o :; r? 4l UL Nu NE c;53 , 6 1 oe4 -
44 ~4 2 J L NON E 29 - , 37591-
45 ~ 4 3 JL Nu N( ::11 . :;ze::i<1-
4 6 ~4A JL 1'0 NE !:':S . ?27 12-
47 :> 4 5 JL NGNE <12 1 . 3e24 e -
48 ~4 6 J L t\CN E 1 239 . 26200-
A; .. .. ... JL l\ONE 1 ;:3 11 . s 11 2 1 6-
NUMBf:P ... ~ •. . >. T • • •Ii ·: TI VJ TY• • • SL .\CK .>.CTIVITY •• L01rEF< LI I<! T • .,uPPEP LI"' IT • . ouAL ACTIVITY 
50 Q4b •J L l\C:.NE 1<':15.12284-
5 1 QO<;: UL NONE 84 l . 63784-
52 :i5o JL NONE 152<> . e:eooQ-
SJ "15 1 IJL NONE ~c;:;: . 2255 7-
5 4 Q52 UL l\GNE 103J . 03568 -
55 QSJ JL NCNE 634 . 59100-
56 1'<54 JL NC1'c 40:? . 20000-
5 7 R55 UL l\ONE 84.00000-
58 1'<56 UL l\Gl\E ~:?<; . 85026-
59 A57 .JL NGNE 33E- . OOOOO-
60 Q58 UL NG"'E 3:?.60000-
61 R59 UL NONE 67. 20000 -
<:2 Q60 .JL NOl'.E {:7.20000-
63 ~61 JL NONE 134 . 00000-
64 R62 UL NONE 100.eoooo-
65 '163 UL NONE 202 . C!0083-
66 i'i64 UL NCNE 173 . 0'>219-
6 7 Q6S JL NCNE IJ<>,40000- ~ 
"' 68 Q66 •JL l'.GNE 1 13 . JOOOO- w 69 R67 UL 1'CNE 336 . 00000 -
70 Q68 85 241 S l.t74J3 35818.62567 NONE E-O OCO.OOCCC 
7 1 R69 as 5 330. 010 4 0 4 66'> . <;S<;6o 1'.CNE 1ooco . ooocc 
72 '<70 UL AOJ00.00000 NONE ooocc.coc'.lo 5e . c;:e76 7-
73 ::;71 .JL 120000.00000 l\ONE 120 000 . oocoo 18 . 03922-
74 "72 35 I 0995. C!?789 14')04.162 11 r.;ONE 2scco . oocco 
7 5 q73 JL 1"301)0'). oooco NO"E 1soccc.ccccc ! . 73136-
76 Q74 =is 5 44, 01)') )I) .2~45o . 00000 NONE JOOC0 . 00000 
77 '175 =is 11c 20 1. 0 7.;1 :; 53798 . 9<'0€7 NONE 170occ . cocco 
78 R7f> 15 1000.oo ooc NON E 100 0 . oocco 
Table C-14 . Activiti e s (co l umn::;) us ed in nolut i on f i ve 
/'.UMB ER . CC.. LU MN , AT • • .AC T 1 V l TY • • • , • l NPvT C".JS T , , •• LC . E R L I Ml T , • , UPPER L I " I T. • RECUCIOD COS T , 
7 <; P Cl ~s 74 2 4 2 . 5')8ql 5 1 . 4 3 000- 7 5CCC . OOCOO 
EO P02 L L 4 4 , f2000- l\Cl\E 62£:> . 995 1 9-
8 1 oo:; iS 68 . 30000- /\0 1\E 
82 "0" 3S 159 . 30000- NG" E 
63 "'05 <"\S 147 , occoo- l OOco . ooo:o 
84 .:>Oo vL 11 000 . 00000 136 .4COOO- 11oco . ococo 195.98191 
85 P07 JS 9'.l62 . 92197 1 05 . 4 0 000- t-.Cl\E 
86 008 :'IS 1461'1 . 22510 11 7 . 5COOO- t--Cl\E 
8 7 °C9 LL 100 . 20000- t-- C r.E 433.22322-
s~ O(i) '3 5 l 18 . 35000- /\C l\E 
89 P l 1 35 83 . !!0000- P.,(l\E" 
90 P12 35 10 1 75 . 254 01 82 . 90000- liC/\E 
9 1 P l 3 3S 37 . 50000- 2occo . oooco 
9 2 Pl4 3S 7 4 2 4 2 , 5 98 9 1 . 02000 - "Cl\E 
73 PIS 35 • C2000- l\ C" E 
9 4 ;> 16 =is • 020.:io- NCl\E 
95 0 1 1 L L . :2000- NC"E =oo , 7323 6 -
96 ?15 L L • 02000- l\C l\E 4 2E . 51136 -
97 p 1 c;. 3S l l JOO . vOOOO • 02000- "C " E 
98 P2C "3S 9962 . 92 197 . 02000- "Ct-.E 
99 P2 1 3S 146 1 '1 , 22510 , C2COO- r-.C " E 
10 0 P22 JS . c2000- "C" E I-' 
10 I P23 ~5 . c2ooc - ~C l\ C °' ~1 02 P2 4 '35 . c2000- /'.Cl\E 
1 0 3 ~25 35 10175 , 254 0 I , C2000- l\Cl\E 
l 04 i"26 L L • 02000- " C" E 3 1 0 . 0185 7-
105 ;:>27 35 7 4 242 .598 91 20 . sooo o- NCNE 
106 " 22 35 23 . 0 0 000- ,._GNE 
10 7 P29 35 20 . eoooo- l\Cl\E 
108 P30 35 51 . 40 000- l'.Cl'.E 
10 9 P3 1 3 s 4 1 . 3000 0 - 1\( 1\E 
11. 0 P 32 35 llJ:. v . COOO') 5 1 . 4 0 000 - "c"s 
11 1 P 3 3 :3S 9 ~6 ~ . 9 219 7 4 1 . 3 0 000- l'<Ct-.E 
11 2 ?34 3 5 1 4 6 I .;> , 2 .?5 1 J 3 I • 2 CC CO- I\( l\E 
·1 1 3 0 3 5 BS 4 1 . 30000- l\C l\E 
1 14 "'3f 35 6 1 . !:0000- 1\ ( 1\!:: 
11 5 .:>37 as 20 . aoooo- l\C.l\ E 
1 1 6 ?33 '3 s 1 0 175 . 254 01 3 1 . 2 0 000- r. C"E 
117 .:>.J; es 20 . EOOOO- l\C"E 
11 8 ?40 SS 1 85()06 . 4 97 29 4 03 . 20000 "Cl\E 
11 9 P 41 '3 s 94.00000 "C l\c 
1 2 0 P 4 2 L L 53 7 , t.OOOO ,._ C l\E 2 . 25026 -
12 1 0 4 3 i:IS 336 . 0 0000 l\C l\E 
122 0 44 '3S :33 . 60000 NCl\E 
1 2 3 045 '35 225501) . 00000 67 . 20COO N (.1'(. 
1 2 4 -"4e :! ~ <:0922 1. 3 613 7 67 . 2000 0 " C t-.E 
1 2 5 0 4 7 3S 149 1 1 6 . 0 9607 134 , 400 00 l\ C l\E 
1 2 6 P 4S 35 1 00 . ;i oooo t•Ci'E 
1 2 7 0 4 9 LL 67 . 2000 0 l'.C. " E 135 . fOOB J -
NUMBE"1 .CC:.LU '4N . 4T ••• AC TIVITY ,,. , , INPUT t:GST ., , .LOWER Ll"4JT, • • UFPEI'! Ll ~I T. . QECU!:EC COST. 
1 29 P50 LL . 113 . JCOOO . 1'C " E 59 .7721 9-
1 29 "51 '!5 9Jc.; 1 2 . 336 90 I 3" ·"0000 . "C " E 
1 30 P52 '!S . I l.J . 3001:>0 . NC 1'E 
I 3 I ;>5 3 as 5~ 14 635.3 . dB.39 • 14 000 - . " C" E 
1.3 2 P54 '3S . 3.36 . 00000- . "C"E 
I .33 ::>s5 as 7~946.314.29 14 • 0" 000- . 1'C 1'E 
134 056 15 I 5 1 906893 .7 l "' • 0 4 000- . f\C"E 
135 057 35 177 .3.3 .. 317 . 572 ,04 000- . f\ C 1' E 
136 ? 5 3 3S 4'i2"'39 14 . 1823 • C40 00- . f\Cf\E 
1 .3 7 .,s; 35 2e:!5299Q . 99 9 ; . 0 4000- . "G "E 
138 P60 as ac-•17339,0223 • 04000- . "Cf\E 
1 39 06 1 L L . 5 70 . cOOO O . "C"E 3 038 . 9 7619-
140 ? 6 2 -lS 12-:>S 1687 . 1;i 12 . osooo - . "Cl\E 
141 "t-3 '!S 2 4181.\743;] ~ . 4 0000- . 1'C1'E 
142 064 '!S 5330 . 0 10 40 1 o . ceooo- . " CM: 
143 P65 35 4001)0.00000 1 0 .oeooo- . 1'C1'E 
104 .:>66 '!S 120000 . 00000 1 0 . 08000- . f\C" E 
145 P67 '!S I 0095 , 8J7l0!9 IJ , 44 00C- "C"E 
t--' . . 
°' 146 ::>6e '!S 150000 . 00000 13 . 4400 0 - . 1'C1'E . 1..1' 
147 06C 95 5 44 . 00000 11. 7f>COO - . "'C1' E 
148 ? 70 as 116201 . 07913 11 . 76000- . " C f\ E 
14 9 P7 1 LL . 8 .40000- . f\ C l\E '3 . 40000-
ISO ? 7 2 '!5 2 4 2 42 . 5 ;!891 l!> . 80000- . 1'Cf\E 
I S i .,73 LL . 13,40000- . "'"E 13 . 40000-
Table C-15. Resources (rows) used in solution six 
NUMBER • •• PC '* •. ' T ••• • C TI V ITY ••• SLACI( ACTIVliY • • LC ••EP L 1"41T , • • uPPEP L IM I T . • DU AL > C TlVI T Y 
l CI ::IS I c <: .J'761 2 f . 505 162JC6 J 2t' . 50!:>- NGNE NCf>, E 
2 C2 ~ s l .Cto 7 : 2"C.C • ..: :?: l 24 7 J <:::cc . ;;2c. - NC..NE f>,Cl\ E l . ooooc 
J i:; :)l JL l'l0000 . 00000 NONE 18ooco . occco s22 .. • 951e -
4 002 '-'L I :>e"'4 . OOOCO 1'G1'E r9e 74 . CCOOO d . 40000-
5 R OJ UL 10647 . 00000 1'CNE 1 0647.0CCOO 4 l 4 ... 9soe-
6 Q(j 4 .JL 11356 . 00000 1'QP,,£ 11Jet: . ocooo 40 . 23 067 -
7 ROS UL 2 1 293 . 0000C 1'Cf>,E 212 9 3 . 00000 IO . ::l '300 0 -
8 R06 UL 2129 3 . 00000 1'0 NE 2 12 c;3 . oc occ !J . 4 4000-
9 C>Q"' .JL f:!:'.JOC . 00000 1'0NE t:SJ C0 . 00000 4l . C~ l 3 J -
I 0 Q(lb :, s "'1 2 1 .<>2 1 71 l::e11 . s1 i:: ::> NCNE 44QC6.000CC 
1 1 ROC UL .<1 2 ~J . OOQOO Nul'<E 2 1 2'73 . 00000 59.3367 3 -
12 QIO 55 1572 1 • .341:! 5 6 628 1.6~ 1 4 4 N01'E 22003 . 00000 
IJ RI I "S l oco . 00 000 "U" E 1occ . oooco 
14 Pt2 UL JC50000Q . 0000 NCNE 3oeooooc . oooo . 05000 -
15 R 1.3 UL l'<GNE . 0 40 00 -
16 R\4 .J L 1'0h E . 04000 -
17 =>1 5 J L 1' GNE . 04000-
18 R l 6 LIL NONE . 0 0 000 -
I~ R l7 J L NONE . 00000-
20 ;:> 18 JL 1'0N E . 04000-
2 1 R l9 .J L l\ C"E . 14000-
22 '120 UL 10'>000 . 000 0 0 NONE 100000 . 00000 16 . 50000- I-' 
"' 2J P2 1 "S 14t> ~ l J . t J4~:! .:IE6 . E6!047 1'C1'E 1 s ooo.:i . ococo ....... 
24 PC'.2 .JL NONE {;7 "> . 633 3<;-
25 '123 J L 1'0NE == · 9(:20P.-
26 R24 UL NONE 691 . 0 7 339 -
27 R25 .JL "ONE 7'35 . 2=26 e-
28 R26 .J L 1'0'-E 789 . 2 74 68-
:?9 R27 UL '-CNE 734 , f.Jlfll -
JO R2e .J L NCNE e42 . J9422-
3 1 R2C UL 1\(1\£ 7 5!! . 1 ;,e6S-
32 R30 UL 'IC.N E ~o:: . 1 :=20-
33 031 UL 1'C"4 E 7!!f- , 7'1 40l-
J4 R3 2 UL NONE ~-s~ . 56272-
35 R33 .JL 1'CNE ~5Q . <a4727-
3 6 R34 UL N( NE 704 . 04673-
37 R35 3S 11974 JJI0 . 54o 180 2~ b6 b'7 . 454 NONE 2 9<; <;<;<; ><; '7 . <;c;c 
3'3 QJ6 ~!: 2~8 1 :)0983 . 4 :;2 1150c;c 1 t: . 5010 NGl';E 29~9c;c<;c;c; , cc;c 
.39 ~37 ::;s 278 71679 1 . 6 5 4 2 1 2E.3.L0€ . 3 4c <; 1'CNE 29999'799'7 . 999 
40 RJl' SS 2 7 2 74103 . 191!9 272 "'258 96 . 800 NONE 2c;<;9c; c;<;c; <; . <;<;Cl 
41 R39 3S 2 7 2!hll 20 . 77 57 2 727 1 Cl879 . 224 NONE 29<;9<;<;9<;'7 . 999 
42 R4 0 ::!S 1453 C:ClS66 . 5 4 1 150 010 1 :::: . 05e NGNE "99c; c;c;<;c;c; ,<;c;9 
4 3 R 4 ! \,L NONE ;36 . f 1467-
4 4 R42 UL '-CNE 279 . 9 4 3 9 4-
4 5 R4.) JL "40NE c;so . C546 7-
46 Q44 UL NONE 4 14 . (:073<;-
4 7 R4 5 UL "' CNE 66e . e 521 2 -
48 R4~ UL NCNE <;Of . 224 86-
4 9 R47 JL f>,GNF. 1 cc;2 . c;c132 -
NU"46EQ , •• P01 .. , ._ T • ... ~T IV Irv ... ::O LACK .~CTIVIT Y • . L Ct. Ei; 1.. P oll T • • • UPPER LI " IT • . !>vAL A CT I 11 IT Y 
50 1; 4 6 UL NCNE I CE4 . :?8304-
St ""~ JL NOlliE 71 0 . .. :;~04 -
52 «SO J L NO"E I 71 1 , I 2361 -
53 RS I JL " ONE 634, '5925C -
54 P52 JL NONE 1141.27100-
55 1<53 UL 1'CM: 6"! 4 , 50100 -
56 1'154 .JL NONE 40.:. . 20000 -
57 ::155 JL 1'0"t 84 . 00000 -
58 R56 UL NCN'-' 537 . 60000 -
5~ R5 7 UL N01'E 336 . 00000 -
60 R5E' UL 1' C" E 33 . 60000-
6 1 R59 JL NONE f,7 . 20000 -
c2 1'<60 JL NONE 6 7. 2000C-
63 Q61 UL "01\iE 1;)4 , 40000-
6 4 R62 IJL NONE 100 . eoooo-
65 R63 '.J L NONE o:t11 .1 6ooe-
66 R64 UL NONE 11 3 . 30000-
67 R65 UL NONE 13<>.4 0000-
6~ '<66 UL " ONE 113.30000 - ...... 
69 1<67 .JL " ONE :?36 .0 COOC- ()\ 
70 R68 :!S 20 :us . .J o.;56 3c164 . 69144 NOll:E toooo . ooooc CXl 
71 1<69 U L 10Joo . oo.:oo 1'CNE 1 ocoo . coccc 00 4 • "I 508-
7 2 R 7 0 vL <>cooc . o.:>Jo:> N::llliE coocc . ccccc 30 .t 5087 -
73 IH I 35 ..,E'o1<1,9et102 41385 . 01598 NONE 1 20000 . 00000 
74 rl.7Z 35 ir!f:? . ~4L32 61.:.J . CS76E NONE c:socc . coccu 
75 q73 UL I SC. JCJ . OOOOC: NO" E 1:oocc . occco 2a . 52133-
76 R74 95 JOCCO . COOCC 1'01'E ~ooc-: . ccccc: 
7 7 R75 -.1L I .., C 0 0 0 , 0 ?O 0 C "ONE l700CO . COOCC Q7,576 73-
78 076 'l 5 1000 . 00000 NONE 1oco . oocco 
Table C-16 . Activities (columnn) used in solution six 
l\UHBER • CO LUrlN. .. T •• • ACT IVITY. • • • • I r-.Pu T CCST •• • . LOwER LI H I T. • • 1;PPEI< LIJ' IT• . RECuCED COS T • 
79 PO I UL 750CO . OO OOO : 1 . <>300 0 - 7 5 0 CO. OOO CC 4 . 27550 
8 0 P 02 LL <>4 . (:2 COO- l\Cl\E 5 77.72660-
8 1 oc3 "'s 7 1E l3.1 345J (:9 . 30000- NCl\E 
!:12 ;:>Q.> 3 s 158 . 30000- "C"E 
53 P 0 5 5S 147. 0 0000- 1coco . oo oco 
8 4 P06 35 l04CO • .JS l04 1.>6 .40000- 11 o oo . oooco 
es P07 BS e670 . 7 14 31 1 05 . 40 000- l\C " E 
86 POB 3S o sss . aO J49 I 1 7 . 50 0 00- l\C l\E 
8 7 0 09 '3 s 100 . eoooo - "C l\E 
88 ;:: 1 0 35 1 1 6 . 35000- "c"c: 
99 Pl I 95 83 . eoooo- NCl\E 
?O Pl2 as 7 229 . 9Q864 82 . 90000- " Ot-;E 
9 1 P13 35 3 7. 50(00- 2 o oco . oocco 
92 ? Iii '?S 75000 . 00000 • 02000- NC l\E-
93 P I S as • 0 2000- l\C "E 
9 4 F 16 55 71813 . 13453 . 02000- l\Cl\E 
95 P 1 7 LL • -02000- NC"E (:72 .1 9465-
96 P I S LL • C200C- "'"e 450 . 30 133-
9 7 :> 1 9 O'S 10400 . 35104 • 02000- l\C"E 
99 P20 as t.'67 0 . 71431 • 02 000- "C"E 
99 P2 1 SS e. 3as . eo1 4 c; . 02000- "C"E 
100 ;:>2;; LL . 02000- l\C"E 44 (1 , 23032- f--1 
101 "23 3S . 02000- "C"E 0\ 
102 P24 " C:"E 3 41 • 84 QS I -
\0 
LL .c;;ooc-
103 0 25 3S .., 229 . ?>1864 . c2000- l\C"E 
104 026 LL • C2000- "C"E <.93 . 2350 1-
105 P27 SS 7 5000 . 00000 2c . a oooo- "C l\E 
106 P2 B BS 23 . 0000C- NOl\E 
107 P29 35 "'1813 .134S3 20 . eoooo- l\Cl\C. 
I 0!3 P 3 0 35 5 1.<>00 00- "C l\ E 
109 P 3 1 q5 -+I , 30000- "Cl\E 
1 1 0 P32 as lC'rt00 . 35 104 5 1 . <>0000- "C"E 
1 1 I P33 3S 06 ""10 . 7 14 31 41. J OO OO - NC"E 
11 2 P34 JS 6'385 . 31) 1 4<; :: I. 20000- l\C " E 
11 3 P35 !3 s <> 1 . 30000- " C"E 
114 P.36 ., s 6 1 . SOOOO- l\Cl\E 
115 P37 es 2c . eocoo- l\C:" E 
11 6 P3c3 '3 s 7229 . 99864 3 1 . 2 0000- "C"E 
117 P39 SS 20 . eococ- l\C" E 
11 8 P40 =is 187500 . 00uOO "o; . 20000 t.CNE 
119 P41 95 '34. 00000 NC"E 
120 042 BS 13(' 444 . <>556C 537 . (:0000 "Cl\E 
1 2 1 P 4 3 "! 5 336 . 00000 " G" E 
122 0 44 "S 33 . EOOOO " C"E 
12 3 P oS 95 .; 1 ::2 01 . 1 ;e :;1 E 7 . 2 CCC O "(.I\[ 
124 046 '35 1 -!!2os~;.0004 1 .; 1 . ;: 0000 NCl\E 
1 2 5 P47 '3S 7C235 . 1 7:5 18 134 . 40000 l\C l\E 
126 0 4 1:! as 1 00 . eoo:io l\C.l\E 
1 2 7 P49 LL 67 . 2 0 000 lo.C"£ !7'.J , <;60011-
NUMBER . CO LU>Oc . AT • •• .A i: TIV I TY • • • • • INPUT CGST •• • . LO • ER Ll '4 1 T. . .uPPEP L 111 I T • .RE CUCEO COST • 
128 PSO as I 1 3 . ::oOOO "C"E 
129 P SI SS !;65 1 5 . 987 50 1 3 4 , 40000 1'C1'E 
130 P52 'IS 1 13 . 30000 "'C"E 131 ?53 ~s 9;:<;7.JQ l 8 . 8992 . 14000- 1'C 1'E 
132 P54 e.s :!36 . COOOC - 1'Cl\E 
13 3 P S S '3S 11 '77 43310 . 5 4 6 • 0 4 0 co- 1'Cl\E 
134 P56 i'IS 2;:e 1 ;09a3 . a 92 . 040CO - jl,(NE 
l:!S P57 ~s 2 "''!7 167~ I . -;.55 • OAOC O- 1'CNE 
136 PSS BS 2 1 2 74 1 03 . 19e:9 • C4 000- 1'C l\ E 
137 P59 'lS .;n.::ao 1 20 . 77 57 • 0 "000- 1'G1'E 
135 ?60 GS I 4 ~329366 . S4 l • 0 4 000- l\C1'E 
l J'I »6 1 LL 57C . <:oc.oo l\Cl\E 5 771 . c:0<;6 C: -
1 4 0 D6 2 35 2 l:;.J 7 A ~2 • '7805 . csooo- /\( M:: 
141 P6J ~s ::o.;3: , .Joe:.t. E .AvOOO- 1'Cl\E 
14 2 06 A '3S 10000 . 00000 l 0 . 0 8 000- l'<Cl\E 
143 1>65 SS 40000 . 00000 10 . oaooo- i'<Cl\E 
144 i:>6o P.S 78o l4 . 98A02 10 . oeoc,o- 1'Cl'E t-' 145 1> 67 F>S 1 ~~60 , 94232 13 . 44000- 1'C"E -....J 
0 14 6 P68 SS 150vOO . OOOOO 13 . 440CO- NG "'E 
1 4 7 P6~ LL 11 . 7 60 00- "C 1' E 11 . 7 6000 -
I • '3 1>70 '3S l ?J000 . 0 0000 1 1. H:OCO- "G"E 
I•<; P71 L L S o 4J OOO - " C l\E 8 . 40000-
150 P72 '3 s 4 681 3 . 13 4 53 16 . C!OO C O- 1\(1\£ 
15 1 P73 L L 13 . 4 0000- l\C NE 13 . 4000 0 -
Table C-1 7. Ranges of major resources at limit level 
Resource Solution Two 
Range of MVP 
Supply Level MVP Lower Upper 
$ Activity Ac tivity 
Land (RO!) 120,000 ha 120,000 ha 739.87 96, 951 ha 138,310 ha 
Labor Jan. 1-Feb. 28 (R02) 19, 874 hr 19, 874 hr 6 . 72 288 hr 66,288 hr 
Labor Mar . 7-Mar . 15 (R03) 10,647 hr 10,647 hr 8.40 7,661 hr 17,661 hr 
Labor Mar . 16-Mar . 31 (R04) 11, 356 hr 11,356 hr 104.12 0.0 hr 29,433 hr ~ 
Labor Ap. 1- Ap. 30 (ROS) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 64.69 0 . 0 hr 61,852 hr 
-...J 
~ 
Labor May 1-May 30 (R06) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 13 . 44 8,358 hr 33,358 hr 
Labor May 31-Aug. 30 (R07) 65,300 hr 65,300 hr 40 . 30 34,810 hr 153,705 hr 
Labor Sept . 1-0ct. 31 (R08) 44,006 hr 44,006 hr 10.08 36,150 hr 66,150 hr 
Labor Nov. 1-Nov . 30 (R09) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 10.08 o.o hr 127,762 hr 
Operating Capital (Rl2) $25,450 ,000 $25,450,000 .08 0.0 39,400,000 
Hiring Labor Mar . 1-Mar. 15 (R69) 
Hiring Labor Mar . 16-Mar . 31 (R70) 40,000 hr 40,000 hr 95 . 70 2,081 hr 58' 077 hr 
Hiring Labor Ap. 1-Ap. 30 (R71) 120,000 hr 120,000 hr 56.30 51,494 hr 160,559 hr 
Hiring Labor May 31-Aug. 30 (R73) 150,000 hr 150,000 hr 26 . 86 119,510 hr 238 ,405 hr 
Hiring Labor Nov. 1-Nov. 30 (R75) 
Table C- 17. (continued) 
Resource Solution Three 
Range of MVP 
Supply Level MVP 
$ Lower Upper 
Activity Activity 
Land (ROl) 180,000 ha 180,000 ha 509. 77 176,062 hr 180,606 ha 
Labor Jan. 1-Feb . 28 (R02) 19,874 hr 19,874 hr 6. 72 0.0 hr 44,389 hr 
Labor Mar . 7-Mar. 15 (R03) 10,647 hr 10,647 hr 1,160 . 64 10,314 hr 12,665 hr 
Labor Mar. 16-Mar . 31 (R04) 11, 356 hr 11, 356 hr 8.4 o.o hr 37,389 hr ...... -...) 
N 
Labor Ap. 1-Ap. 30 (ROS) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 8.4 0.0 hr 102,423 hr 
Labor May 1-May 30 (R06) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 13.4 16,006 hr 41,006 hr 
Labor May 31-Aug. 30 (RO?) 65,300 hr 65,300 hr 104.36 59, 718 hr 90,924 hr 
Labor Sept. 1- 0ct. 31 (ROB) 44,006 hr 44,006 hr 10.08 26,802 hr 56,802 hr 
Labor Nov . 1-Nov. 30 (R09) 21,293 hr 21, 293 hr 82.57 18,864 hr 25,587 hr 
Operating Capital (Rl2) $30,500,000 $30,500,000 0.08 o.o $52,700,000 
Hiring Labor Mar . 1-Mar . 15 (R69) 1,000 hr 1,000 hr 1,152.2 9,667 hr 12,018 hr 
Hiring Labor Mar. 16-Mar. 31 (R70) 
Hiring Labor Ap . 1-Ap . 30 (R71) 
Hiring Labor May 31- Aug. 30 (R73) 150,000 hr 150,000 hr 90 . 92 144,418 hr 175,624 hr 
Hiring Labor Nov. 1-Nov . 30 (R75) 170,000 hr 170,000 hr 72.48 167,571 hr 174 , 294 hr 
Table C-17. (continued) 
Resource 
Supply 
Land (ROl) 150,000 ha 
Labor Jan . 1-Feb. 28 (R02) 19,874 hr 
Labor Mar . 7- Mar. 15 (R03) 10,647 hr 
Labor Mar . 16-Mar. 31 (R04) 11,356 hr 
Labor Ap. 1-Ap. 30 (ROS) 21,293 hr 
Labor May 1-May 30 (R06) 21 , 293 hr 
Labor May 31-Aug . 30 (R07) 65,300 hr 
Labor Sept . 1-0ct. 31 (ROB) 44,006 hr 
Labor Nov . 1-Nov. 30 (R09) 21,293 hr 
Operating Capital (R12) $20,460,000 
Hiring Labor Mar . 1-Mar . 15 (R69) 
Hiring Labor Mar. 16-Mar. 31 (R70) 40,000 hr 
Hiring Labor Ap . 1-Ap. 30 (R71) 120 , 000 hr 
Hiring Labor May 31-Aug. 30 (R73) 150,000 hr 
Hiring Labor Nov . 1-Nov. 30 (R75) 
Solution Four 
Level 
150,000 ha 
19,874 hr 
10,647 hr 
11, 356 hr 
21,293 hr 
21,293 hr 
65,300 hr 
44,006 hr 
21,293 hr 
$20,460,000 
40,000 hr 
120,000 hr 
150,000 hr 
MVP 
$ 
597 . 45 
8 .40 
10.08 
72.07 
30 . 95 
13.44 
21.23 
11 . 76 
11. 76 
0.05 
61.99 
20 .87 
7 .80 
Range of MVP 
Lower 
Activity 
148,268 
o.o 
453 
0.0 
o.o 
10, 904 
o.o 
14,550 
o.o 
o.o 
5,392 
52,868 
79,756 
ha 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
hr 
Upper 
Activity 
181,807 ha 
52,292 hr 
19,547 hr 
22,442 hr 
33 , 042 hr 
35,904 hr 
96,565 hr 
44,550 hr 
163,607 hr 
$45 ,500,000 
51,086 hr 
131,749 hr 
181,265 hr 
1--' 
-...J 
w 
Table C-17. (continued) 
Resource Solution Five 
Range of MVP 
Supply Level MVP Lower Upper 
$ Activity Activity 
Labor (ROl) 120,000 ha 120,000 ha 616.68 97 '719 ha 120,696 ha 
Labor Jan. 1-Feb. 28 (R02) 19,874 hr 19,874 hr 8 . 40 o.o hr 44,055 hr 
Labor Mar. 7-Mar . 15 (R03) 10,647 hr 10,647 hr 10.80 5,977 hr 15, 977 hr 
Labor Mar . 16- Mar . 31 (R04) 11,356 hr 11,356 hr 69.07 6,898 hr 63, 773 hr ...... -.J 
~ 
Labor Ap . 1-Ap. 30 (ROS) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 28 .12 16,569 hr 95,467 hr 
Labor May 1-May 30 (R06) 21 , 293 hr 21 , 293 hr 13.44 7,289 hr 32 ,289 hr 
Labor May 31- Aug. 30 (R0 7) 65,300 hr 65,300 hr 20.17 52,729 hr 126,883 hr 
Labor Sept . 1- 0ct. 31 (ROB) 44,006 hr 44,006 hr 11. 76 14,550 hr 44,550 hr 
Labor Nov . 1-Nov . 30 (R09) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 11 . 76 0 . 0 hr 137,494 hr 
Operating Capital (Rl 2) $25,500,000 $25,500,000 0.05 0 . 0 hr $38,150 , 000 
Hiring Labor Mar . 1-Mar. 15 (R69) 
Hiring Labor Mar. 16- Mar . 31 (R70) 40 , 000 hr 40,000 hr 58.99 35 , 542 hr 92,417 hr 
Hiring Labor Ap . 1-Ap. 30 (R71) 120,000 hr 120 , 000 hr 18 . 04 115 , 276 hr 194,174 hr 
Hiring Labor May 31-Aug . 30 (R73) 150,000 hr 150 , 000 hr 6.73 137,429 hr 211,583 hr 
Hiring Labor Nov . 1-Nov . 30 (R75) 
Table C-17 . (continued) 
Resource Solution Six 
Range of MVP 
Supply Level MVP 
$ Lower Upper 
Activity Activity 
Land (ROl) 180,000 ha 180,000 ha 522 . 50 177,513 ha 181,919 ha 
Labor Jan . 1- Feb . 28 (R02) 19,874 hr 19,874 hr 8 .40 o.o hr 40,709 hr 
Labor Mar. 7-Mar. 15 (R03) 10,647 hr 10,647 hr 414.50 9,619 hr 11,979 hr 
Labor Mar. 16-Mar. 31 (R04) 11,356 hr 11, 356 hr 40.23 o.o hr 32,965 hr ...... 
~ 
Labor Ap. 1-Ap . 30 (ROS) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 10.08 0 . 0 hr 99,908 hr I.JI 
Labor May 1- May 30 (R06) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 13.44 15,163 hr 40,163 hr 
Labor May 31-Aug. 30 (R07) 65,300 hr 65,300 hr 41 . 96 50,749 hr 84 ,155 hr 
Labor Sept . 1- 0ct. 31 (R08) 
Labor Nov. 1-Nov . 30 (R09) 21,293 hr 21,293 hr 59.34 7,667 hr 24,076 hr 
Operating Capital (Rl2) $30,500,000 $30,500,000 0 . 05 0.0 $51,800,000 
Hiring Labor Mar. 1-Mar. 15 (R69) 10,000 hr 10,000 hr 404.41 8,972 hr 11,332 hr 
Hiring Labor Mar . 16- Mar. 31 (R70) 40,000 hr 40,000 hr 30.15 11, 799 hr 61 , 609 hr 
Hiring Labor Ap . 1- Ap. 30 (R71) 
Hiring Labor May 31-Aug . 30 (R73) 150,000 hr 150,000 hr 28.52 135,450 hr 168 ,855 hr 
Hiring Labor Nov. 1- Nov . 30 (R75) 170,000 hr 170,000 hr 47.58 156,374 hr 172,783 hr 
Table C-18. Ranges of major activities at limit level 
a 
(solutions 2-6) 
Activity Solution Two Solution Three 
Range of penalty Range of penalty 
Penalty cost Penalty cost 
Level Cost Lower Upper 
Level Cost Lower Upper 
$ Activity Activity 
$ Activity Activity 
Growing barley 
(POl) 
Growing tomato 
(P05) 10,000 ha 216 .15 0. 0 ha 14,035 ha 10,000 ha 124 . 28 6,273 ha 14,534 ha 
Growing potato ...... 
(P06) 10,000 " 827.53 5532 II 12,940 " 11,000 " 542.98 10,396 " 11,545 " 
-..J 
0\ 
Growing oats 
(Pl3) 20,000 " 5.80 0,0 II 27,274 II 
a 
The above activities are at limit level because they are upper bounded. 
Table C- 18. (continued) 
Activity Solution Four Solution Five 
Range of Penalty Range of Penalty 
Penalty cost Penalty cost 
Level Cost Lower Upper Level Cost Lower Upper 
$ Activity Activity $ Activity Activity 
Growing barley 
(POl) 75,000 ha 4.27 0.0 ha 106,884 ha 
Growing tomato 
(P05) 
...... 
Growing potato 
......, 
......, 
(P06) 11,000 " 215.21 10,566 " 12, 731 ,, 11,000 ha 195.98 10,866 ha 18,273 ha 
Growing oats 
(Pl3) 
Table C-18, (continued) 
Activity Solution Six 
Growing barley 
(POl) 
Growing tomato 
(POS) 
Growing potato 
(P06) 
Growing oats 
(P13) 
Level 
75,000 ha 
Penalty 
Cost 
$ 
4.27 
Range of Penalty 
cost 
Lower 
Activity 
0.0 ha 
Upper 
Activity 
146,813 ha 
Table C-19. Ranges of major resources at intermediate level (solutions 2-6) 
Resource Solution Two 
MVP MVP Range of MVP 
at the at the 
Supply Level lower upper 
activity activity lower upper 
$ $ activity activity 
ROB 
RlO 22,003 hr 12,208 hr 6 . 72 244 .01 11, 208 hr 13,526hr 
R21 115,000 II 75,078 II 12 . 30 351. 08 0.0 II 86,062 
R35 300,000,000 II 99,400,000 II 0.01 0 . 03 75 ,400 , 000 II I-' 
--.J 
R36 300,000,000 II 128,300,000 II 0.03 0.01 117,870,000 II 157,000,000 II '° 
R37 300,000,000 II 147,800,000 II 0.03 0.01 137,000,000 II 177,000,000 II 
R38 300,000 , 000 II 43,600,000 II 0.03 0.03 39 ,000, 000 II 
R39 300,000 ,000 II 53,000,000 II 0.01 0.03 29,000,000 II 
R40 300,000,000 II 93,700,000 II 0 . 01 0 .03 81 ,000,000 II 
R68 60,000 II 40,414 II 9 . 40 6. 72 28,108 II 
R69 10,000 II 7,014 II 95.94 8.40 5,806 II 
R70 
R71 
R72 25,000 II 12,065 II 52.91 13.44 8,974 II 
R74 30,000 II 22,144 II 5.37 10 . 08 544 II 
R75 170,000 " 106,469 II 86.56 10.08 102,754 II 
R76 
Table C-19. (continued) 
Resource Solution Three 
MVP MVP Range of MVP 
at the at the 
Supply Level lower upper 
activity activity lower upper 
$ $ activity activity 
ROS 
RlO 22,003 hr 18,028 hr 6 . 72 138.80 17,028 hr 19,297hr 
R21 150,000 " 148,865 " 12.30 130 . 67 0.0 " 148,865 " 
R35 300,000,000 " 133,000,000 " 0.02 0.03 132,900,000 " 139,700,000 " t-' 
CX> 
R36 300,000,000 " 212,000,000 " 0 . 02 0 . 02 202,000,000 " 212,000,000 " 
0 
R37 300,000,000 " 268,000,000 " 0.02 0.02 260,000,000 " 275,000,000 " 
R38 300,000,000 " 26,000,000 " 0.09 0.02 26,000,000 " 35,000,000 " 
R39 300,000,000 " 43,000,000 " 0.02 0.02 42,000,000 " 50,000,000 " 
R40 300,000,000 " 146,000,000 " 0.03 0.03 146,000,000 II 
R68 60,000 " 24,515 " 77 . 25 6 . 72 24,515 " 
R69 
R70 40,000 " 26,033 " 8 . 69 8.40 9,149 " 
R71 120,000 " 81,130 " 32. 76 5.50 73,722 " 
R72 25,000 " 19,713 " 136.82 13.44 19,712 " 
R74 30,000 " 19,796" 25.62 10.08 0.0 " 
R75 
R76 
Table C-19. (continued) 
Resource Solution Four 
MVP MVP Range of MVP 
at the at the 
Supply Level lower upper 
activity activity Lower Upper 
$ $ activity activity 
R08 
RlO 22.003 hr 11, 788 hr 8 . 4 595 . 28 10,788 hr 11,788 hr 
R21 
R35 300,000,000 II 99,000,000 " 0.14 0.03 89,000,000 II 116,000,000 II 
R36 300,000,000 II 193,000,000 II 0 . 11 0.04 181,000,000 II ...... 
00 
R37 300,000 , 000 II 223,000,000 II 0 . 03 0 . 04 202,000,000 II 
I-' 
R38 300 , 000,000 II 40,000,000 II 0 . 02 0.04 10,000,000 " 
R39 300,000,000 II 29,000,000 II 0 . 08 0.04 28,000,000 II 
R40 300,000,000 II 110,000,000 II 0.61 0.04 108,000,000 II 
R68 30,000 II 32,418 II 43.23 8.40 o.o " 
R69 20,000 II 8,900 II 340.01 10.08 4,778 II 
R70 
R71 
R72 25,000 II 14,611 II 96.50 13.44 6,731 II 
R74 30,000 II 544 II 53.14 11. 76 0 . 0 " 
R75 170,000 II 142,314 II 34.54 11. 76 141,477 II 
R76 1,000 II o.o 8 . 40 o.o II 
Table C-19. (continued) 
Resource Solution Five 
MVP MVP Range of MVP 
at the at the 
Supply Level lower upper Lower Upper 
activity activity 
$ $ activity activity 
ROB 
RlO 22,003 hr 8,524 hr 8.40 585.40 7,524 hr 8,524 hr 
R21 115,000 II 74,243 II 13.40 111. 72 o.o " 75,000 " 
R35 300,000,000 " 73,000,000 ti 0.12 0.02 72,000,000 " 76,000,000 II 
R36 300,000,000 II 152,000,000 II 0.10 0.04 151,000,000 ti 154,000,000 II ..... 
CXl 
R37 300,000,000 " 177,000,000" 0 . 02 0.04 173,000,000 ti 
N 
R38 300,000,000 II 49,000,000 " 0.01 0.04 44,000,000 ti 
R39 300,000,000 II 29,000,000 ti 0.07 0.04 28,000,000 ti 
R40 300,000,000 II 81,000,000 " 0.63 0.04 59,000,000 " 
R68 60,000 " 24,181 " 37.36 8.40 21,900 " 
R69 10,000 " 5,330 II 293.84 10.08 5,040 " 
R70 
R71 
R72 25,000 ti 10,996 " 60.01 13.44 9,586 ti 
R74 30,000 " 544 II 48.39 11. 76 0,0 II 
R75 170,000 ti 116,202 II 31.46 11. 76 115,364 II 
R76 1,000 ti 0.0 8 .40 o.o II 
Table C- 19. (continued) 
Resource Solution Six 
MVP MVP Range of MVP 
at the at the 
Supply Level lower upper lower activity activity 
upper 
$ " $ 
activity activity 
ROB 44,006 hr 42,121 hr 11. 76 161. 23 12,121 hr 44,424 hr 
RlO 22,003 II 15,721 II 8.40 831. 57 14' 721 II 15' 721 II 
R21 150,QQQ II 146,813 II 13 . 40 130.22 0 . 0 II 154,796 II 
R35 300,000,000 II 120,QQQ,QQQ II 0.18 0 . 04 117,QQQ,OOO II 
R36 300,QQQ,QQQ II 228,000,000 II 0 . 10 0.04 228,000,000 II ...... 
co 
R37 300,QQO,OOQ II 279,000,000 II 0.03 0 . 04 279,000,000 II w 
R38 300,000,0QQ II 27,000,QQQ II 0.06 0 . 04 20,000,000 II 
R39 300,QQQ,QQO II 27,000,QQQ II 0 . 12 0 . 04 21,QQQ,OQQ II 
R40 300,000,000 II 145,000,000 " 0 . 17 0.04 145,000,000 II 
R68 60,000 II 20,835 II 49 . 95 8 . 40 12,512 II 
R69 
R70 
R71 
R72 120,000 II 78,615 II 23.84 10.08 61,176 II 
R74 25,QOQ II 18,870 II 171. 96 13 . 44 18,870 II 
R75 3Q,QQO II o.o 11. 76 0 . 0 " 
R76 l , QQO II o.o 8.4 o.o 8.4 " 
